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ABSTRACT
This thesis documents my process as the Costume Designer for the University of Central
Florida Conservatory Theatre’s production of Richard O’Brien’s musical, The Rocky Horror
Show. The production opened on March 29, 2007 and ran for fifteen performances in the
University of Central Florida’s Mainstage Theatre before closing on April 15, 2007. This
document presents the analysis, research, and design process that I used to create the costume
design for the performance.
In this thesis, I document how I combined my own analysis and research with that of the
director and design team to take the design from concept, through construction, to completion.
This thesis will contain specific information on my design process including an analysis of the
script, research, preliminary sketches, final designs, photographs of the production, and all
paperwork I generated for the show. A journal of the challenges and solutions that I encountered
during the design and construction process are included, along with a self evaluation and
reflection on the finished production.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
When I was presented with the option to design The Rocky Horror Show as my thesis
project, I was initially hesitant. I knew of the film version, but had never actually seen it. I knew
of the basic premise of the show and was not sure if I would be comfortable with the overtly
sexual themes and provocative content.
I probably would have passed it over for another show assignment except for the
encouragement of my classmate, Scenic Designer Gary Alexander. Gary and I had worked
closely on class projects and realized designs in the past. I knew that I would really love to work
with Gary again on my thesis show. Gary had signed on be the Scenic Designer for The Rocky
Horror Show. He had worked on a production of the show in the past and it was one of his
favorite experiences. His enthusiasm spurred me to give further consideration to taking on The
Rocky Horror Show.
After watching the film version of the show and reading the play I realized that the
show’s sexual content was more campy and naughty than erotic which eased my moral dilemma.
As a designer I enjoy working on shows that offer me an opportunity to indulge my affinity for
glamour, gimmicks, and science fiction and this show was full of opportunities to create
outlandish designs. With these things in mind I decided to take the leap and accept The Rocky
Horror Show as my thesis costume design project.
I knew the show had a large cult following that was very familiar with the costumes worn
in the film, The Rocky Horror Picture Show. I wanted to be sure to create a design the paid
homage to the film while also expressing my own aesthetic. I created an ambitious design for
the show which had the largest cast and most costumes of any show I had designed.
Throughout this production, I struggled to balance my responsibilities and workload with
the realities of realizing the design. The challenges and successes I encountered while producing
1

my design allowed me to discover better ways to approach costume design in the future. This
thesis documents my process, from the difficulty I had in accepting the assignment to the final
realization of the designs I created. My hope is that the lessons I learned during this production
can inform future designers and help them in their development as artists.
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
Script Analysis
The following script analysis follows the format laid out by Rosemary Ingham in her
book From Page to Stage: How Theatre Designers Make Connections Between Scripts and
Images. This method of script analysis presents a series of questions that I answered citing
information found in the script.
I. Where are they?
Denton and Traveling: Brad and Janet have just come from the wedding of two of their
friends, Ralph and Betty Hapshatt (O’Brien 13). The narrator explains that they left “Denton
that late November evening to visit Dr. Everett Scott” on a stormy night (16).
Frank-N-Furter’s Home: Brad and Janet arrive at Frank-N-Furter’s home, which makes
Janet exclaim, “What sort of place is this? I’m frightened” (O’Brien 20). Brad thinks the place
looks like a “hunting lodge for rich weirdoes” (20).
Frank-N-Furter’s Lab: The script spends very little time describing the laboratory. Frank
invites Brad and Janet “up” to the lab (O’Brien 22). Columbia says tells Brad and Janet that they
are “lucky to be invited up to Frank’s laboratory; a lot of people would give their right arm for
the privilege” (23).
II. When are they?
The script does not specify when this play takes place, but the science fiction film
references, Brad and Janet’s dialogue, and the style of the music suggests that the play takes
place in a “time warp” that is made up of various pieces of B-film history from the 1930s to the
1960s. When the Usherette sings the opening song, “Science Fiction,” she references late-night
double features. Double features became popular in movie theatres starting in the 1930s, dying
3

out more and more in the 1960s. The specific films referenced, Flash Gordon (1936), The Day
the Earth Stood Still(1951), The Invisible Man(1933), King Kong(1933), It Came from Outer
Space (1953), Forbidden Planet (1956), and The Day of the Triffids (1962), also reinforce this
period of time as important to the placement of the play’s action (O’Brien 12-13). Brad and
Janet’s first lines of dialogue could easily come straight from a 1950’s film script complete with
a romantic notion of marriage and stereotypical gender roles:
JANET. Oh, Brad, wasn’t it wonderful? Didn’t Betty look radiantly
beautiful? I can’t believe it; just an hour ago she was
plain Betty Monroe, and now she’s Mrs. Ralf Hapshatt.
BRAD. Yes, Janet. Ralf’s a lucky guy.
JANET. Yes.
BRAD. Everyone knows Betty’s a wonderful little cook.
JANET. Yes.
BRAD. And Ralf himself will be in line for promotion in a year.
(O’Brien 13)
The above discussion of Betty Monroe’s marriage to Ralph Hapshatt reflects the perspective of a
young 1950s couple, especially considering their view on the woman’s role in the marriage they
have just witnessed. Brad’s comment on the union is that Betty is a “wonderful little cook”
seemingly emphasizing her June Cleaver-like role as a home maker. More telling is Janet’s
comment that, before her marriage Betty Hapshatt was “plain Betty Monroe” which implies that
marriage to Mr. Hapshatt has conveyed upon her greater worth.
Frank and his followers come from a time mixed between when the play was written, the
1970s, and that of the multiple classic horror or sci-fi films that the play references. Frank’s uses
the word “candyman,” a popular 1970s euphemism for drug dealer (O’Brien 18). Even the idea
of a transsexual transvestite is much more modern and instep with the sexually adventurous
4

1970s than with previous time periods or classic films. Other characters have dialogue that could
have been written for a classic horror film like Riff Raff’s line, “Oh yes, you’ve arrived on a
rather special night. The master is having one of his affairs” (O’Brien 14).
III. Who are they?
Frank-N-Furter introduces himself in song:
FRANK. I’M NOT MUCH OF A MAN BY THE LIGHT OF DAY, BUT
BY NIGHT I’M ONE HELL OF A LOVER. I’M JUST A SWEET
TRANSVESTITE FROM TRANSEXUAL TRANSYLVANIA.
(O’Brien 21)
It turns out this is a very accurate introduction. Frank is “one hell of a lover” in that he manages
to seduce both Brad and Janet on the same evening that he brings to life Rocky, a man he created
to be his perfect lover (O’Brien 22,33-34).
It is unclear how long Frank has been on earth, but in the time that he has been here he
has developed a fondness for classic horror movies. He mentions taking in a Steve Reeves
movie (O’Brien 21) and that he wanted to be Fay Wray from the 1930s film King Kong (47).
His name, Frank-N-Furter, and the fact that he is creating a man make him a type of Dr.
Frankenstein. But as Dr. Frankenstein gave himself over to science, Frank has given himself
over to seeking pleasure (48), which eventually becomes his undoing when he is killed by his
servant Riff Raff (51).
Riff Raff is Frank’s servant and Magenta’s brother. Brad refers to him as the
“undertaker” (O’Brien 20). If Frank represents Dr. Frankenstein, then Riff Raff represents his
minion Igor. Frank refers to Riff Raff as his “faithful handyman” (21), and he is literally Frank’s
whipping boy (38). In the end, Riff Raff turns on Frank and kills him, saying that Frank has
failed his “mission” and that his life style was “too extreme” (49). He also kills Columbia and
5

Rocky when they attempt to protect Frank. Magenta, confused as to why Riff Raff killed them
all, says, “I thought you liked them. They liked you.” Riff Raff answers, “They didn’t like me.
They never liked me. You saw the way things were—the way they were going”(51). This
comment suggests that, beyond punishing Frank for his extreme lifestyle, Riff Raff’s motivation
was also retribution for abuse suffered at Frank’s hand.
Magenta is Riff Raff’s sister and Frank’s servant. She is portrayed in the film as a maid.
Unlike many of the other characters in the play, Magenta shows a total lack of interest in Frank’s
sexual or scientific advances.
MAGENTA. (crossing to FRANK; loudly) When do we return to
Transylvania? I grow weary of this world.
FRANK. (groaning as if from a headache) Magenta, I am indeed grateful
to both you and your brother, Riff Raff. You have both served me well.
loyalty such as yours must be rewarded, and you will discover that when
the mood takes me, I can be quite generous. (He strokes MAGENTA and
puts his arm around her.)
MAGENTA. (throwing off his arm) I ask for nothing, Master.
FRANK. And you shall receive it in abundance. (O’Brien 45)
Perhaps it is her desire to return home or boredom with Frank’s antics and dismissive attitude
that make her join her brother in turning against Frank in the end. It is clear from her comment
that she wants to return home, but she does not appear to share Riff Raff’s animosity toward
Frank, Columbia, and Rocky. She is surprised when Riff Raff kills them all but is not especially
disturbed by it. Even early on in the play, when Frank kills Eddie and hands Magenta a bag of
his entrails, she calmly takes the bag from Frank and offers to “put him down the waste disposal”
(43). This callous disregard for others and her world-weariness show her dominant characteristic
to be disinterested, unflappable boredom.
6

Columbia does not appear to be an alien like Frank, Riff Raff, and Magenta; but she
serves Frank and calls him master (O’Brien 20). She is a lively, tap-dancing party girl. She is
clearly in love with Eddie and is crushed when Frank kills him (31). Knowing Frank’s
propensity for seduction and her lines from the floorshow, it is likely that she had a sexual
relationship with Frank before she fell for Eddie.
COLUMBIA. IT WAS GREAT WHEN IT ALL BEGAN
I WAS A REGULAR FRANKIE FAN
BUT IT WAS OVER WHEN HE HAD THE PLAN
TO START WORKING ON A MUSCLE-MAN
NOW THE ONLY THING THAT GIVES ME HOPE
IS MY LOVE OF A CERTAIN DOPE (O’Brien 46)
The narrator describes Brad Majors and his fiancée Janet Weiss as two “young ordinary
healthy kids” (O’Brien 16). Brad’s proposal to Janet portrays him as direct and manly, if not
somewhat cheesy: “THE FUTURE IS OURS SO LET’S PLAN IT” and “DAMNIT—JANET—
I LOVE YOU” (14). Frank also recognizes Brad’s manliness, calling him “forceful” and a
“perfect example of manhood—so dominant” (26). When their car’s tire blows out, Brad
protects Janet, telling her “You’d better stay here and keep warm while I go for help” (17).
When Janet is worried about entering Frank’s castle Brad reassures her, saying “For God’s sake
keep a grip on yourself Janet. I’m here—there’s nothing to worry about” (20). Brad sees
Frank’s place as a “hunting lodge for rich weirdos” and nothing to be frightened of (20). Seeing
Janet’s concern at meeting Frank and his minions he confidently reassures her with “It’s all right,
Janet...We’ll just play along for now—and we’ll put out the aces when the time is right” (22).
Not only is Brad protective and direct, he is also sexually chaste. Masquerading to be
Janet, Frank sneaks into Brad’s room to have sex with him. After realizing that it is Frank and
not Janet in his room, Brad says, “You tricked me—I wouldn’t have—I’ve never—never”
7

(O’Brien 34). From this comment it can be inferred that had never had that experience before.
Despite being distraught with guilt at betraying Janet, Brad continues being intimate with Frank.
By the end of the play, Brad has gone from being confident, manly, and chaste to being dressed
in sexy women’s lingerie singing:
IT’S BEYOND ME
HELP ME MOMMY
I’LL BE GOOD YOU’LL SEE
TAKE THIS DREAM AWAY
WHAT’S THIS I SEE
I FEEL SEXY
WHAT’S COME OVER ME
HERE IT COMES AGAIN. (O’Brien 47)
Brad’s encounter with Frank shakes his confidence, “HELP ME MOMMY,” and his previous
manly and chaste persona evaporates into “I FEEL SEXY” (47). At the close of the play Brad is
left wounded and confused “ALL I KNOW IS DOWN INSIDE I’M BLEEDING” (52).
At the start of the play, Janet Weiss accepts Brad Majors’ marriage proposal. Sweet and
innocent, her dialogue is full of “OH BRAD” and “Brad, darling,” phrases indicative of an
ingénue of the 1950s or 60s (O’Brien 16). Clearly apprehensive at entering Frank’s castle after
their car suffers a blown out tire, Janet confides in her fiancé, “Oh, Brad, what sort of place is
this—I’m frightened” (20).
Before Frank comes to her room masquerading, at least at first, as Brad, Janet was a
virgin. “I was—saving myself”, she explains (34). She also sings that before Frank she had
“ONLY EVER KISSED BEFORE” (37). Janet feels guilty for betraying Brad and sleeping with
Frank, but the act awakens her sensual nature. After viewing Brad’s infidelity with Frank on a
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video screen she proceeds to seduce Rocky, singing “TOUCH-A TOUCH-A TOUCH-A—
TOUCH ME I WANT TO BE DIRTY” (37).
Much like Brad’s experience, Janet’s encounter with Frank transforms her into something
quite the opposite of what she was when the play began. During the floorshow Janet sings, “I
FEEL RELEASED…MY CONFIDENCE HAS INCREASED…MY MIND HAS BEEN
EXPANDED…IT’S A GAS THAT FRANKIE’S LANDED HIS LUST IS SO SINCERE” (47).
The loss of her innocence fuels Janet’s metamorphosis from frightened and chaste to confident
and full of lust. This newly activated lust quickly fades from being “A GAS”, or cause for
confidence, to something that is wounding and consuming her as she closes the play singing:
AND SUPER HEROES
COME TO FEAST
TO TASTE THE FLESH
NOT YET DECEASED
AND ALL I KNOW
IS STILL THE BEAST
IS FEEDING. (52)
Rocky is Frank-N-Furter’s creation, a perfect, muscular specimen of a man “with blonde
hair and a tan,” good for relieving Frank’s “tension” (O’Brien 20). Unfortunately for Frank,
Rocky is afraid of him. The first thing Rocky does after he is brought to life singing “THE
SWORD OF DAMOCLES IS HANGING RIGHT OVER MY HEAD” while running away from
Frank (27.) Rocky seems to be a mixture of the dumb, frightened creature that Dr. Frankenstein
created and a self-absorbed pretty-boy. Admiring himself in a mirror, he tells Frank, “I do think
you made a pretty good job of the body work” (29). This small excerpt of his conversation with
Janet also illustrates his fear of his master and his preening tendencies:
ROCKY. Oh! It’s you. Look, I’m trying to hide from my creator and his
9

minion. They scare me. I feel that all is not well here. I have been
thinking a lot about—Eddie. I have a feeling of foreboding.
JANET. It’s all like some terrible dream.
ROCKY. Is it true you don’t like men with too many muscles?
JANET. Well…
ROCKY. Have you got any lip gloss? (O’Brien 35)
Rocky may very well feel uneasy about Frank and think “a lot” (35) about Eddie because Frank
used half of Eddie’s brain to create Rocky (45).
Eddie bursts onto the stage shortly after Rocky is brought to life. The stage directions
describe him as showing the “occasional seam” and having “a hint of Frankenstein’s monster”
(O’Brien 31). At one point, Rocky asks Frank, “How can you keep him around? He’s so ugly”
(32). Frank replies that Eddie has “a certain naïve charm, but no muscle. We had a mental
relationship” (32). Judging from Frank’s propensity for seduction, it is hard to image that his
relationship with Eddie was not also physical. Columbia “clearly adores him” and fawns over
him while he sings his classic rock-’n’-roll–styled song (31). After his song, Frank chases Eddie
and kills him. He was at one point a “delivery boy,” according to Magenta (23). Riff Raff says
that Frank “only wanted to help the boy better his position” (23). Eddie’s uncle, Dr. Scott,
describes him in song as “trouble” and says that all he wanted from the day he was born was
“ROCK ‘N’ ROLL, PORN AND A MOTOR BIKE” (41).
Dr. Scott, or Dr. Von Scott, as Frank calls him, is the wheelchair-bound “ex-science
tutor” of both Brad and Janet, who they were on their way to meet when their car broke down
(O’Brien 16). He is also Eddie’s uncle and somehow connected with a government agency that
investigates UFOs (39). He clearly identifies Frank and his minions as aliens (41). In the
original theatrical production, Eddie and Dr. Scott were both played by actor/singer Meatloaf.
Other productions have also used the same actor in both of these roles or even switched the
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gender from male to female. In our production, these two roles were played by different
performers, and our Dr. Scott was cast as a woman.
The narrator pops up periodically throughout the play to relay information about the
characters or circumstances. After Brad and Janet are introduced and perform their first song,
the narrator appears to introduce the part of the story in which things begin to get strange for the
young couple.
NARRATOR. I would like—(He pauses and finds a huge dusty tome,
which he takes) if I may—to take you on a strange journey. (O’Brien 16)
The phrasing of this line and the idea of stoically introducing the audience to normal people
about to be tossed into a bizarre experience is reminiscent of Rod Sterling hosting the early1960’s television series The Twilight Zone. The film version of The Rocky Horror Show portrays
him like a host from Masterpiece Theatre. Unlike most narrators, this narrator interacts with the
characters in the world of the play. In the original production and in the film version, this
character was cast as a male. In our production, the narrator was cast as a female.
IV. What happened before the play began?
Brad and Janet met during one of Dr. Scott’s science exams and started dating (15). They
attended the wedding of Ralph Hapshatt and Betty Monroe (13).
Frank, Riff Raff, and Magenta traveled from Transsexual Transylvania to earth on a
mission from outer-space (49).
Dr. Scott’s nephew Eddie, a delivery boy, started to hang out with Frank (41). They had
some kind of relationship (32). As Magenta put it, Eddie’s “delivery wasn’t good enough,” (23)
so Frank used half of his brain to make Rocky (45).
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V. What is the function of each character in the play?
I have always thought of a protagonist as the hero of a story and the antagonist as his/her
enemy. It is difficult to determine who would be the “hero” of The Rocky Horror Show. Since I
am following Rosemary Ingham’s format for playscript analysis, I will also follow her definition
of a protagonist.
Every play is activated by a character who wants something insistently enough to
keep the action going until the story is told…[The protagonist is] the character
without whose presence the play could not move forward. Protagonists are
generally quite outspoken in proclaiming what they want. (Ingham 77)
The one character who seems to fit this definition of wanting something “insistently” and being
“outspoken” while moving the story forward is Frank. Even without Brad and Janet wandering
into Frank’s lair, there would still be quite a story to be told just in observing him. Frank is the
one who seduces Brad and Janet and who creates the creature Rocky. He desires all things
pleasurable, and his desire carries the story along until it produces his untimely demise.
The antagonist provides obstacles for the protagonist. In The Rocky Horror Show the
only two people who can completely denounce Frank are his two servants, Riff Raff and
Magenta. Frank’s creation, Rocky, rejects him sexually, but in the end of the play Rocky still
defends Frank with his life. Magenta refuses Frank’s advances as well and joins her brother in
overthrowing Frank. It is most likely Riff Raff who proves to be the true obstacle that blocks
Frank from continuing the story any further when he kills him.
Of the other characters in the show, Brad and Janet are the most important. It could even
be argued that they are the protagonists of this story, if the meaning of protagonist is taken to be
hero. They certainly start out as the most virtuous characters, and even though they are styled as
1950s archetypes, they do serve as a type of regular person that the audience could identify with,
thrust into a crazy world. They are insistent about using a phone and outspoken about their love
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for one another. In this case, Frank would be the antagonist, as he is the one who sets up
obstacles to their using a phone and even to their relationship.
The ushers operate like a Greek chorus. They watch much of the action silently from the
sidelines but join in singing and dancing to lend power and excitement to the musical numbers.
VI. What kinds of dialogue do the characters speak?
Each character seems to speak in his own or her own manner, which helps to reinforce
their identities. Brad and Janet speak like two innocent teenagers from a 1950s horror film with
frequent exclamations of “Oh!” before calling out the other person’s name. As contrast, Frank
and those living within his world speak in a dialogue riddled with sexual innuendo, references to
contemporary 1970s culture, or in the style of classic horror film characters. The bulk of the
dialogue and story comes through in song, and the 1950s rock ’n’ roll sound becomes the
dialogue spoken within this play.
VII. What happens in the play?
Shortly after getting engaged, Brad and Janet are driving to visit their friend Dr. Scott
when their car breaks down. They walk through the rain and stumble upon Frank-N-Furter’s
mansion. Brad and Janet are welcomed to the mansion by Frank’s odd servants Riff Raff,
Magenta, and Columbia, and finally by the sweet transvestite from Transsexual Transylvania
himself, Frank. Frank invites Brad and Janet to his laboratory to witness his creation being
brought to life. Frank’s creation turns out to be a perfect specimen of a man, which Frank has
built to be his perfect lover. In the midst of all of this, Frank’s former delivery boy/Columbia’s
love interest, Eddie, pops out of cold storage and runs amok until Frank kills him. Frank then
proceeds to seduce both Brad and Janet before finding out that Rocky has run off. Janet
stumbles across frightened and confused Rocky, who is hiding from his creator and his minion.
With her awakened sense of sexuality, Janet seduces Rocky, but is interrupted by the arrival of
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Dr. Scott, who reveals Frank and his friends to be aliens. Frank then uses his sonic transducer to
immobilize and transport Brad, Janet, Rocky, Dr. Scott, and Columbia to perform a floorshow
for everyone. The show comes to a halt when Frank’s servants Riff Raff and Magenta burst onto
the scene, killing Columbia, Rocky, and Frank so they can return to their native planet. Brad,
Janet and Dr. Scott are left on earth reeling, stunned and altered by the night’s strange events.
VIII. What’s the play’s theme?
Frank-N-Furter’s world overflows with seduction and temptation as he lures others into
both following and feeding his “DON’T DREAM IT—BE IT” philosophy (48). Eddie follows
Frank and ends up murdered by him. Columbia, a self described “REGULAR FRANKIE FAN”
loses both her lover and her life due to her fanatical devotion to Frank (46). Giving into Frank’s
seduction, Brad and Janet find their view of themselves and their relationship with each other
damaged, perhaps beyond repair. In seeking his own pleasure, Frank destroys the ties to his
home planet as well as the people he has met on earth. His extreme lifestyle and mistreatment of
the people around him force Riff Raff to pass the ultimate judgment on him. The theme of The
Rocky Horror Show is that seeking personal pleasure without regard to the harm your actions
may inflict on others inevitably leads to destruction.
Social Analysis and Playwright
This section explores The Rocky Horror Show’s history by looking into the social climate
at the time it was written, some of the playwright’s background and stated reasons for writing the
piece, and the production history of the play as it grew from its infancy as a small production in a
63-seat London theatre to a film with a cult following that has endured more than a quarter of a
century.
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Social Analysis
Science Fiction and Horror B-Movies
“‘B’ movies began to proliferate in the mid-thirties when distributors felt that ‘double
features’ might be just the ticket to lure increasingly frugal Depression audiences back into
theatres” (McClelland 14). Classic horror films like King Kong, The Mummy, Dracula, and
Frankenstein appeared in the 1930s, thrilling audiences with danger and damsels in distress.
Low budget sci-fi films filled theatres in the 1950s and ’60s with adventures in space and alien
attacks on earth. Although content was strictly regulated by censors and the public morality of
the day, sexuality and scantily clad woman frequently appeared in these films. The poster for
1956’s Forbidden Planet exemplifies the genre, featuring Robby the Robot carrying a
voluptuous blonde wearing what amounts to a flesh-tone bathing suit; she is unconscious in his
arms with the atmosphere of a strange planet as a background. Although many of these films are
often considered cheesy or just plain bad in plot, acting, or effects, it is that very quality that
makes them endearing to those who love them. Speaking of written science fiction as “sf” and
science fiction films as “sci-fi,” John Grant notes that some films are “bad sf and bad sci-fi—and
they can be the most fun of all” (Grant 8).
1950s and ’60s science fiction films are the primary reference of the Rocky Horror Show,
as “Science Fiction Double Feature” proclaims to the audience at the start of the show. Brad and
Janet are archetypes of 1950s teens caught up in a sci-fi or horror flick. O’Brian unabashedly
borrows from the Frankenstein story by having Frank-N-Furter create Rocky, but he also
references films such as The Mummy and King Kong by revealing Rocky first wrapped like a
mummy and later by having him climb the RKO tower while carrying Frank. Jeffrey Weinstock,
author of Cultographies: The Rocky Horror Picture Show, states that “Rocky Horror, which
plays so explicitly on the Frankenstein theme, is itself a sort of Frankenstein’s monster, a living
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entity built out of bits and pieces and entrails of the dead…” (Weinstock 81).O’Brian also
injected a heavy dose of Dracula by creating the planet Transsexual Transylvania as the home
world for Frank and his cohorts. As much as he is Dr. Frankenstein, Frank is also Dracula
preying on the fleshy desires of his victims.
The Women’s Liberation Movement
Through the 1960s and ’70s more and more women had access to birth control, allowing
them more freedom in sexual encounters. By the 1970s, The Women’s Liberation Movement
was in full swing. Women in America and Great Britain were campaigning for equal pay and
equal treatment in the workplace. By 1973 feminists had lobbied successfully to get Congress to
pass the Equal Rights Amendment, but they were three states shy of the number needed to ratify
it to amend the Constitution (Weinstock 63). In Great Britain, the Equal Pay Act and Sexual
Discrimination Act took effect in 1975.
In addition to more control over their reproductive systems and more equality at the
workplace, parts of The Women’s Liberation Movement encouraged the rejection of a woman’s
traditional role in marriage. Some women’s groups challenged the notion that a woman should
be celibate before marriage and only be sexually involved with her husband during marriage
(Weinstock 64). One philosophy that vied with traditional, monogamous marriage was the
1960s movement called “free love,” in which sexual activity was seen as a positive experience to
be shared with multiple partners as a single person or even within an open marriage (Weinstock
64).
“The influence of the women’s movement on The Rocky Horror Show is probably most
evident in the film’s dismissive attitude toward traditional marriage, as well as Janet’s sexual
awakening” (Weinstock 63). In the beginning of the play, Brad and Janet have just attended a
marriage in which Betty Monroe has become Mrs. Ralph Hapshatt. Janet mentions this name
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change with a sense of awe. Janet starts the play as a stereotypical 1950s girl, happy with the
marriage ideals of that era. Her interactions with Frank initiate a sexual awakening that leads her
to hunger for more. By the end of the play, Janet’s attitudes seem to have skipped ahead a
decade to become more in tune with the ideals of free love and women’s liberation.
Gay Liberation
Close to and overlapping with The Women’s Liberation Movement was a movement by
gays toward the same goal. Groups like the Gay Alliance, the Gay Liberation Front, and the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force formed and became politically and socially active, some
even staging “public confrontations” (Weinstock 66).Their efforts began to pay off by 1975,
when the American Psychiatric Association stopped categorizing homosexuality as a mental
disorder and the U.S. Civil Service Commission ceased to prohibit hiring homosexuals
(Weinstock 66). Author Jeffrey Weinstock references a statement by gay activist Dennis Altman
in which he exclaims that at some point “boundaries between the homosexual and heterosexual
should fade into irrelevance and false partitions in the flow of desire give way to personal
fulfillment” (Weinstock 66).
Frank-N-Furter seems born out of the sentiments expressed by Altman. He is the
exuberant prophet of not just free love but of freedom of all sexual desire—straight, gay, or
bisexual. Like a whole movement in microcosm, he descends on Brad and Janet and takes them
away from their life of 1950s ideals into his own glittery version of the ideals put forth by both
The Gay Liberation and Women’s Liberation movements.
Porn Chic
Although pornography in some form or another has likely always existed in the world,
the 1970s saw it rise to greater social acceptance in both the U.S. and Great Britain. Jeffrey
Weinstock calls this rise of porn in the 1970s “porn chic” and mentions it as another important
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piece of The Rocky Horror Show’s social history. Pornographic cinema in the U.S. achieved
notoriety and some acceptance in the early ’70s with films featuring high production values and
playing in “mainstream movie houses” to much wider audiences, 1972’s Deep Throat being a
primary example (Weinstock 67). Pornographic films were even featured at serious film
festivals and reviewed by mainstream newspapers and magazines, such as the New York Times
and Newsweek (Corliss). Both New York and London experienced growth in establishments that
offered adult entertainment, such as peep shows where people could pay money to view erotic
dancing or sex acts.
The Rocky Horror Show frequently references peep shows and voyeurism. “The Time
Warp” mentions “voyeuristic intention” (O’Brien 24). The audience members are voyeurs into
the trysts between Brad and Frank, Janet and Frank, and also Janet and Rocky. At one point,
Columbia and Magenta are also seen onstage getting a peep show into Janet’s seduction of
Rocky. These concepts, while still shocking to some, were making their way into mainstream
consciousness more and more at the time The Rocky Horror Show opened. This movement of
pornography becoming more chic might explain how a show with content such as The Rocky
Horror Show was able to quickly move into progressively larger venues and eventually be
released as a film.
Punk Movement
Even though the word punk emerged in the 1930s as a description of a type of no-good
youth with criminal tendencies, by the late 1970s the word was being used to describe a
subculture of youth music and clothing (Michaels 14). Sources disagree on the exact origins of
punk, but Shannon Bell-Price author of an essay on punk style for The Metropolitan Museum of
Art's Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History cites the rise of a youth culture, especially in New York
City and London, that sought to rebel against the “oppressive and outdated” “older generations”
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(Bell-Price). This rebellion was heard and seen in the music and fashion of The New York Dolls
and the Sex Pistols. As a fashion, punk came to be epitomized by bondage trousers with excess
straps and buckles; plaids; rips and tears; safety pins; and T-shirts with irreverent, anarchist, or
pornographic prints.
In 1971 Vivienne Westwood and Malcolm McLaren opened their shop which would
often be cited in later years as “ground zero” for punk fashion. Named Let It Rock upon opening,
the stores sold clothing that “catered to the ‘Teddy Boy’ subculture, which was a 1950s revival
look” (Bell-Price). In 1972 Westwood and McLaren renamed the store Too Fast to Live Too
Young to Die, altering their focus to reflect the currently trendy “Marlon Brando-influenced
rocker/biker style” (Bell-Price). The store’s name and focus would change again and again, first
in 1974 to SEX, selling sadomasochistic inspired clothing, and then again in 1976 to
Seditionaries, selling clothing described as punk (Bell-Price).
Interestingly enough, “ground zero” for punk fashion was located at 430 King’s Road,
only a four-minute drive from The Royal Court Theatre, where The Rocky Horror Show debuted.
It is also interesting to note that that the styles and themes explored in Westwood and McLaren’s
store were very similar to the themes explored in The Rocky Horror Show, such as irreverence,
fetishism, and bondage. Costume designer for both the theatrical and film versions of The Rocky
Horror Show, Sue Blane stated that the work of artist Allan Jones, featuring S&M and bondage
themes, greatly influenced her designs (Michaels 104). Blane actually purchased Magenta’s
boots from Westwood and McLaren’s store, and said if she had the money she would have liked
to purchase everything for the production from their store (Michaels 103, 104).
In the Let It Rock and Too Young incarnations, Westwood and McLaren’s store focused
on clothing that explored 1950s biker boy fashion, while The Rocky Horror Show celebrated
1950s music styles and featured biker boy, Eddie. Also featured in play is an unusual use of the
word superhero. Janet sings “super heroes come to feast to taste the flesh not yet deceased and
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all I know is still the beast is feeding” (O’Brien 52).During its 1976 Seditionaries phase, the
store’s slogan was “Clothes for Heroes” and featured clothing with swastikas, partially nude
cowboys, and anarchist symbols. The type of hero who would wear clothing that aggressive and
inflammatory could well be the same as the “superhero” that O’Brien invoked when he wrote
Janet’s lyrics.
Glam Rock
Glam or glitter rock rose to popularity in the 1970s with musicians such as David Bowie,
Mick Jagger, Elton John, Queen, and debatably Kiss and Alice Cooper. As Weinstock states it,
“Glitter rock was intentionally campy and theatrical” and it also held a “playfully subversive
approach to gender distinctions” (Weinstock 74-75).
In 1972, the same time when O’Brien was writing The Rocky Horror Show, the selfproclaimed bisexual Bowie moved into his popular Ziggy Stardust phase, in which he wore
makeup and bedazzled, futuristic clothing (Weinstock 75).
Parallels could be drawn between the androgyny, glamorous makeup, rock music style,
and extraterrestrial origins shared by The Rocky Horror Show’s Frank and David Bowie’s Ziggy.
Also interesting is how the title of Bowie’s album released in 1972,The Rise and Fall of Ziggy
Stardust and the Spiders from Mars, seems to be a play on titles of the same ’50s and ’60s Bmovies that The Rocky Horror Show references such as It Came From Outerspace or Day of the
Triffids.
Rock Musicals
In 1968 Hair: The American Tribal Love-Rock Musical opened on Broadway. It is
considered the first critically and commercially successful rock musical (Wollman 12). As an
interesting connection to the day’s porn chic, Hair was also famous for being the first Broadway
musical to feature nudity, which caused some controversy but not enough to stop it from
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becoming a huge hit performed by several international tour companies for four years (Wollman
12). Jesus Christ Superstar opened on Broadway in 1971, retelling the story of Jesus’ last days
in rock musical style. Grease opened on Broadway in 1972 and premiered the following year in
London. Grease’s musical style and plot both explored the world of high school students
coming of age in the late 1950s.
Before he wrote The Rocky Horror Show, playwright and actor Richard O’Brien,
performed in London productions of two of the time’s biggest rock musicals, Hair and Jesus
Christ Superstar. In examining the origins of The Rocky Horror Picture Show’s cult following,
Jeffery Weinstock sees connections between O’Brien’s musical, Hair, and Jesus Christ
Superstar going beyond just their rock-styled musical scores. He sees The Rocky Horror Show
as embracing and building on Hair’s “free love” theme, but even more interesting, he sees
O’Brien’s musical as sharing with Jesus Christ Superstar an “iconoclastic approach to divinity”
in which Frank leads his “tribe” to liberation from the “oppressiveness of arbitrary sexual
restraints” (Weinstock 72). Like Superstar’s Jesus, the “superhero” Frank is ultimately
“betrayed by his servant and martyred by a culture unable and unwilling to accept the Gospel of
Frank” (Weinstock 72).
Grease opened in London, in the same year as The Rocky Horror Show. The two
musicals shared an affinity for1950s teen culture and musical styles, as well as themes of sexual
awakening. As an example, compare Sandy’s journey from sweet to sexy in Grease with Janet’s
experience in The Rocky Horror Show. Also shared between the two musicals is a fascination
with greaser rebels, as seen in the similarities between Danny Zuko and the T-Birds from Grease
and the rebellious Eddie in The Rocky Horror Show
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The Playwright
In 1965, Richard O’Brien traveled to London as a singer/songwriter to sell songs at
various record companies (Michaels 34). He did not find success with the record companies, but
he continued to write songs and began to work as an actor. By the early 1970s O’Brien did put
his musical talents to when he secured roles in Hair and Jesus Christ Superstar (Faulkner). He
also landed the part of an extraterrestrial, Willie the Space Freak, in a production of Sam
Shepard’s The Unseen Hand at the Royal Court at Chelsea’s King’s Road.
In 1972, O’Brien decided to write a musical about the kinds of things that entertained
him—B-Horror films of the ’50s and ’60s, comic books, and rock music—as a way to pass time
when he was an out-of-work actor (Michaels 41). By reworking some songs he had previously
written for other projects and combining them with a few of his favorite things, O’Brien, much
like Frank-N-Furter, stitched together a creature meant to bring him pleasure, The Rocky Horror
Show (Michaels 35).
Production/Critical History
London
Richard O’Brien showed his musical to Jim Sharman, a director he knew from working
on both Jesus Christ Superstar and The Unseen Hand. Once Sharman expressed interest, it was
not long before some funding was secured from British producer Michael White (Weinstock 16).
In June 1973, The Rocky Horror Show opened to huge success in the same 63-seat experimental
space where O’Brien and Sharman had worked together on The Unseen Hand (Henkin 19,
Weinstock 16). The show was such a huge success that it was moved to two successively larger
theatres, a 270-seat movie house on King’s Road, followed by the 500-seat King’s Road Theatre,
which would be the show’s home for seven years (Weinstock 17). In the London Evening
Standard’s yearly poll of drama critics, The Rocky Horror Show was chosen as best musical
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of1973(Henkin 19). The show even attracted pop icons and travel packages from Paris to
London began to appear, advertised as a “Rocky Horror weekend” (Weinstock 17).
Los Angeles and Film
Within thirty-six hours of viewing a London performance of The Rocky Horror Show
California record producer Lou Adler arranged to put the show on at his Los Angeles music
venue, The Roxy Theatre (Henkin 19). The show opened March 21, 1974 and played to sold out
audiences for 9 months (Weinstock 17). Adler leveraged the show’s success and his connections
to convince Twentieth Century Fox to fund a film based on the play (Henkin 19).
In the latter part of 1974, Twentieth Century Fox began shooting the film version, The
Rocky Horror Picture Show. Many of the play’s performers reprised their roles for the film
including Tim Curry as Frank-N-Furter, Richard O’Brien as Riff Raff, and Meatloaf as Eddie
(Michaels 9). The film had a budget of 1 million dollars, a small amount for a musical even for
the time it was made (Michaels 112).
Some changes were made when the play was transitioned to film. In the film, Rocky has
no lines and only speaks when he sings. Inserted after Dr. Scott’s arrival was a scene where
Frank invites Dr. Scott to join him, Brad, Janet, Columbia, and Rocky to dinner where it is
revealed they all have been dining on a table that contains Eddie’s corpse. There was also some
reordering, insertion, and deletion of some dialogue. Brad’s song “Once In A While” was cut
altogether and the song “Superheroes” was only included in the UK release of the film.
Broadway
By March of 1975, The Rocky Horror Show moved to the Belasco Theatre on Broadway,
but closed after only 45 performances when it was brutally reviewed by New York critics
(Weinstock 18). Reviewers from the New York Post, New York Times, and Daily News all
thought that the show neglected to offer anything new, but rather utilized themes or devices that
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had already played out on Broadway. Something that was new to the show was the introduction
of small tables in the front of house where drinks were served during the performance.
Unfortunately for the show, many reviewers found the cabaret seating uncomfortable and
distracting, and it gave them yet more ammunition to fire at the show. The nature of the reviews
can be summed up in New York Post reviewer T.E. Kalem’s remark, “Drinks are served
throughout the evening, and in the present instance, customers are advised to get as bombed as
the show” (311). Another offense cited by reviewers was the volume of the show’s music.
Martin Gottfried of the New York Post criticized the level as “disastrously misgauged for a house
this small” (Gottfried 311).
Reviews of other elements of the production such as the scenic design and performances
were mixed. T.E. Kalem liked Scenic Designer Brian Thompson’s revamping of the set calling
it “flashy and fabulous…a production concept that looks like modernized German
Expressionism…very impressive” (311). Reviewer Clive Barnes of The New York Times who
also described the set as “flashy” felt the whole thing looked “expensive and overstaged” and
diminished what originally made the show a hit when it was “unexpected, unpretentious” and
playing in an old cinema with “peeling walls” and “grubby seats” (312).
Up until the show’s New York debut, Tim Curry had been drawing praise for his
performance of Frank-N-Furter. While some Broadway critics found him charming, “Tim Curry
as Frank ‘n’ Furter [sic] can be very funny, flashing his eyes like headlamps,” (Barnes 312)
others found him lacking, “As Dr. Frank, Tim Curry hasn’t a star’s singing voice and his Bette
Davis routine is tiring” (Gottfried 311).
Despite the slings and arrows tossed towards Tim Curry and other elements of the
Broadway production there were some reviewers who saw what would make audiences
eventually fall in love with the film. Kevin Saunders of WABC-TV 7 notes, “It’s the sort of
thing you can enjoy – but against your better judgment. In a word, it is freaky.” Proving to be
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more profit than critic, Leonard Probst of NBC divined The Rocky Horror Show to be “so silly
that it ends up being a lot of fun. It may get a cult following…” (314).
Cult Status
The Rocky Horror Picture Show opened in theatres in August of 1975. Like the
Broadway opening of the play, the film also quickly withered to horrible reviews (Michaels 9).
The story of the show’s success might have ended there with failure on Broadway and at the box
office, but “In 1976, a resourceful Fox executive introduced the movie as late night schlockhorror filler into a couple of late-night Manhattan movie houses frequented by gays, students,
and punks” (Michaels 9). Twentieth Century Fox developed the midnight showing because it
was unable to get regular bookings, but in this time slot, the show found its audience and started
its journey toward cult status. Bill Henkin, author of The Rocky Horror Picture Show Book,
wrote that within four years of its release The Rocky Horror Picture Show was playing “at well
over 200 theatres across the nation and in Canada” (Henkin 30).
A feature uniquely linked to The Rocky Horror Picture Show’s success and cult status is
audience participation, in which members of the audience shout lines at the screen, more or less
in unison. The shouted responses formed into something of a script known to audiences around
the country. Author Bill Henkin notes:
Audience response to the movie is widespread and often spontaneous. Although
certain elements of the audience script remain identical from one location to
another...No one knows for certain how talking to the screen developed, although
people in New York, Los Angeles, Columbus, and other early Rocky Horror cities
lay claim to the original practice. (102)
Fans began to repeatedly attend midnight showings, learning this “script” and creating their own.
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The Rocky Horror Picture Show Official Fan Site features links to basic audience
participation scripts and a prop list. The use of props is another ritual embraced by the film’s
faithful attendees. Rice is thrown during the opening wedding scene. Newspapers are pulled out
for head coverings while Brad and Janet walk in the rain. Toast, toilet paper, and playing cards
are just a few of the other items suggested to bring along, although, some theatres sell pre-made
prop kits at the entrance.
Sometime around Halloween 1976, fans went to a showing of The Rocky Horror Picture
Show at the Waverly Theatre in New York dressed up in costumes and makeup (Henkin 106).
By spring of the next year shadow casts, made up of fans dressed as characters from the film
began to pantomime songs or lines from the film next to the screen (106). Dressing up was not
just reserved for those performing. Even those planning to just sit in the audience frequently
dressed up as their favorite character or some variation. This phenomenon spread to multiple
cities across the U.S. during the late 1970s and continues today.
Broadway Revival
In 2000 Christopher Ashley directed a Broadway revival of The Rocky Horror Show.
This second coming of the cult hit went off much better than the first arrival on Broadway.
Despite Ben Brantley’s New York Times review, which asserted that audiences might be better
off just going to see the film, the show ran for 437 performances and was nominated for several
Tony Awards in 2001 (Brantley and IBDB).
Scenic designer and architect David Rockwell designed an immersive theatrical
experience by draping the walls of the theatre with red fabric hiding body parts underneath
(Lampert-Gréaux). The proscenium was decorated to look like a decaying movie theatre. The
creative team decided they wanted to update the show by dropping the “1970s references as well
as the science fiction angle” and sought to create a “modern, bizarre, edgy environment”
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(Lampert-Gréaux). The team did not forgo all references to what audiences love about the film.
They did shoot the opening sequence on film in black and white as a reference to the opening
scene in the film and to the 1950s film look (Lampert-Gréaux). By far the biggest nod to fans of
the film was the team’s decision to embrace audience participation, allowing the audience to call
lines out to the stage and even to buy bags of prop items on site. Of course, the film’s timing is
always the same, and the actors on the screen never call back any response to the audience’s
participation, like the Broadway revival performers were able to. New York Times reviewer, Ben
Brantley, comments that some cast members seem more at ease with the “actively reactive
audience” than others (Brantley). Brantley recounts that as toilet paper was hurled toward the
stage, actor Tim Hewitt, playing Frank-N-Furter, calls to the audience, “Let’s just throw it at
each other, shall we? We’re live!” It seems the challenge of performing live with a highly
interactive audience made Frank seem more like a “substitute schoolteacher” than a “mad
scientist” (Brantley).
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CHAPTER 3: COSTUME DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
The Design Process Journal
When presented with the opportunity to design The Rocky Horror Show for my thesis
show, I imagined that it would be a chance to fulfill my desire to design outlandish costumes
with battery-powered illumination for a science fiction/fantasy world. My classmate, Gary
Alexander, had already accepted the role of Scenic Designer for The Rocky Horror Show, and he
encouraged me to accept the role of Costume Designer. We were already in the midst of what
was shaping up to be a successful collaboration for UCF’s presentation of Anna in the Tropics
with Gary as Scenic Designer and myself as Costume Designer, so I felt confident that working
together on The Rocky Horror Show would yield good results as well. Gary was excited to work
on the show, and even though I was not as familiar with the musical as he was, I found his
enthusiasm contagious.
Before receiving the assignment to design The Rocky Horror Show, I had only seen parts
of the film on television but never the whole movie. I actually made a point of avoiding it
because of its sexual content. While I was excited to work on the show for all of the
aforementioned reasons, I felt concerned about working on a project that was so overtly sexual. I
had to do a bit of soul searching before I could throw myself wholeheartedly into the project. I
knew that conservative members of my family would be disturbed that I was working on a show
like this. I weighed my desire to work on a thesis show that allowed me to express my love for
spectacle against my misgivings over the show’s racy content
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First Reading
April 25, 2006
I began by reading the script and listening to the Broadway cast recording. I was struck
by the fun, fifties “doo-wop” tone of the songs. Even though the subject matter seemed at first
dark and sexual, the overall mood created by the music was fun and playful. I was very
interested in the character Riff Raff. I loved the sound of his solos and thought that his defiant
turn on Frank-N-Furter gave him more depth than some of the other characters.
Normally, when designing a show, I try to avoid looking at previous production designs
until my own ideas have a chance to develop, but the film associated with this script had
achieved such a phenomenal cult status that I knew that it would be important to know what the
audience’s expectations would be. I wanted to make sure that my design for The Rocky Horror
Show expressed my personal aesthetic while paying homage to the movie that so many people
love. My hope was that people would be able to come to our show and see what they love about
the look of the classic film with a new twist that would make it fresh. After reading the script
and watching the film in its entirety, I began to see what so many others love about The Rocky
Horror Show—its outlandish spirit, wacky characters, and fun musical numbers. I embraced the
show for those qualities and let go of my misgivings about its sexual content.
Concept Meetings
April 28, 2006
Scenic Designer Gary Alexander and I met with Director Earl Weaver to get acquainted
and talk about some concepts for the show. I knew that Gary had a great experience working on
The Rocky Horror Show at his undergraduate institution. He had already developed a number of
ideas for the production. Earl expressed a desire to present the show much like a rock concert.
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The focus would be the music, and the dialogue would just move the audience from song to song.
It was suggested that we could even allow the actor’s microphones to be seen as part of the
costume design, much like the hands-free microphones that pop stars often wear during their
concerts. Earl mentioned that people normally include a rainbow in lights at the end of the show,
but he wanted to depart from that convention. I suggested that we could pay homage to the
rainbow by making each character’s finale costume a different color and then have them stand in
rainbow order. Earl encouraged me to look at images from Marilyn Manson rock concerts for
inspiration and to “go crazy” in thinking up ideas for the finale of the show, where Columbia,
Rocky, Brad, and Janet enter the stage under the influence of Frank’s sonic transducer to perform
a floor show for the audience. Gary and Earl started discussing the possibility of using stripper
poles throughout the set and especially for the floor show. This led me to wonder about putting
each of the leads in a variation of a cliché stripper outfit, like a naughty nurse, police officer,
school girl, etc.
Earl had strong feelings regarding the use of wigs, and stated that he would like to avoid
them for this production. I presumed that he might have had a bad experience with either the
look or function of wigs in previous shows, but knowing what style of show this was shaping up
to be, I thought that a few wigs would be a must. I decided to wait and bring this up in a future
conversation.
September 5, 2006
I spent the summer of 2006 working at the Santa Fe Opera with very limited access to the
Internet or other research materials. Upon my return to UCF I learned that our costume shop
manager had quit over the summer and that we would be getting a new costume shop manager,
Dan Jones. I felt apprehensive about working with a totally new shop manager. After I learned
that Dan had already worked for ten years as a university costume shop manager my concern
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abated. I felt that with so much experience he would be able to run the shop smoothly in the
upcoming semester as I went into production for my fall term design assignment, Anna in the
Tropics.
September 12, 2006
Scenic Designer Gary Alexander and I discussed our ideas for The Rocky Horror Show
design in our Advanced Model-Making and Rendering class with Professor Vandy Wood in
preparation for our upcoming meeting with Director Earl Weaver. Vandy walked us through
some questions to help us explore the play. She encouraged us to think about why we would do
this play at this point in time.
We discussed a few impressions that we had gotten from reading the script and viewing
the film. In The Rocky Horror Picture Show, the narrator is a stodgy, older white male who
looks like a professor or the host of Masterpiece Theatre. When I read the narrator’s lines in the
script they reminded me of the cadence Rod Serling, the host of The Twilight Zone, was known
for. The narrator of The Twilight Zone TV series would tell the story of regular people who had
been thrust into bizarre new realities, which synced exactly with the narrator’s role in The Rocky
Horror Show.
Carrying on the Twilight Zone idea, I began to explore the possibility of making the
ushers look like the ushers who ran The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror at Walt Disney World’s
Hollywood Studios. Those ushers wore pale makeup, grey and burgundy double-breasted coats
with pill box hats, all covered in a light layer of dust. I wondered if I could take those basic
elements and deconstruct them so each usher could have their own unique personality. Gary
considered designing the set to look like a decaying old theatre, which I thought could be
inhabited nicely by dusty, distressed ushers. I did a quick sketch on the back of my page of notes
of what these ushers could look like (Figure 1). I thought it would be thrilling and unnerving to
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the audience if the ushers could all wear white contacts lenses, but I doubted if my budget would
be able to cover the cost.
Gary suggested that Frank appear in a negligee after he finds out that Rocky has escaped
from his bridal suite. Thinking that the visual created by that costume would undoubtedly illicit
laughs from the audience, I immediately drew a quick sketch of Frank in a negligee, along with
a couple of usher looks as we discussed our ideas (Figure 2).
September 26, 2006
Scenic Designer Gary Alexander, Lighting Designer George Jackson, Assistant Lighting
Designer Eric Furbish, and I met in Professor Vandy Wood’s Advanced Model-Making and
Rendering class to discuss our design for The Rocky Horror Show. I left the class with a list of
topics and people to research more in depth including: punk rock, glam rock, Freddie Mercury,
and Vivienne Westwood.
October 17, 2006
The design team gathered for the Concept Conference at the UCF Tech Center. We
discussed the four-page document of notes Director Earl Weaver had sent out for our production
of The Rocky Horror Show. Even though I had read the notes over a few times, I still felt a bit
lost in all the specifics. It seemed like the notes made perfect sense to Scenic Designer Gary
Alexander and others present at the meeting so I felt insecure about speaking up with questions.
We learned that Kip Taisey, the Vocal Director of our show, had received permission
from the publisher to put his own gospel-inspired twist on the arrangements of the songs. I
hoped that this would help would invest the songs with a fresh but familiar sound.
Earl requested the car that Brad and Janet travel in during the beginning of the play be
made up of ushers. He suggested the steering wheel for the car to be attached to a football
helmet worn by an usher. I asked if this helmet would fall to props or costumes, but we did not
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make a final decision either way. We also talked about putting headlights on large chains to be
worn around two of the ushers’ necks so they could stand in as the headlights of the car.
Earl had some specific notes for Rocky’s costume. He wanted Rocky to be in a mummylike “bandage” costume that would be secured with Velcro so it could be ripped off onstage. He
also requested that Rocky have a bandage codpiece and metal rings sewn to the nipple areas of
his costume to allow jumper cables to have a place to clip onto for delivery of the electric shock
that would bring Rocky to life. After the costume was ripped off on stage, he wanted Columbia
and Magenta to rub oil on his muscles. I was concerned about oil getting on the actresses’
costumes, so Earl suggested that there only be enough oil in their bottle for one night to prevent
spillage. I did not say anything more, but I still felt nervous about any oil being used on stage
night after night. Earl also mentioned wrestling shoes or athletic shoes of some kind as options
for Rocky.
Our discussion of using liquids on stage gave me the idea to make Frank-N-Furter’s lab
coat out of vinyl so it would be easy to clean off the fake blood that would be splattered on him
every night after he kills Eddie. We also discussed having two lab coats for Frank, a clean one
and a bloody one that he could change into since he would chase Eddie offstage to murder him.
This option would be easier for cleaning but cost more, as we would either have to buy or build
two coats.
Earl emphasized that decisions on which shoes would be worn needed to be made before
rehearsal began to allow the actors to rehearse in shoes similar to those that they would wear
during the show. Since The Rocky Horror Show features men wearing women’s clothing, early
decisions on shoes would be especially important for the men who would have to wear high
heels, likely for the first time. We also discussed that it would be wise to order two pairs of
shoes and tights to have backups for Frank since he would be dancing in them the entire show.
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Earl wanted the ushers to be present in most scenes, almost a part of the scenery. He
imagined them as voyeurs, always watching the action from different positions around the stage.
Earl wanted to cast at least ten ushers who could also serve as understudies. In the last few
musicals Earl directed he needed understudies to go on, and he wanted to make sure I would be
prepared for this to happen during our production of The Rocky Horror Show, especially
considering what a physically and vocally demanding show it would be. He suggested that each
usher’s costume be designed in such a way that it could still be worn, without much adjustment,
for the lead role they were understudying. This was a challenging request, but I thought it could
be done if each usher had his or her own unique version of the basic usher look.
As to the look of the ushers, we talked about keeping their color palette black and white.
Earl asked if we could produce an effect in which only the ushers’ faces would be seen at some
moments. Perhaps we could use some UV reactive makeup. We also considered the possibility
of giving each usher a gory look, as if they had all died different types of horrible deaths.
Another idea tossed out was to give them all flash gloves that were black on one side and white
on the other to create interesting visual effects during dance choreography.
The show was not yet cast, so Earl was not positive as to what kind of narrator he wanted.
It could vary based on who was cast for the role. One option he considered was to go against
what the film had done and cast a female narrator. If this were the case, we thought a sexy
librarian look would be exciting. The other option Earl considered was to cast the narrator as a
drag queen with two slave boys. He mentioned Divine as an example of the type of drag queen
that he had in mind. I was much more in favor of the sexy librarian as it was more in line with
my understanding of the narrator as a stoic, Rod Serling type. I opposed the idea of making the
narrator a drag queen. The show already had a “drag queen” in Frank. He is the larger-than-life
personality in the script, and I could not see him sharing the stage with another character capable
of pulling focus from him.
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We also discussed making Dr. Scott a woman who would have her costume pulled away
during the finale to reveal her wearing heels and fishnets or maybe orthopedic shoes, fishnets,
and some kind of laughable, old-lady style lingerie.
We discussed Magenta and Riff Raff as potential candidates for the publicity photo shoot.
Frank would not be included in any publicity photographs so his appearance would remain a
surprise to the audience.
Earl was very sensitive to using all cast members in as much of the show as possible to
make their show assignment an exciting and valuable use of their time. For that reason, he
wanted to make sure that the actor playing Eddie could also have an usher look so he could
participate in scenes before and after his appearance as Eddie.
The orchestra would, of course, be a big part of the show. Since Gary Alexander was
thinking of incorporating them into the set in such a manner that the audience could see them, we
also had to think about what they would wear. I knew I did not want to spend any of the costume
budget on their looks since they were going to be in the background, and I already had a large
cast. I said that I might be able to pull the orchestra some costume pieces from stock or just help
them style clothes they already owned.
Gary brought an inspiration image of a thin girl with short, blonde spiked hair wearing
punk clothing, standing in a grungy alley with her mascara running down her face. She held a
cigarette in one hand and an empty liquor bottle in the other. I liked her punk clothing and the
running mascara, but everything else in the image seemed more dirty and grimy than I had been
envisioning the world. Earl loved the image and said he thought Magenta should look like the
girl in the image, only with a roll of belly fat peeking out the bottom of her shirt. He felt that she
should appear kind of gross and should always be eating until we saw her enter dressed in her
alien look at the finale, at which point she would appear sexy. This idea troubled me. Magenta
was one of my favorite characters, and I knew that I wanted to spin her traditional maid look into
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a Gothic Lolita look. This image had nothing of the frill that I wanted for Magenta, but I tried to
keep an open mind to see how this image could combine with my own ideas.
We discussed the possibility of each person in the floorshow having two backup dancers
to accompany them; maybe even the narrator’s slave boys dancing in combat boots and boy
shorts. Although Earl seemed to have a lot of ideas in place for the show, he was very open to
whatever I wanted for floorshow costumes. He encouraged me to “go crazy” with anything—
bubble wrap, lights, mirror balls. He wanted people to walk out remembering the floorshow
costumes. As to the basic costumes for Riff Raff, Columbia, and Magenta, Earl wanted all of
them look different from what they wore in the film.
Design Meetings
October 31 2006
We had our first design meeting to introduce the production team to the design team.
November 15, 2006
I completed my script analysis and looked up all of the references to the various B
movies made in the script. . I stayed up past 3:00 a.m. researching to prepare for drawing my
preliminary sketches.
November 16, 2006
I sent Professor Kristina Tollefson a written request via e-mail for undergraduate
Markisha Cobourne to be my assistant on The Rocky Horror Show. Markisha had already
worked as my assistant for Anna in the Tropics, and I was looking forward to working with her
again, as we had already developed a good working relationship.
I spent some time rereading all the notes that I had taken during my analysis of the script
and from my meetings with the design team. I contemplated the classic horror movie imagery
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that Richard O’Brien had woven into the play and wondered if I could work in some more recent
additions to the pantheon of famous horror characters. I thought Eddie could rise out of the stage
wearing a ski mask like Jason from Friday the 13th. I also considered updating Riff Raff’s look
from the hunchbacked, balding Igor type to something more modern and attractive, like Edward
Scissorhands.
I printed out the research images that I found and brought them to our design meeting to
show the team. I laid out the images pertaining to each character on their own separate 12-inch
square piece of colored paper or plate. With so many characters represented, my research plates
filled a large portion of the room’s table space. I presented the various images to the team and
explained my ideas for each character. Most of my attention focused on Earl’s reactions, trying
to gauge if he was pleased with my ideas. He reacted favorably to the reference images I
displayed until I reached the plate featuring my inspiration images for the ushers. The usher
plate featured photographs of the rock band My Chemical Romance wearing black-and-white
band uniforms featured in their “Welcome to the Black Parade” music video and other images of
black-and-white punk clothing along the lines of what we had discussed for the ushers in our
previous design meetings. Out of sight under the usher plate was another image that I had pulled
from a Japanese magazine. This image strongly appealed to me, but the outfits featured showed
elements of vibrant color mixed with the mostly black costumes. The clothing in the image was
more playful and quirky than the dusty or gory direction that we had previously discussed for the
ushers. When Earl appeared unmoved by the black-and-white usher imagery, I pulled out the
more colorful image from underneath it. He reacted enthusiastically to the new image, asserting
that it was the right direction for the usher costumes. Earl and the rest of the team also liked the
idea of bringing in some modern horror character images.
Professor Kristina Tollefson notified me that Markisha Cobourne had been approved to
be my Assistant Designer for The Rocky Horror Show. I forgot that she was not yet on the
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official email distribution list for the show. I realized this once I saw she was not in attendance
at the meeting so sent her an e-mail to apologize for neglecting to invite her and to ask if she had
time to meet so I could show her my research images.
November 21, 2006
Since the reaction to the image from the Japanese magazine was so positive during the
preliminary design meeting, I asked Professor Tollefson if I could borrow two books she had on
Japanese street fashion, Fruits and Fresh Fruits. I began to create my budget. I received an email from Faculty Advisor Bert Scott that listed upcoming meeting times and due dates for the
production.
November 22, 2006
Director Earl Weaver forwarded me the audition callback list. I was excited to get a
preview of which actors were in the running for different roles. Since body type would be an
important factor for my designs, I wanted to have an opportunity to look at the bodies of those
actors who would play characters that either strip down or wear revealing clothing. I also
wanted to make sure that I designed sexy silhouettes that looked good on the body type of the
person cast. Upon expressing my concerns to Earl, he agreed to have the characters I was
concerned about strip down to their undergarments during callbacks on an evening when I could
attend.
November 28, 2006
I went to the Rocky callbacks to see the body types of the people who could potentially
be cast as Rocky, Brad, and Janet. All of those in the running for those roles had beautiful
physiques and I anticipated no difficulty designing costumes that would flatter them. I also saw
the vocal auditions for the role of Usherette, Eddie, and Riff Raff. The number of people
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auditioning for these roles and their preparation and polish surprised me. Some of the actors
even performed selections of choreography that they had prepared. At the finish of the call
backs I felt like I had already been to a great show. I knew people were excited to work on this
show, but I did not realize until seeing the auditions how hard people were willing to work just to
be a part of it.
November 29, 2006
Director Earl Weaver asked me how many ushers we could have based on the costume
budget so he could finalize the cast list. I sent him an e-mail saying that I would have the
number to him in a couple of hours. I sat in Professor Tollefson’s office to finish entering and
rechecking numbers on my budget. Working with Kristina helped me catch details I did not
include on my initial budget. After checking my budget with Kristina and Costume Shop
Manager Dan Jones, I sent Earl an e-mail to tell him we could afford to have fourteen ushers, in
addition to the main cast and the two slave boy characters that Earl had created to orbit the
narrator for our production. Earl was very pleased with this number, because it allowed him to
use all the actors he needed to create the full visual and auditory effect he wanted. I spent the
evening drawing most of the figures for my preliminary designs.
December 1, 2006
Director Earl Weaver posted the official cast list. I was unfamiliar with many of the
names, but I was especially excited to work with a few actors I already knew: Emily Mara
(Magenta), Steven Gatewood (Rocky), Robert Stack (Brad) and Taylor Jeffers (Usher). I was
relieved that Earl had decided to cast a female as a sexy librarian/dominatrix style narrator
instead of a man in drag. After I received the cast list I sent an e-mail to my assistant, Markisha
Cobourne, asking if she had time to look for fabric the next day or Saturday. Markisha was
unable to go as she had recently started a part-time job at Jo-Ann Fabric and Craft Store,
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hereafter referred to as Jo-Ann’s. I wondered if Markisha’s schedule, with her school work and
new part-time job, might be too full for her to be able to function as an assistant for The Rocky
Horror Show as well as she had on our previous collaboration.
I happened to meet Director Earl Weaver while walking through the hall of the UCF
Tech Center, and we talked casually about the possibility of having the slave boys twirl glowing
poi sticks during the floorshow. After our talk I began to think of elements that I could add to
costumes that could light up or look dynamic spinning around the stripper poles that Scenic
Designer Gary Alexander was incorporating into the set design. I discovered electroluminescent,
or EL wire online, and began to think of ways I could incorporate it into my design. It looked
like glowing piping, came in several colors, and could be battery powered. I thought it would be
perfect to put a different color on each of the finale costumes. After I finished researching EL
wire, I photocopied all the figures that I drew for my preliminary designs, which allowed me to
draw various costumes for each character without spending time drawing multiple figures.
December 2, 2006
I went to the costume shop to see what costumes we had in stock that could work for
Brad, Janet, and Dr. Scott. The shop already had those three actors’ measurements from
previous productions, and I knew what basic silhouettes and colors I wanted for them. I pulled
five pastel dresses for Janet in pink, green, lavender, and blue. I pulled four plaid suit coats for
Brad and a few sweater vests. I looked for a sexy black pantsuit with white pinstripes for the
narrator. There was no suit fitting that description in stock, so I added it to my shopping list. I
found a dowdy brown skirt suit for the actress cast as Dr. Scott. I put the clothing I pulled on
dress forms corresponding to each actor’s measurements and photographed all of the options.
After I photographed the costume options for Brad, Janet, and Dr. Scott, I searched for
fabrics I could use for the costumes we would need to build or augment. I searched through
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almost all of the boxes of spare fabric and pulled out any sequined or glittery fabric and set it
aside for the show.
December 3, 2006
I worked on my preliminary sketches for The Rocky Horror Show as well as other
homework. I found it difficult to complete all my sketches while concurrently working on
finals for my makeup class, preparing a presentation for a theory class, and grading and
preparing for the Design Basics class that I was teaching. I attached swatches of the fabrics I
pulled from the costume shop to my preliminary sketches. The preliminary sketches were in
pencil but the swatches communicated the color and texture I envisioned for each character.
Working late into the evening, I discovered that I needed to find a few more fabrics to complete
the sketches, but the fabric store had already closed.
Preliminary Designs
December 4, 2006
I had a short amount of time between classes to run to Jo-Ann’s and purchase some more
swatches I quickly found what I needed and made it back to my next class just in time.
After my class I had fifteen minutes to finish preparing for the preliminary design
meeting. I went to Professor Tollefson’s office and attached my new swatches to the sketches. I
suddenly realized I had not drawn any ushers so I quickly drew a pair. Kristina reminded me
that it was time for the preliminary design meeting to begin and hurried me out the door. When I
arrived at the meeting, Scenic Designer Gary Alexander had already started his presentation. I
felt nervous because I realized I was missing the sketch for Rocky as a mummy, and I only had
two usher costumes to present., Fortunately, I had so many images no one seemed to notice the
missing items.
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Director Earl Weaver seemed pleased with the designs, especially my idea to have each
lead’s finale costume be a different color of the rainbow, accented by glowing EL wire of that
color, so the actors could stand in order to form the rainbow that is mentioned in the notes at the
beginning of the script.
Earl asked if I could change Brad's underwear costume from just “tighty-whities” to
boxer shorts and an A-shirt. We discussed making sure actors rehearsed in their show shoes or
shoes that were very similar. Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones and I thought it would be
possible to buy the floorshow heels for the leads and understudies early permitting all the
performers to work in their actual show shoes during the rehearsal period. Normally I would not
want actors to rehearse in their show shoes before dress week to avoid scuffing, but for this show
several men, unaccustomed to wearing heels, would have to not only walk in two inch heels, but
dance in them. I thought the minor scuffs would be far preferable to actors falling onstage.
December 5, 2006
Director Earl Weaver requested via e-mail that I give him and Choreographer Tim Ellis
copies of my preliminary designs. I sent them the information as requested.
December 12, 2006
Assistant Designer Markisha Cobourne and I still had not been able to meet in person so I could
show her my research or preliminary sketches. We discussed the possibility of her coming over
to my home to look at my designs.
December 14, 2006
I saw a western-style men’s shirt at the UCF costume shop that had a front placket with
two rows of buttons, and it gave me an idea. Until seeing that shirt, I had been budgeting to
purchase a black double-breasted chef jacket for each of the ushers and then make them unique
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by altering them and adding trim. Instead of giving all the ushers jackets, I did some sketches of
the ushers that simply utilized double-breasted plackets with two rows of buttons added onto
pulled items of clothing and usher hats. I showed the sketches to Costume Shop Manager Dan
Jones, who thought they looked “dynamic”. I also thought creating and stitching the plackets to
existing garments would work well for the skill level available from students who would be
working in the shop. Since this would be a slight alteration from what I had shown during our
preliminary design meeting, I arranged to show Professor Tollefson and Earl to get their opinions.
December 15, 2006
Scenic Designer Gary Alexander sent me a link to black surgical gloves that he thought
might be good for the ushers to wear during the scene in Frank’s laboratory. I was not sure if
they would read well enough from stage to justify buying them for all the ushers. He also
suggested that the ushers, or “phantoms” as he called them, could wear goggles while in the
laboratory. (I was confused throughout the run of the show as to why Gary kept referring to the
ushers as “the phantoms.” It was not until writing this thesis that I realized he had a different
version of the script that used the word phantom instead of usher.) I liked the idea of the goggles,
because I thought they would be very noticeable from stage. I wondered, though, if these
suggestions were coming straight from what he had previously seen used at his undergraduate
institution during their production of The Rocky Horror Show. I wanted to make sure I
developed my own ideas and not just duplications of someone else’s design.
December 16, 2006
Professor Tollefson, and Dan Jones, and I met to look at options for course materials for
the Costume Construction class that I would be teaching in the spring. After looking over course
materials, I showed Dan and Kristina my budget for The Rocky Horror Show. They expressed
some concern that it was not fleshed out enough in the area of the usher’s costs, and they
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suggested some formatting changes to make the sheet easier to read. They also asked that I list
the websites I found while researching prices in order to make it easier to make purchases. We
also discussed my new idea for the ushers, to have a separate placket that would be sewn to the
ushers’ costumes instead of having all of the ushers wear the same jacket. The plackets would
need to be stitched to the clothes so they would stay in place while the ushers danced, but, would
have to come off the costume if an understudy needed to go on. Kristina suggested that we could
just seam-rip the placket off quickly if the understudy needed to go on. Both Kristina and Dan
thought that it would be best if I constructed a mockup of this placket on an actual garment
before I presented the idea to Earl Weaver, to make sure it could actually be danced in and that it
would fit smoothly over a female’s bust the way I had drawn it.
I was excited to teach a Costume Construction class, but was a little apprehensive about
teaching a class, carrying a heavy course load, and producing my thesis show in the spring.
December 17, 2006
I e-mailed Denise Warner, the costume shop manager at the Orlando Shakespeare
Festival, to ask if I could borrow her shop’s rechargeable batteries for the EL wire that I wanted
to use in the floorshow costumes. I also e-mailed two different EL wire venders to ask how long
two AA batteries would last using a high-powered inverter for seven feet of EL wire to establish
a baseline for how many batteries I would need to budget for. I researched using the highpowered inverter option they offered because it was supposed to make the lights glow brighter. I
had seen EL wire sunglasses on various websites but none in pink and purple like I wanted for
Magenta and Riff Raff, so I also e-mailed some of the vendors to see if those colors would
become available.
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December 18, 2006
An EL wire vendor replied to my inquiry asking how many sunglasses I needed and told
me the batteries would last twelve hours for seven feet of wire. I went to the costume shop and
made a mockup of the placket from two layers of muslin and a layer of scrap fabric on the back,
all overlocked together. It took me forty-five minutes to measure the form, make the pattern, cut
it, and sew it onto the shirt with a narrow zigzag stitch. Of course, the plackets would take
longer to sew when adding piping and real buttons instead of Sharpie dots (Figure 7). I put on
the mockup and danced in it to verify that it would not constrict a dancer’s movements.
I thought it could provide a fun finale reveal to put a flashy fabric on the back of each
placket so the ushers could fold them down at one corner to show a bit of sparkle (Figure 8).
I took pictures of the placket and then went shopping with my assistant Markisha
Cobourne. I met with her to show her my designs. After reviewing the designs, we went to SciFi City, Ritzy Rags (a wig store), and the Salvation Army to look for usher clothing and other
items that might be good for the show. We failed to find anything interesting on our trip. After
we finished shopping, I worked on updating my budget per the suggestions of Professor
Tollefson and Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones. When I finished, I sent the budget and
pictures of the mockup placket to them.
December 19, 2006
Both Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones and Professor Tollefson replied to my e-mail to
say that they thought the placket looked good and that I should proceed with the idea.
December 20, 2006
Scenic Designer Gary Alexander and I were notified that the show that we designed
earlier in the semester, Anna in the Tropics, was invited to go to the Kennedy Center American
College Theatre Festival, or KC/ACTF. Even though I was honored to have a show I designed
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invited to the festival, I was nervous about the time it would take to prepare for a remount and
the prospect of being out of town for a week during the build for The Rocky Horror Show.
December 21, 2006
I took a week long break from working on the show for Christmas vacation.
December 27, 2006
I e-mailed Director Earl Weaver to see if he could meet with me to discuss the new idea
for usher plackets. He was out of town working on a show, but he said he would like me to send
scans of the new usher look.
December 28, 2006
I colored the new usher sketches quickly in Photoshop and sent them to Director Earl
Weaver, along with the photo of the mockup that I had made (Figure 3). I told him about my
idea to fold down one edge of the placket to reveal some sparkly fabric for the finale of the show.
I also mentioned that it might look good to add an armband made of the same sparkly fabric used
on the underside of the usher’s placket. Earl replied the day to say that he loved the new idea for
the ushers.
January 3, 2007
A notification came via e-mail that we would have some cast replacements. I was
concerned about the role of Columbia changing. If there were a big difference in body type, a
change in the design might be necessary.
January 5, 2007
I decided to do my final renderings on large, black paper. I did a test to see if I could
take my preliminary sketches and blow them up using a copier and then print them onto the
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black paper. The outlines of the figures were just barely visible, but it was enough for me to be
able to paint them. This technique allowed me the freedom to just reprint the image and start
over if I made a mistake while painting.
January 6, 2007
I went shopping for fabric swatches with my assistant Markisha Cobourne and found a
few more fabrics for the show. I found an iridescent purple fabric for Riff Raff’s vest. From the
fabrics I found in the costume shop stock, I had what I needed to make hip drapes for the floor
show; but, after looking at all of the fabrics together, I decided that I needed a different teal
fabric for Brad.
January 7, 2007
I spent the evening drawing more usher looks.
January 8, 2007
After seeing a sample of EL wire shown to me by Jason Tollefson, a freelance Lighting
Designer, I worried it would not appear bright enough on stage. I asked George Jackson,
Lighting designer for The Rocky Horror Show, if he could make sure the lights would be dim
during the floorshow so we could be sure to see the wire when the leads made their entrances.
He said that it would not be a problem to adjust the lighting to a level where the wire would be
visible.
I visited the costume shop in the evening to look through stock for usher accessories. I
found some jewelry, spiked bracelets, and sunglasses (Figure 9). I photographed the accessories
so I could look at them at home and incorporate them into my designs. I wanted to continue
searching through stock, but I realized that it had gotten late; no one else was in the building. I
returned home, and sketched more figures for the remainder of the ushers.
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January 9, 2007
I returned to the costume shop sort through the women’s clothing stock and pulled black
clothes that looked like they could work for the ushers. I took photos of these items so I could
reference them at home while drawing (Figure 9 & 10).
January 11, 2007
My Costume Construction class was comprised of fifteen students. There were not
enough sewing machines or space for all of them to cutout projects. I had to split the class into
two sections so the students would have enough room to work. Unfortunately, this required me
to teach my class twice in a day, taking up yet more of my very limited time.
January 14, 2007
I spent most of the day in the costume shop going back over my page breakdown to see if
there were any required costume elements I might have overlooked. Upon re-reading my notes, I
found that I had forgotten that I needed a bouquet and veil for Frank during his “wedding” to
Rocky and the lab coats for Riff Raff, Magenta, and Columbia. Dan Jones helped me think of
other things I missed, like Columbia’s spats. I found a pink negligee and a black negligee in
stock that I thought might work for Frank; so, I tried them on a male dress form to see how they
looked. The pink negligee had a baby doll look with a short sheer skirt trimmed in marabou. I
thought it would give Frank a 1950s sex kitten look if I could find a pink satin eye cover and trim
it in marabou. I pulled some flowers for Frank’s bouquet and a ring just in case Earl decided to
incorporate that into the scene as well.
I decided to give the usher’s goggles to wear for the song “The Sword of Damocles,” and
I wondered if I could give them some other costume piece to add to their look for the song
“Eddie’s Teddy.” In researching Japanese street fashion I had seen people wearing little teddy
bear backpacks. I thought it might be cute if all of the ushers had neon teddy bear backpacks on
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their backs with strings attached to the bear’s hands so the ushers could turn their backs to the
audience and make the bears “dance” under a black light. I researched how much it would cost
to buy neon teddy bears online, and I found a place where I could get them for a price that would
allow me to get them for each usher.
January 15, 2007
I underestimated how long it would take to color my final renderings. I had to finish the
renderings before the meeting the next day when final designs were due. I worked all night
without going to bed.
January 16, 2007
This was the day that Scenic Designer Gary Alexander and I had written down to be
when final designs were due, but we had not heard anything yet this semester to confirm that.
After being up all night working on renderings, I sent out an e-mail to Professor Tollefson,
Director Earl Weaver, Professor Burt Scott, Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones, Assistant Stage
Manager Zac Alfson, and Gary Alexander asking if there would be a meeting. Earl replied that
he had no meeting set on his calendar for this day. I was tremendously relieved, because I had
more renderings to color. I found it was taking me about thirty minutes to color each rendering,
and I had over forty renderings to present. I had basic shapes in mind for each usher, but I
referred to my photos of pulled items to draw them in specific clothing and accessories that I
knew we had in stock.
January 17, 2007
Director Earl Weaver sent me, Melissa Nay (Columbia), Justin Sergeant (Riff Raff), and
Emily Mara (Magenta) an e-mail requesting that we find a time to get together to do a publicity
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photo shoot. I replied to him to confirm that this would be a photo from the shoulders up only,
as was customary for our publicity photos.
Final Design Presentation
January 24, 2007
This was the day of our final design presentation. I spent every evening since January 16
working on my renderings. I was thrilled to have the extra time to apply any of the finishing
touches I wanted.
The production team met to hear the designers’ presentations of final designs. The room
we used for our meeting did not have a board that I could easily display renderings on, so
Professor KristinaTollefson helped me hold up the renderings so I could show the various groups
of costumes together. I mentioned the idea I had for giving the ushers neon teddy bear back
packs for the “Eddie’s Teddy” song, but different choreography was already planned for the song
so they would be unnecessary. Director Earl Weaver loved the ushers. He said that they
captured the personality of the different performers. The meeting ended positively with the team
very upbeat about all of the design work presented. Sound Designer Martin Woottin offered his
help in sourcing batteries for the EL Wire, which I greatly appreciated.
Following the meeting Kristina sent me an encouraging and complimentary e-mail that
made all of the hard work seem worthwhile.
After I returned home, I sent Kristina an e-mail asking when we would start our weekly
costume area meetings. I wanted to be ready to discuss shopping, online ordering, fitting
schedules, constructions ideas, and build schedules so I could avoid overburdening the shop with
too much build.
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January 28, 2006
Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones sent out an e-mail today announcing that our costume
area meetings would be held Wednesdays at 10a.m.
Explanation of Design
My overall goal in designing costumes for this production of The Rocky Horror Show
was to balance the expectation of fans who love the costumes of the film with my own aesthetic
and desire to give the show an updated spin. I will frequently reference how my costume design
for The Rocky Horror Show is similar to or different from those seen in the film to emphasize
how I balanced my aesthetic with the traditional looks expected by fans.
The film’s costumes are a mixture of 1970s glam rock and classic B horror movie style.
My first task in creating an updated style for the show’s look was to find a modern equivalent of
that glam rock style. The director first mentioned Marilyn Manson as a source of inspiration.
This band has a unique style mixture of glamour, horror, and androgyny that I felt could
harmonize easily with themes found in the play. When I started to research images of that band I
found their esthetic was too dark and lacked any visual representation of the playfulness inherent
in the show’s music.
After more research I came across Japan’s visual kei, meaning “visual style” bands that
were embracing a type of over-the-top glam rock style that featured elements of androgyny and
horror, mixed with a lot more color and playfulness than could be found in Manson’s style. As
an inspiration point, this look resonated with my feelings about The Rocky Horror Show’s music
and themes. To me, this aesthetic was a doorway to update the ’70s glam rock look while
embracing my personal affinity for Japanese style. Japan’s visual kei became the standard that I
used to shape the look of any character inhabiting Frank’s world.
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I kept characters not of Frank’s world—Brad, Janet, and Dr. Scott—in the 1950s B movie
world. Restricting them to this style allowed me to keep all of the references to B movies
connected to what was shown on stage. It also set them up as stereotypical, innocents about to
be corrupted by Frank’s vibrant world.
As a mixture of chorus and Frank’s minions, the ushers wore costumes directly inspired
by a spread I saw in Cure, a Japanese magazine dedicated to visual kei bands. I found an image
in the magazine’s August 2006 issue that had five young people in visually striking poses across
two pages. Their costumes, makeup, and stances gave off a curious mix of allure, menace, and
fun. Each member had accents of a different bright color on a mostly black costume with an
asymmetrical application of armbands, leg covers, silver studded belts, and colorful streaks in
their hair. All of the costumes were unified in that each had a big black sailor collar that was
bias bound on the edge in their signature color, punctuated with a large bow that coordinated
with the dominant color in each individual’s costume.
From a combination of the Cure inspiration image, the need to make these characters
look like “ushers,” the requirements of the director, and the budget, I formed the rules that
governed my design of the usher costumes. Each usher costume featured asymmetrical lines and
was basically black with accents of one vibrant color. Textures used were stripes, dots, and
plaids, and were mostly matte to avoid taking away from the sparkle worn by the leads
throughout the show. I made generous use of elements of silver metal in the form of studded
belts, bracelets, or grommets. Following the Cure inspiration image, the ushers had stylized
makeup, colorful hair inserts, and a unifying style element. I translated the sailor collar and bow
worn by the band members in my inspiration image into a placket and pillbox hat for the ushers.
Just for the sake of color balance, I also made sure that I had a male and a female performer in
each color: pink, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple. There was one extra female
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performer, who I assigned the color pink, the same color as one of the male ushers who would
not be onstage for all the numbers because he was also cast in a lead role as Eddie.
Almost all of the ushers were understudies, and Earl specifically requested that their base
costumes be designed to easily convert for use as their lead look. This suggestion guided me
when choosing style lines and colors for each usher. Even if an usher couldn’t fit into the lead’s
costume, he or she would still be able to wear something close to the lead’s silhouette and color
palette.
Director Earl Weaver was also very concerned the ushers be able to wear shoes for
rehearsals that would be worn during the show so the dancing would not suffer due to fit issues.
All male ushers were to wear their own black jazz shoes and all female ushers were to wear their
own black character shoes. I made this choice to allow the actors to dance in their own
comfortable dance shoes and to save me the cost of providing fourteen pairs of shoes out of the
costume budget. Two further notes on the ushers’ costumes: I added goggles to their costumes
for their performance of “Sword of Damocles” to make a nod to the fact that they were in the
laboratory where experiments were taking place, and they all wore pop-style microphone
headsets to add to the rock concert feel of the show.
During the production process I altered or cut some design elements for various reasons
which will be described in the upcoming chapter. The descriptions below describe the costumes
as they were originally designed.
Individual Costume Designs
Frank-N-Furter
To enhance the enjoyment and recognition of fans of The Rocky Horror Picture Show I
kept Frank-N-Furter’s costumes close to the silhouette his character wears in the film. Our
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production’s Frank wore the same basic pieces—a corset, black panties, and fishnets—but I
played with the lines by adding more asymmetry.
I made Frank’s color palette predominantly green and black with plenty of subtle sparkle.
There are three reasons that I choose green for Frank. First, green is frequently associated with
aliens in our culture, and Frank is an alien. Second, green is associated with jealousy (one of
Frank’s main characteristics). Third, for the finale rainbow lineup, green would place him at the
center of the stage by being in the center of the rainbow.
Basic Look
Since I was paying homage to the classic film with Frank’s silhouette, I felt I had a little
more freedom to alter his hair from what fans were used to by updating it to a more Gothic,
straight black, shoulder-length style. Frank’s basic look in both the film and our production was
a corset that laces in the front with black panties, a garter belt, fishnets, and black high heels.
This sexy silhouette is just as much of a classic in the bedroom as a blazer is in the boardroom.
In order to update the look slightly and add my own interpretation to it, I made the corset
asymmetrical by bringing it up over one shoulder. Each panel of his corset was made of a
different fabric. I used green iridescent mesh and other black and green sheers with a touch of
glitz to give him a feeling of dark glamour. I did not like the look of the thick heeled shoes that
Frank wears in the film. I drew a sleeker, closed-toe version with an ankle support and more
slender heel.
For Frank’s accessories, I traded the film’s pearl necklace for a black velveteen choker
with rows of black beads extending from the bottom edge. His asymmetry can be seen in his
accessories as well, as he wore a wide fishnet undershirt that had only one sleeve. On his other
arm he wore a long, fingerless fishnet armband.
Lab Coat
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In the film Frank wears a green cotton surgical gown for the lab scene. I wanted
something much more dramatic to emphasize Frank’s role as a glamorous mad scientist, so I
drew him in a long, white vinyl lab coat with goggles and long, black gloves.
Negligee
This costume actually differs greatly from what Frank wore for the same scene in the film
version. In the film, Frank emerges in a black leather jacket over his basic look whipping Riff
Raff for losing Rocky. It was the suggestion of Scenic Designer Gary Alexander to have Frank
came out in a negligee and satin eye cover to whip Riff Raff. Since Frank is supposed to be on
his honeymoon with Rocky in this scene, I agreed that this would be both appropriate to the
scene and hilarious to see. I looked for and found a pink sheer robe in stock that would be a
short style with marabou feather trim to look like a negligee from the 1950s (Figure 39). I
deviated from Frank’s standard green color palette because pink seemed the natural choice for
wedding night negligee, and I did not want to use any of my budget to purchase or build a
negligee in a variation of green for the few seconds that this costume was on stage. To complete
the look I added a pair of pink open toe slippers with marabou trim and a kitten heel.
Fay Wray
For this costume I took my inspiration from both the film and the lyrics to the song that
Frank sings while wearing it. Frank sings, “Whatever happened to Fay Wray that delicate satin
draped frame as it clung to her thigh how I started to cry for I wanted to be dressed just the
same” (O’Brien 47). I wanted the dress to be satin and leg-revealing to relate to the line from the
script, so I put in a high slit in it and made it with a deep green satin. In the film Frank wears
feathers on his head and carries a feather boa. I wanted to include the feathers, but I did not want
him to carry a boa; so, I incorporated the feathers into the gown itself by framing the face and
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surrounding the hem. I chose peacock feathers because they would not only accent the deep
green but also because they emphasized his vain, peacock-like nature (Figure 45).
Finale
Frank’s finale look was an amplified version of his original costume. It was also very
similar in silhouette to the costume fans love from the movie, but with the new element of being
illuminated. Green EL wire highlights the front three lines of Frank’s corset (Figure 46).
Usher Matt (Frank-N-Furter’s Understudy)
Usher Matt’s costume was comprised of a fishnet shirt with asymmetrical green
fur/ribbon epaulettes, a corset-like tank top, shorts bound with wide lime green bias, long black
gloves, green studded bracelets for one wrist, and a green fur cuff for the other. His accessories
included a lime green studded belt and choker, low-slung green belt with silver grommets, black
tights, a green fur leg warmer going up to the knee on one leg, a green mesh ankle spat on the
other leg and a weft of lime green hair.
Usher Matt’s predominant color was green, like Frank’s. His fishnet shirt and corset top
mirrored the fishnet top and corset worn by Frank. The choice to put him in shorts and tights
instead of pants was also a reference to Frank’s leg-revealing basic look. If he had to go on for
Frank, he could wear his basic corset tank and fishnet top without the usher placket or hat with a
pair of extra black panties and fishnets, along with Frank’s accessories. Frank wore several
different looks, so Matt could wear whatever would fit him, but his basic look could comfortably
be used as a default look for the entire show if necessary (Figure 19 & 59).
Riff Raff
Riff Raff is Frank’s servant. In the film he is dressed like a mix between Igor and a
butler. I updated Riff Raff from the balding, hunchbacked Igor look to a look reminiscent of
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Edward Scissorhands. I kept the basic silhouette of a butler, while adding buckles and strapping.
The texture of his costume was a mixture of distressed delicate fabrics of an upper class servant
and slick black spandex and mesh, associated with bondage wear.
I used black and purple for Riff Raff’s color palette. Over the course of the show Riff
Raff takes quite a beating from Frank verbally and mentally, so it seemed appropriate that his
colors be associated with bruising. The color purple also set him at the end of the rainbow
opposite his sister Magenta for the end of the show.
Basic Look
Riff Raff ‘s basic look consisted of a long frock coat and matching pants made of black
spandex with two-inch mesh panels down the sides of the arms and pants. He had a long shirt
made of an iridescent purple fabric, topped with a tattered lavender lace vest and a black necktie.
I designed him to look a little distressed, as if he was not being cared for. I painted derogatory
terms on his long purple shirt. The words related to how Frank treats him: “trash” and “slave.” I
wanted to reference the spats that Riff Raff wears in the movie so I designed them to go over his
pair of large buckled boots (Figure 30).
Alien Look
At the end of the film, Riff Raff and Magenta enter in their alien costumes to prepare for
their return home. The film’s alien look consists of a metallic gold, jewel neck-lined mini dress
with big, black vinyl sci-fi shoulder extensions, a utility belt, gauntlet-style black and gold
gloves, fishnets, and flared black ankle boots. The costumes I designed kept the fishnets and
short skirt but traded the classic sci-fi shoulder extensions for another classic sci-fi element, the
high back collar. I exchanged the gauntlet gloves and flared ankle boots for thigh-high boots and
long gloves, which fit better with a more modern version of sexy, but were still strongly based in
sci-fi tradition. I liked the idea of having the technologically advanced aliens in a futuristic
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metallic, but instead of gold, I chose a holographic silver fabric that would compliment all of the
grey steel elements in the set design.
Riff Raff’s alien costume was accented with purple bias binding and was illuminated
with purple EL wire. His hair, teased up for his basic look, was slicked down to give it a sleeker
look while in the alien costume. Sitting atop his head was a pair of purple ELwire sunglasses
(Figure 50).
Usher Terry (Understudy Riff Raff)
Usher Terry was Riff Raff’s understudy. He wore a long, black shirt cut to mimic the
shape of a tail coat with one arm slashed and gathered in three locations, while the other arm was
shredded, braided, and stitched back into a long, striped cuff. A lavender epaulette with a braid
hanging down topped his left shoulder. His shirt was bias bound with purple along the collar,
outer edges, and around the usher placket, which was attached to it. On his right hand he wore a
lavender fingerless glove and a black studded cuff; on his left hand he wore a black fingerless
glove. His black pants were cropped to be longest at the inseam, sloping to three inches higher
on the outseam. They were trimmed with lavender and purple bias as well as silver grommets.
Lavender and purple grosgrain belts with silver grommets drape at intersecting angles across his
hips. His look finished off with purple mesh spats and his purple trimmed usher hat and purple
hair weft.
Usher Terry’s costume related to Riff Raff’s through the shape of his shirt being similar
Riff Raff’s tailcoat. His distressed and reassembled arms simulated Riff Raff’s strapping. The
spats and mesh used in Terry’s costume corresponded to the spats and lace used in Riff Raff’s
basic look. Both costumes also shared fingerless gloves and the color purple. If Terry had to go
on as Riff Raff, he could wear his usher costume with the placket and hat removed and his
makeup and hair styled per Riff Raff’s look. For the alien look, he could wear Riff Raff’s alien
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costume with some adjustment. If Terry were uncomfortable wearing Riff Raff’s alien boots, he
would be given a pair of the back-up platform heels purchased for the understudies to wear
(Figures 23 & 62).
Magenta
Magenta is Riff Raff’s sister and, like him, she is one of Frank’s servants. I made her
texture, much like Riff Raff’s, a mixture of delicate fabrics with other bondage elements. Due
largely to her name, Magenta’s color palette stayed in the pink family, mixed with a bit of
lavender and black to connect her to her brother. The color would put her at the start of the
rainbow lineup for the finale of the show.
Basic Look
Magenta’s signature look from the film is a maid’s costume with wild red hair like Diana
Ross circa the1970s. Instead of a standard maid costume, I wanted to update Magenta to a
Japanese–Gothic–Lolita maid look. Her basic look consisted of the short Lolita dress made of a
pink Asian floral print with a white Peter Pan collar, short puffed sleeves with lace trim, a
lavender petticoat, black apron with derogatory terms painted across it, and a wide buckled
leather belt/waist cincher. Under her dress she wore a pair of black panties; fishnet tights; hot
pink knee-high stockings topped off with black-buckled, white-lace garters; and thick-soled
Mary Jane shoes. I kept her hair in a similar red color as a nod to the film, but changed the style
to curly pig tails with thick bangs, topped by a tiny maid’s cap. Her thick black eye makeup
extended in big drips below her eyes.
Her black maid apron with the obscene names painted on it and buckle elements visually
linked her to Riff Raff. Underdressing her black panties and fishnets expedited her quick change
into her alien look at the finale of the show (Figure 31).
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Alien Look
Magenta’s alien look was very similar to Riff Raff’s. While her basic look portrayed her
as a petulant, girly maid, I designed her alien look to be reminiscent of a sexy space vamp. The
costume had a tight fitting bandeau top with a large V notch out in the center to show off
cleavage and a wide, high-back collar. A triangular panel dropped from the empire line in the
front and back, revealing her side and a bit of her black panties, garter belt, and the fishnets worn
underneath I rendered her with thigh-high stiletto boots and opera-length black gloves, both
topped in hot pink. Running along the costume in horizontal stripes was hot pink ELwire. The
fabric of the costume featured a black base covered in tiny silver holographic diamond shapes,
the same fabric used on Riff Raff’s alien look (Figure 49).
In the film Magenta’s alien look features a Bride of Frankenstein hair style that is red
with the white streaks going up the side. I wanted a longer, more flowing, Barbarella, comic
book villainess hairstyle for Magenta; but, I still wanted to give some nod to the Bride of
Frankenstein style of the film. I chose to give her a long, flowing red wig with two white streaks
added to the sides to fulfill both criteria.
Usherette Erika (Understudy Magenta)
Usherette Erika’s costume consisted of a short, puffed-sleeve pink knit dress covered by a
black knit shirt cropped a little below the empire line with the pink-trimmed usher placket
attached. The shirt had cutouts at the shoulder to reveal the dress’s pink puffed sleeves. I drew
black and pink polka dot chiffon epaulettes attached at the end of the sleeves, and tacked to the
skirt to form a sash. A petticoat peeked out below the edge of the skirt. On her legs I rendered
black leggings with pink lacey spats over her dance shoes. For accessories she wore black
gloves; a wide black studded cuff on her left hand; a red studded cuff and two-inch wide, multi-
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color pink bracelet on her right hand; a pink plastic bead necklace around her neck; an usher cap;
and a weft of pink hair (Figure 25).
Erika’s pink puffed-sleeve baby doll dress and fishnet tights mirrored Magenta’s pink
dress and fishnets. If Erika had to go on as Magenta, she could have worn Magenta’s costumes,
as they were very close in size, but she may have had to wear her black dance shoes, due to the
fact that her feet were a half size larger than the lead’s.
Columbia
Columbia is a sassy tap dancer who is part of Frank’s inner circle despite being a human
being. She had a crush on Eddie before Frank lobotomized him. In the film, Columbia has short,
orange-red hair and dramatic makeup. She wears a gold sequined top hat; gold sequined tail coat
with black lapels; a red sequined bow tie; a multi-colored, sequined, sweetheart-cut top; black
hotpants with multi-color strips; fishnet hose; light blue ankle socks; and black tap shoes.
Since Columbia seemed to be kept around because she was a skilled performer who was
entertaining to Frank, and because I had already set up a Japanese influence to my design for the
show, I thought I would give her costume a geisha influence. Her lines were a combination of
the silhouette of a geisha and the silhouette of the film version of Columbia with the short skirt
recalling the hotpants from the film. Her textures included brocade and bits of sequins and
stripes. Knowing that it was a pretty big change from the ringmaster look to the geisha look, I
wanted to make sure that the audience still had instant recognition of who the character was
when they saw her on stage, so I kept her colors very similar to the film version with black, red,
multi-color stripes, and gold, with the most dominant color being orange.
Basic Look
I designed Columbia’s basic look as a black sleeveless wrap top with wide orange
brocade binding, black sleeves that attached at the bicep and belled out at the wrist, which was
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edged in orange brocade. Her waist was cinched by a wide orange brocade obi that was actually
a boned corselet, with a large bow in the back. She had a short multi colored skirt with high side
slits worn over fishnets. Little gold-sequined fingerless gloves covered her hands and goldsequined spats covered her feet. I incorporated the gold sequins at her feet to help catch the light
and highlight her footwork during her tap number. Her hair was a light tangerine that gradually
transitioned to a darker orange-red at the ends, cut with big bangs that framed her face and a bun
in the back with a kanzashi hair ornament (Figure 32).
Finale Costume
Columbia’s finale costume consisted of a black choker like Frank’s, a sparkly black
corset with orange glowing ELwire in the front, one fishnet armband, one sparkly orange
armband, an orange Mylar hip wrap, black panties, black garter belt, black fishnet stockings, and
black heels like Frank’s. (Figure 41).
Usherette Khristy (Understudy Columbia)
Usherette Khristy wore a three-quarter sleeved black wrap dress with an asymmetrical
hem and edges bound in a wide, orange printed fabric. Over this dress she wore an off-theshoulder, short-sleeved, orange knit top with her usher placket attached. She also wore a pair of
gold gloves, two orange necklaces, and a red studded wrist cuff. Under her dress she had a pair
of black opaque tights, black character shoes, and two garters on her left thigh. On her head she
had an orange weft of hair, her usher’s cap trimmed in orange, and a pair of yellow-tinted
sunglasses.
Khristy’s wrap dress, bias bound in wide orange fabric, mimicked Columbia’s top, and
the gold gloves related to Columbia’s gold fingerless gloves and spats. If Usherette Kristy
needed to go on as Columbia, she could wear her base dress with fishnet hose and accessories
from Columbia’s costume (Figure 16 & 57).
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Brad
Brad’s look was based on the archetypical 1950s B movie boyfriend. His lines were
simple and symmetrical, up until the floorshow during the finale. The textures used for his
costumes were the large knit pattern of his sweater, plaid, and argyle, which I associated with the
1950s’upstandingyoung man. Brad’s color palette was made up of cream, blues, and brown to
set him apart from the palette of all of the characters that inhabit Frank’s world.
Basic Look
Brad’s basic look consisted of a white dress shirt, cream v-neck sweater vest, navy neck
tie, cream-and-blue plaid sport coat, navy slacks, blue argyle socks, and brown lace-up shoes.
He had a 1950’s style men’s haircut with a side part and wore a pair of horn rimmed glasses
(Figure 28).
Stripped Down
In the script, once Brad and his girlfriend Janet enter Frank’s home from the rain they are
stripped of their “wet” clothes. Brad wore a white A-shirt and classic style blue boxer shorts
with his argyle socks and brown shoes (Figure 35).
Finale
For the floorshow Brad wore the basic silhouette shared by all the participants in the
floorshow. Brad wore his hair slicked straight back, outlandish makeup, a choker like Frank’s,
one sparkly arm band, one fishnet armband, a black corset with teal EL wire, a teal waist drape,
black panties, black lace garter belt, thigh-high fishnet stockings, and black patent platform shoes
like Frank’s. Using the color teal allowed me to keep Brad close to his color, blue, while
allowing me to save the darker, royal blue color accent for Janet’s floorshow costume (Figure
43).
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Usher Javier (Understudy Brad)
Usher Javier wore a black blazer with an aqua trimmed collar and usher placket, dark
blue trim an inch and a half up from the jacket hem, pleated blue linen-look fabric at the hem,
blue plaid on the jacket’s rolled-up sleeve cuffs, and a spiked metal epaulette on his left shoulder
with metal chains that crossed his chest to his right shoulder and hung down. He wore black
breeches trimmed at the knee with aqua bias binding forming a bow on the outside of right knee
and covering a button on the outside of his left knee. He had argyle socks in tones of blue and
black with his black jazz shoes, which were covered by pleated shoe toppers made of the same
blue linen-look fabric that trimmed his jacket; the shoe toppers were accented with silver
grommets. His accessories included a clear blue plastic belt with large silver grommets, blueand-black striped armbands, a wide black studded bracelet, a pair of blue-tinted sunglasses, an
usher hat trimmed in aqua blue, and a weft of aqua blue hair (Figure 21 & 67).
Javier would not have been able to actually use any of the pieces from his usher costume
to go on as Brad, except his argyle socks, but using Brad’s costume as a reference point still
helped me choose items for his usher look. The argyle socks, blazer, and dominant color of blue
all related to Brad’s costume. If Javier had to go on in Brad’s place, he could have worn Brad’s
costumes with minor adjustments for fit, as they were very similar in build and size.
Janet
Janet’s lines were symmetrical like Brad’s. Her overall appearance was based on that of
a sweet, innocent 1950s young lady. The textures of her look were all soft. Her cream and pale
blue color palette coordinated with Brad’s color palette and put her in strong contrast with all of
the characters that inhabited Frank’s world.
Basic Look
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Janet wore a cream cardigan over a pale blue, tea-length eyelet dress with a sweetheart
neckline, nude stockings, and cream ballet flats. Her look was very pretty and ladylike at the
start of the play, which enhanced how Frank’s influence alters her over the course of the evening
(Figure 29).
Stripped Down
After coming in from the rain, Magenta and Columbia help Janet to strip off her “wet”
clothes, leaving her in her white, 1950s-style bra and half slip (Figure 36).
Lab Coat
Upon entering Frank’s Lab, Janet and Brad are given oversized standard white lab coats
to, as Frank says, help them feel less “vulnerable.”
Finale
Janet was dressed for the floorshow in the same silhouette as Frank’s basic look with a
color combination of black and royal blue. I wanted all of the characters to keep their
characteristic color somehow in the rainbow palette of the floorshow. This was a challenge with
Brad and Janet, since both had blue as their base color. I gave Brad the lighter shade of teal and
Janet the stronger royal blue because Brad’s song lyrics portray him as more timid about his
sexual awakening than Janet was about hers. Brad sings, “Help me mommy,” during the
floorshow, while Janet sings, “I feel released” (Figure 44).
Usherette Rachel (Understudy Janet)
Usherette Rachel was drawn wearing a mid-thigh-length, off-the-shoulder black dress,
dark purple trimmed usher placket, and silver grommets forming a cluster pattern on the left
lower portion of her skirt. Both her shoulder ruffle and the hem of her skirt were trimmed with
light lavender lace, and her hips were wrapped by a band of the same knit that was on her arms.
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She also wore purple plaid garters below her knees with lavender lace trim over black tights,
lavender ankle socks, and her black character shoes. Her accessories included two striped, knit
armbands in tones of purple and lavender, a choker made of a little black standing collar with
dark purple trim, her usher hat, and a weft of purple hair (Figure 24 & 63).
Rachel was an exception to my basic pattern of having ushers take on the color of the
character they understudied. I decided that I wanted the lead usherette to wear aqua blue and for
Rachel to have the more feminine lavender and purple palette for her costume to compliment the
silhouette that I had created. The feminine silhouette was the only choice in her costume that
related back to the look of the lead she understudied.
If Rachel had to go on as Janet, she could wear one of the extra dresses that I had pulled
for Janet, as there was a difference in their waist measurements. As for the finale look, Rachel
could wear Janet’s corset, because they were actually adjustable via the lacing and grommets.
Once this lacing was reset for the understudy, the zipper on the back side seam could be used to
get in and out of it quickly.
Rocky
Rocky is Frank’s creation: a perfect, glistening Adonis. His costume expressed
masculinity with the silhouette of an athlete or surfer. The textures of his costume were smooth,
shiny, and metallic. In the film, Rocky wears tiny spandex gold briefs and shin high gold
metallic wrestling boots. I used the metallic gold for my design of his costume as an homage to
what his character wore in the film version.
Basic Look
Rocky’s basic look centered mostly on his toned, muscular body, which was generously
provided by the performer. To enhance his form, body glitter was added to highlight his muscles,
making them stand out and glisten. Instead of the gold briefs seen in the film version, I put
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Rocky in small booty shorts made of a holographic gold Lycra. I drew Rocky wearing gold
wrestling boots with two straps across the upper boot instead of front laces like the boots in the
film.
Frank describes Rocky as having “blond hair and a tan” (O’Brien 22). Our Rocky was
African-American, unlike the Rocky in the film who was white. I felt that you could easily take
the line in the script referencing Rocky’s “tan” to relate to our performers dark skin tone, but him
blonde hair that complemented his skin and fit with the rest of his look seemed a little more
challenging. To accommodate the need for blonde hair, I designed a multi-tone blonde
dreadlock wig for Rocky. The texture of the hair forming the dreadlocks was close to the natural
texture of the performer’s hair and a multi-toned blonde wig allowed for some bright blond and
some darker caramel and honey toned blonde that complimented the performer’s complexion.
(Figure 37).
Mummy
This look was actually not included in the final renderings but only in the preliminaries.
Rocky was wrapped from the neck down in white bandages with two D-rings attached at the
location of his nipples, allowing Magenta to clamp jumper cables to them while bringing him to
life. The costume attached front-to-back with Velcro, so it could be quickly ripped off on stage
by Columbia and Magenta.
Finale
Rocky was in the same Frank-mimicking silhouette as all of the other floorshow
members, but his accent color was a metallic golden yellow. (Figure 42).
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Usher Andrew (Understudy Rocky)
Usher Andrew’s costume was designed to be a long-sleeved, black shirt with wide
yellow-and-green plaid cuffs, topped with gold military braiding and his usher placket trimmed
in yellow. The top of the shirt had military details with one gold epaulette and one yellow-andgreen plaid epaulette with gold braiding hanging down. He had golden insignias with green
gems in the center on his sleeves. At his waist, he wore a golden military sash buckled by a faux
military medal. He wore black corduroy breeches with black-and-yellow striped leggings and
black combat boots. His accessories included yellow-tinted sunglasses and his usher hat (Figure
17).
Most of the ushers wore silver metal details, but Andrew’s metallic details were gold, the
primary color used on the lead he understudied. If Andrew had to go on as Rocky, he would wear
Rocky’s costume, as it was very elastic and the two actors were very close in size. He would
have had to wear his own black jazz shoes to go with Rocky’s gold shinguards, as he was a size
and a half off from Rocky. The Mummy costume would be fine for Andrew, as it was made of
strips of a stretchy knit. The finale costume would also work for him, as the corset was
adjustable via the laces.
Eddie
Eddie’s costume was a combination of references. The first was to Frankenstein’s
monster, and the second was to Billie Joe Armstrong, lead singer of the band Green Day. The
script called for Eddie to have “a touch of Frankenstein’s monster.” There were also references
to him not being muscular like Rocky. In the film version the character of Eddie, played by
Meatloaf, is chubby with a bit of Frankenstein and a 1950s, Elvis-style rocker. At first I wanted
update the Frankenstein reference, but ultimately I retained the reference for fans of the classic
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look and instead updated the ’50s rocker reference to that of a modern rock star. His color
palette was black and white, like the colors worn frequently by Billie Joe Armstrong.
Basic Look
I designed Eddie to wear a pair of black pants with white pinstripes with a skull and
crossbones patch; a black belt with silver studs; a short-sleeved, black, button-down shirt with a
tear in one shoulder; a white tie, and black, faux leather Chuck Taylor sneakers. Clipped to his
waist was a small Hello Kitty plush dressed as Columbia, referencing their relationship. Eddie’s
hair was slightly greased and parted to the side as an allusion to the look of a classic ’50s rocker.
He also had a Frankenstein scar on his head indicating where Frank removed the part of his brain
to implant into Rocky (Figure 38).
Usher Chantry
Chantry Banks was cast to play Eddie, but Director Earl Weaver wanted to use Chantry
as an usher as well. When I designed Chantry’s usher look, I knew I wanted his base pieces
(shirt and pants) to stay the same from one look to the next for two reasons. First, I was mindful
that he would need to change fairly quickly from his usher look into his Eddie look and back
again. Second, I was conscious of saving money by not buying extra pieces.
When Chantry changed from Eddie to his usher look, he switched his white tie for a pink
tie and added various pink and black armbands and gloves. He removed his prosthetic scar and
added an usher hat with pink trim and pink hair weft. He removed his Hello Kitty Columbia
plush and added a pink-and-black asymmetrical usher vest with strapping attached the left side,
and asymmetrical pink-and-black spats over his sneakers (Figure 26).
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Usher Donovan (Understudy Eddie)
Donovan was Chantry Bank’s understudy for the role of Eddie. Donovan’s costume was
a black, short-sleeve shirt with orange binding on the collar and hem, yellow-orange binding on
the sleeves, yellow epaulettes, and an orange-trimmed usher placket with two grommeted
grosgrain belts draped at angles underneath. Attached to the shirt was a flowing orange shirt
extension. His black pants were covered from the knee down on the right leg by an orange leg
warmer and on the left leg by a black spat with orange trim and buttons. His accessories
included a long black glove and a short black glove trimmed with orange bias, his usher hat, and
a weft of orange hair (Figure 15).
Fortunately, Donovan had a very similar build to Chantry. Donovan’s black, buttondown shirt, pants, and shoes were actually identical to Chantry’s, except for the orange bias. If
Donovan had to go on as Eddie, he would only need to add Eddie’s accessories, which would
easily fit him.
Narrator
Our narrator, unlike the film’s version of an older, male, Masterpiece Theatre narrator,
was cast as a sexy dominatrix-style librarian followed by two slave boys. I used a lot of vertical
lines in her costume, but decided to add a little asymmetry as a reference to her occasional
interactions with Frank’s world as more than just a distant observer. Because I personally felt
the narrator mirrored Rod Serling, host of the classic black and white The Twilight Zone, I chose
black and white as her color palette.
Basic Look
The narrator’s basic look was a close-fitting, black-and-white pinstriped suit with white
binding on the edges of the jacket and collar. Large, white oriental frog closures embellished the
front of the jacket and sides of the sleeves and pant legs. To further push the sexy librarian
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theme and to facilitate her change into her finale look, the narrator wore fishnet stockings and
1950s-inspired shiny, black, open-toed high heels. Her long, black hair was put up into a bun.
Glamorous red lips and small reading glasses pushed down her nose completed her look. (Figure
11).
Finale
During the Finale when Frank is singing “Don’t Dream It, Be It” the narrator striped off
her suit, removed her glasses, and took down her hair. Under her costume was lingerie with
white frog closures, black panties, a black lace garter belt, fishnet thigh highs with white frog
details at the clasps, and long, white gloves. With her hair down and glasses off she looked like
the 1950s pinup known for posing a dominatrix with a whip, Betty Page (Figure 47).
Usherette Kelli (Understudy Narrator)
I designed Usherette Kelli’s costume as a long, black tunic top with a red-trimmed usher
placket, one hot pink epaulette, and one red epaulette, trimmed at the hem with a wide red-andhot-pink plaid bias band. Under the tunic she wore a pair of black trousers with one cuff rolled
up, revealing a red-and-hot-pink print. She had hot pink socks and black dance shoes. Her
accessories included a red belt and pink belt embellished with sliver grommets draped across her
waist at an angle, a red-and-black striped armband with a wide black studded cuff on the right
arm, a long red glove covered with a short black lace glove on the other arm, a red-and-black
choker with a frog tassel hanging from it, an usher hat, and a weft of red hair (Figure 14 & 56).
Kelli was the only usherette to wear full-length trousers. This related her costume to the
narrator’s costume. I also drew Kelli with an oriental tassel at her neck, tying directly into the
narrator’s costume. The narrator’s color palette was just black and white with red lips. I used
the red lips as the basis for Kelli’s color, red. If Kelli had to go on as the narrator, she could
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wear her usherette costume without the placket, hat, or accessories and by adding the narrator’s
glasses.
Slave Boys
The two slave boys were a surprise for fans of the film or traditional stage version of The
Rocky Horror Show. Director Earl Weaver created them to be servants that follow and faun over
the narrator.
The slave boys’costumes were mostly symmetrical. A color palette of black and white
linked them to the narrator.
Basic Look
I designed the slave boys to wear black, shiny booty shorts and spiked dog collars to
relate to the sadomasochism rooted in the narrator’s demeanor. They were drawn with little
white cuffs around their wrists to add to the impression that they were servants waiting on their
mistress, the narrator. They also wore tiny black dance sandals for ease of movement and low
cost (Figure 12).
Dr. Scott
Dr. Scott is the wheelchair-bound science professor who uncovers that Frank is an alien.
In the film Dr. Scott is played by a male, but in our production the role was cast as female. I
made her color palette light brown and cream, indicating that she is out of place within Frank’s
world.
Basic Look
I made Dr. Scott’s basic look a lightly textured brown skirt suit worn with a high-neck,
cream blouse, a bow tied at the neck, and orthopedic shoes. Her hair was drawn pulled back into
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a tight bun, and she wore little granny glasses pushed low on her nose. She wore a shawl on her
lap to help hide that she was also wearing fishnets (Figure 40).
Finale Look
In the finale of the film version it is revealed that even Dr. Scott is wearing fishnets and
high heels while sitting in his wheel chair. Director Earl Weaver wanted to take that moment
that the audience would be expecting and push it even further by having Dr. Scott strip down to
hideous granny lingerie. For the finale I drew Dr. Scott with a white, full-cut bra and panty set
with fishnets and orthopedic shoes, with her glasses removed and hair down (Figure 48).
Usherette Madison (Understudy Dr. Scott)
Usherette Madison look included a classic scoop-neck, short-sleeved dress with a yellow
trimmed usher placket, yellow bias trimmed sleeves, and a yellow-and-orange plaid ruffle at the
hem of the dress. She had flesh-toned pantyhose and knee-high black spats with a yellow cuff at
the top and a yellow-and-orange plaid ruffle at the ankle over the top of her yellow socks and
black character shoes. Her accessories included gauntlet gloves with yellow-and-orange trim, a
black Peter Pan collar with yellow bias trim, a yellow flower at the center of the collar, and on
her yellow trimmed usher hat (Figure 18 & 58).
Like Brad and Janet’s understudies, there was really no element from an usher look that
could be worn by Madison if she had to go on as Dr. Scott. I did, however, attempt to design
Madison to look a little more prim and proper than the other usherettes as a nod to the stodgy Dr.
Scott. I could not put an usher in brown for this show, so I used yellow/orange as it was as close
as I could get while still maintaining the rainbow theme. The lead’s costume would be a little
loose on Madison, but that would have been acceptable if she had to go on as Dr. Scott.
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Usherette Samantha
Usherette Samantha was the lead usherette. She opened the show singing “Science
Fiction Double Feature”, and rather than being an understudy, she had an understudy herself.
Since she headed up all of the other ushers, I wanted her to stand out as a leader by putting her in
a ring master-style tailcoat with cording and regalia on her epaulettes. Many of the male ushers
had shoulder cords, but Samantha was the only female to have them. Samantha was also the
only usher to get any sequins or sparkle on her costume to set her apart.
I created a look for Usherette Samantha that included a black tailcoat with an aqua
trimmed usher placket, sequin trim, purple epaulettes with purple cording and beads on her left
shoulder, elaborate cording and trim on her sleeves, purple gloves, and black capri pants with an
purple tuxedo stripe down the sides and elaborate cording on the bottom edges. Her accessories
included black-and-aqua spats, a wide, studded cuff, an aqua hair weft and an aqua trimmed hat
(Figure 22 & 61).
Usherette Brittany (Understudy Usherette Samantha)
Usherette Brittany was Usherette Samantha’s understudy. She wore a black lace dress
with an usher placket and hem trimmed in bright green, kelly green grommeted grosgrain
ribbons on her right shoulder, and kelly green cording, creating a swirling pattern close to the
hem. I drew her wearing black tights, black capris with a bright green tuxedo stripe down the
outseam, kelly green cording swirls, green ankle socks, and her black dance shoes. Her
accessories included an asymmetrical layering of black and green gloves, a thin, green studded
choker, her usher hat, and a neon green hair weft (Figure 20 & 60).
I made Usherette Brittany’s silhouette more feminine than Usherette Samantha’s. If I
wanted to have a male and female usher in each color, then by a process of elimination, her color
had to be green. Her design did relate to the lead that she understudied by the use of the swirling
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cording at the hem of her dress and the tuxedo stripe down the side of her capris. If Brittany
would have needed to go on as the lead usherette, she would have been fine to wear her own
costume.
Usher Taylor
Usher Taylor was one of two ushers who was not an understudy. Taylor needed to wear
red, as I did not yet have a male in that color. I decided that his costume would be about the love
of neck ties, and I tried to use them in a unique way to bring interesting lines and textures into
his costume. I gave Taylor a black, short-sleeved shirt with red bias on the collar, red epaulettes,
pink-and-red plaid bias on the sleeve edges, grommets with red ribbon lacing on the right arm,
and an usher placket trimmed in red. His pants were black, cropped to capri length with four
silver grommets on the left thigh with red ribbon threaded through them. The hems of the pant
legs were belted by red, black, and pink neck ties of various patterns, two on the left leg and one
neck tie on the right. On his legs he wore wide-bottom leg covers, black with red trim; he wore
three red buttons on the right leg and pink mesh with black trim and three black buttons on the
left. For accessories, he wore a black belt with silver studs, a silver chain that swept from his
belt to his pocket, a black-and-red striped arm band on his right arm, a black glove on his left
arm, his usher hat, and a weft of red hair (Figure 13 & 55).
Usherette Lacey
Usherette Lacey was another usher who did not understudy any other character. I
decided to put her in pink since Usher Chantry, also wearing pink, would not be onstage in his
pink usher look for the scenes when he played Eddie. I built Lacey’s costume around her knit
top, which was made to resemble a Chinese cheongsam, a look meant to appear slim and fitted
like that style of dress.
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Lacey’s costume included a pink, floral print knit shirt with a black tube dress attached to
it at the bust line and the pink-trimmed usher placket stitched on top of them both. The shirt had
three-inch grommeted black knit trim extending the sleeves and little black epaulettes on each
shoulder. The tube dress was split down the right side, grommeted, and laced together. Under
the tube dress was a black skirt trimmed in pink mesh. For her legs and feet, she had pink fishnet
stockings and black dance shoes covered on her right leg with a knee-high black knit leg warmer
tied with pink bands, and on her left leg a little pink, ankle-high spat. For accessories, she wore
a pink-and-black striped armband on her left arm, an opera-length black glove covered by a
small pink glove on her right arm, her usher hat, and pink hair weft (Figure 27).
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CHAPTER 4: COSTUME DESIGN REALIZATION
The Production Process Journal
Costume Construction
January 29, 2007
Director Earl Weaver scheduled the publicity photo shoot of Riff Raff, Magenta, and
Columbia for Friday, February 2. He also mentioned that actors had begun asking him about
what they should do with their hair for the show and that he had told them to ask me their hair
questions. Earl then sent out this e-mail to the entire cast:
Many of you have been asking me about hair length, color, style, etc. for ‘Rocky
Horror.’ Harmony McChesney is our costume designer, and you need to contact
her with your questions. I have given her full authority to make decisions about
hair for the production. Whatever she tells you is what you will be required to
follow. (Weaver)
It was great to have Earl’s trust on this issue, but it made me dread the coming onslaught of hair
questions.
I asked my assistant Markisha Cobourne if she would take my research and renderings
and create more detailed hair and makeup designs for each character. She took on the
responsibility which also included purchasing or building hair pieces for the ushers, and sourcing
and purchasing any specialty makeup required. We discussed finding a time to take photos of all
of the actors’ faces so she could use them to create their detailed makeup schematics.
Since I did not know what type of hairstyle each usher had when I was drawing their
costumes, I left their hair as a black outline with only the colorful hair weft defined. Anticipating
the cast’s hair questions, I e-mailed Markisha and asked her what she thought about how we
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should handle the hair for the ushers. I thought it would be good for the ushers to use their own
hair with the colorful wefts added in. I also liked the idea of them all having black hair with
chunky, vibrant highlights. To give everyone black hair we would either have to wig them all,
which would be too expensive, or use the spray-on black hair color that does not last very long
and has a tendency to stain color-treated hair and anything else it touches. We decided that it
would probably be best to just add colorful wefts to each ushers’ own hair.
January 30, 2007
I e-mailed stage management and requested that the actors sign up for a time to come in
next week to have their measurements taken. Assistant Stage Manager (ASM) Zac Alfson asked
how long I would need the actors, and I replied that I would need them for fifteen minutes each.
I sent my assistant Markisha an e-mail asking if she would be able to help me prepare the
three actors for the photo shoot on Friday. She replied that she would be able to help. She also
mentioned several ideas for other ways to embellish the ushers’ hair by using colored yarn, or
curled ribbon.
I felt that the build for my last show at UCF pushed people in the shop into working extra
hours to get everything done. I really wanted to be more prepared for the build, so I made a chart
to take with me to our costume area meeting on Wednesday that would give a time estimate for
building costumes for the show. I e-mailed this document to Professor Kristina Tollefson and
Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones.
January 31, 2007
I sent Director Earl Weaver an e-mail that detailed how hair and makeup would be
handled for the three actors that would be coming to Friday’s photo shoot. In response to my
request, he sent me the e-mail addresses of the three actors so I could contact them directly to
coordinate their arrival to get into costume, hair, and makeup. I contacted the three actors to give
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them a description of what they would wear and how we would prepare for the shoot. I also
asked them to bring their makeup kits, as we would be doing a less intense version of their show
makeup.
During the costume area meeting I found out that my show could start being worked on
in the costume shop on February 12th. Professor Tollefson reminded me to make room for the
mic packs (battery packs for the actor’s microphones) in my costumes since The Rocky Horror
Show is a musical and most performers would be wearing them.
The Costume Shop Assistant’s role was to be hands on in the shop patterning, draping,
and building for current productions and directing student workers as they performed alterations
on show costumes. The person who filled this full time position during the fall semester, left
UCF. Wendy Maxwell, who had previously worked at the UCF costume shop returned to fill the
role. I had worked with Wendy when she came in to work freelance on costumes for previous
productions. Wendy is a skilled pattern maker and seamstress and I was glad to have her filling
the role of Costume Shop Assistant during the build of my show.
I spoke later with Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones and Wendy about some
construction details on various costumes. Dan had a student set up a clothing rack for me so I
could organize the costumes I had begun to pull. Since the costumes for the three actors in the
photo shoot would not be built by the time we needed them for photos, as was normally the case
for these publicity photo shoots, I pulled costume pieces together for the shoot that had a similar
look to what we would be building for their characters.
February 1, 2007
8 Weeks Until Opening: I sent stage management an e-mail asking them to help the
actors set up their appointments for measurements. There was time to start working on some
things for the show, but we needed the measurements to get started. I would be leaving for
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KC/ACTF the next week and I wanted to make sure I would have everything I needed to get
things started once I got back.
February 2, 2007
The photo shoot went off as planned. This was my first time seeing actress Melissa Nay.
She has a beautiful face and fine blonde hair. Since I drew her character with tangerine colored
hair with darker orange tips, I asked Melissa if she would like to color her hair or wear a wig.
She responded that she loved to wear wigs.
February 3, 2007
Costume Shop Assistant Wendy Maxwell found she would be unable to work full time in
the costume shop. She would still be able to contribute to the build of the semester’s shows, but
she would have to work part time from home. This came as quite a blow because it meant she
would not be able to build as many costumes for the show and that Costume Shop Manager Dan
Jones would have to take on directing student work in the shop in addition to his duties of
managing costume area financials, teaching classes, and creating and supervising designs for an
end of the semester dance concert.
With the loss of a skilled full-time staff member I did not know how everything I had
designed would be built. Although it was unusual, I decided to take on some patterning and
construction for my own show. We normally avoided having designers build costumes for their
own shows, because they were too busy with their responsibilities or directing others to be able
to focus on creating specific looks.
As the semester progressed I began to feel very overwhelmed trying to balance three
design classes, a Theatre Careers class, teaching a class with two sections, designing a piece for
the spring dance concert, remounting Anna in the Tropics for KC/ACTF, and getting The Rocky
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Horror Show built. I felt very distressed by the amount of work before me as I reviewed my
responsibilities.
February 8, 2007
7 Weeks Until Opening: For the previous week I was in Americus, Georgia, for
KC/ACTF remounting Anna in the Tropics. Director Earl Weaver sent me copies of the
publicity photos from the photo shoot and I was pleased with the way they turned out,
considering the actors were only wearing items pulled from theatre stock. I spoke with Stage
Manager Hannah Kugelmann, who was also at KC/ACTF, and asked her to make sure the cast
signed up to get their measurements taken. She told me she would resend the information to the
cast.
February 10, 2007
I found upon my return from KC/ACTF few actors had come in to get their
measurements taken. I sent an e-mail to stage management and copied Director Earl Weaver
stating this fact and reasserted that this was imperative. Not wanting to let any more time slip
away, I even offered to bring a measurement sign-up sheet to our design presentation for the cast
on February 12th.
February 12, 2007
Director Earl Weaver responded to the e-mail that I sent out on February 10th about
measurements. He said that he did not think that Hannah had sent out any information to the cast
about this and that we should definitely talk to the cast about it at the design presentation/first
rehearsal. Scenic Designer Gary Alexander asked me to send him scans of my Rocky and FrankN-Furter renderings
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February 13, 2007
I sent Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones an e-mail asking him to place the order for the
usher hats. Presenting my designs to the cast, I was pleased to see that they were excited to wear
the costumes I designed. Afterwards, the cast bombarded me with questions regarding their hair
and shoes. I told the ushers that they would all be wearing their own black jazz or black
character shoes
I made a sign-up sheet and brought it to the meeting so actors could select a time to have
their measurements taken. My assistant, Markisha Cobourne and I decided to attend an
upcoming rehearsal to get photographs of the cast members’ faces that she could convert to
black-and-white line drawings for makeup schematics.
In the midst of all of this, I was taking medication for a medical issue that I found was
dulling my focus and making rapid problem solving more difficult.
I e-mailed Professor Tan Huaixiang and requested that we postpone our Costume
Rendering independent study for this week until next week so I could have time to prepare some
more show related projects for the costume shop to work on. She granted my request, so I
worked at the costume shop to pull together some of the various accessories, badges, and trims
that needed to be attached to each usher costume. I also made patterns for usher plackets in five
sizes so there would be one scaled appropriately for each body type. I completed some
construction sketches and attached swatches to clarify how I wanted the costumes put together
(Figure 51, 52,& 53).
February 14, 2007
I made color copies of all of my renderings and gave them to stage management, who
then put them up in the rehearsal space so people could keep in mind what they would be
wearing. My renderings were too big and too numerous to fit on the three large display boards
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that we had in the shop, so I spent $30 making color copies of the renderings to shrink them
down enough to fit on the boards.
I spoke with Professor Vandy Woods about feeling overwhelmed by my workload for the
semester. I could see that the way things were going, something was going to give. I told her
that I wanted to drop my Theatre Careers class and retake it next spring. Theatre Careers was a
very demanding class with one to two time demanding projects due every week. Vandy
encouraged me to keep going by more carefully scheduling my time. She sat down with me and
helped me make a schedule of what I needed to accomplish this evening. I felt better after we
spoke and went home feeling hopeful.
I went home and sat down to my first task, writing a cover letter for Theatre Careers class,
and struggled with wording. I felt the panic mounting as I approached an hour and a half past
my estimated finish time for this assignment. Distress over not being able to stay ahead of my
numerous responsibilities had been growing daily, but on this day I reached a breaking point.
I decided I would have to cut some things from my schedule; if I did not my health would
suffer, and I would be unable to turn out quality work. I knew the show had to go on and that I
could not stop teaching my Costume Construction class. I decided to drop my Theatre Careers
class for the semester and take it the following spring.
February 16, 2007
6 Weeks Until Opening: The February 16, 2007 rehearsal report asked if I could get
Frank his shoes for rehearsals. I informed Stage Manager Hannah Kugelmann that I would
notify her as soon as the shoes would be available and that I would be stopping by rehearsal
Sunday to do quick, one-minute placket fittings on the ushers. We finished getting the cast in for
measurements, but we were still behind on getting the build started. It is unusual to do any
manner of fitting at a rehearsal, or for the designer to be arranging and performing the fitting, but
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I hoped that gathering this placket information would help the shop to start creating plackets
early the following week.
February 17, 2007
Choreographer Tim Ellis e-mailed Director Earl Weaver to ask if we could put actress
Sara Barnes (Dr. Scott) in point shoes. Earl loved the idea and forwarded it on to me. After
working in the costume shop and grading work for my Costume Construction class, I stayed up
until 5:30 a.m. to update my show budget with recent purchases.
February 18, 2007
Aided by my husband, I went to the costume shop after classes to pull fabric for trim on
the usher’s costumes and to make a list of other fabrics that I still needed to purchase. I checked
usher placket patterns against the two sizes of covered buttons that we had available in the shop,
and marked down which size buttons to use with the various placket patterns.
I attended rehearsal and showed Choreographer Tim Ellis and Director Earl Weaver some
shoe options for Frank and the floor show costumes. I really wanted to use a thinner heel
because I did not like the look of the thicker one, but for the amount of dancing that the actors
would be doing, Tim and Earl preferred the thicker, more stable heel. Having worked late into
the night the previous evening to review my budget, I found that I could order two pairs of heels
for each lead in the floor show giving me back-ups in case a shoe broke. To ensure they treated
their shoes with care, I did not share this information with the actors. I checked the platform and
stairs on the set to verify that there were no grated surfaces that heels could get caught in.
My assistant, Markisha Cobourne, met me at rehearsal to fit the paper placket patterns on
the ushers to see that each person got the correct size out of small, medium, large, extra large,
and 2 XL. We also both brought our digital cameras and took pictures of the actors’ faces to help
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Markisha create the detailed makeup schematics. We overhead a few songs being rehearsed, and
found the musical arrangements impressive.
I realized that I had not drawn costumes for the slave boys to wear during the finale. I felt
this was an oversight since they would be dancing with the leads during the floorshow. During
the rehearsal, I sketched an idea for the slave boy dancer look for the finale, which I showed
Director Earl Weaver (Figure 4). In the sketch a slave boy wore a spike-banded police cap and
sleeveless shirt with a necktie and boots. Markisha and I discussed options for the slave boys’
hair such as spraying S and M onto the sides of their heads and giving them Mohawks (Figure 6).
Sara Barnes’s portrayal of Dr. Scott reminded me of the character Frau Farbissina from
the Austin Powers films, so I told Earl that I wanted to change her hair from a bun to two side
braid buns. He liked the idea and approved the change. We discussed Tim’s idea to put Dr. Scott
in black point shoes for the finale (Figure 5). I agreed that it would look great, but I had not
budgeted to purchase point shoes. Tim and Earl informed me that the actress would provide the
shoes herself and even allow us to paint them black. We also talked about the possibility of the
ushers wearing colorful medical masks along with their goggles during the lab scene, although it
would be a great visual the masks would not be able to stay on long as they ushers needed to sing
and it would add more work to an already busy build
February 19, 2007
Professor Kristina Tollefson and I met at JoAnn’s to buy the bias tape and trim fabrics for
the ushers.
I sent an e-mail to the online company that I wanted to order shoes from and asked them
if they could extend their return policy for me. I wanted to order two pairs of shoes for each of
the leads to have as a backup, but I wanted to return any shoes that were never worn. The store
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replied that they could extend the return time for me. With this question answered, I ordered the
floorshow shoes.
In our production meeting we discussed where mic packs would need to be hidden in
some of the more revealing costumes. I knew we had some mic pack belts already, but I had not
located them yet. If we tried to hide Rocky’s mic pack in his shorts, we would have to run the
wire up his back, taping it in place. Someone suggested that we could make it look like he had a
scar up his back, which I thought would be appropriate considering the method of his creation.
I finished pulling black base clothing for the ushers and placed them behind the ushers’
names on our show racks in preparation for fittings. Afterward, I contacted Costume Shop
Manager Dan Jones to let him know that I wanted to fit ushers on the 21st and the 22nd so I could
determine what else I needed to shop for over the weekend. I e-mailed stage management a list
of actors I needed to fit and times that I would be available.
I was concerned that some of the “black” garments I pulled from stock for the ushers
might turn different colors under theatrical lighting. Lighting Designer George Jackson set up a
time to come meet me in a dressing room with some lights and gels that he would be using in the
show. We shined some different lighting looks on the rack of blacks and three garments
appeared to turn red under certain gels. I pulled those garments off of the fitting racks and
started searching for replacements.
I spent a significant amount of time online researching EL wire to find the brightest
variety in the best size and colors. I also spent time taking measurements to determine how
many yards of wire I would need for each finale costume. I sent the company I was working
with an e-mail detailing all of the EL wire products that I would need and requested a quote. To
further explain what I needed, I sent them a couple JPEGs of my costume renderings.
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February 21, 2007
Last night’s rehearsal report had three questions for me that I sent responses to. First,
they requested a bowtie for Rocky. I said yes. Second, they wanted to know if the mummy suit
would open in the front or back. I replied that it would likely open on the sides. Third, they
requested a costume breakdown so they could track changes. Considering the number of
costumes, I requested a couple of days to prepare this. I also informed stage management that I
had ordered the shoes and that they would arrive in seven days. I had made plans to go to the
Orlando Shakespeare Festival (OSF) to see if they had any drag shoes that we could use for
rehearsal until the actual shoes arrived.
I received a reply to my request for usher fittings from Stage Manager Hannah
Kugelmann. She apologized for not seeing the message I sent two days prior requesting fittings
until today and said that she would set up fittings for the 22nd. This was the second time I had
not received a timely response to a request for scheduling actors for fittings or measurements.
These delays were putting me further and further behind. To resolve this I asked Hannah if one
of her ASMs could be assigned to be the point person for costumes and could check in with us
every day.
I received the estimate for all the EL wire in the show: $378. I e-mailed a second EL wire
vendor to see if they could give me a lower price quote.
My assistant Markisha Cobourne had not been receiving the production e-mails, so I sent
a request to stage management to add her to the show’s e-mail list.
Professor Kristina Tollefson and I spoke regarding the idea of trying to turn Rocky’s mic
pack cord into a scar running up his back. She informed me that this would be very difficult
considering the slack that the cord would need to have for his movement. She suggested that we
hide his mic pack in his wig. Since the wig I designed for him was big and full of dreadlocks, I
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determined it could hide a mic pack easily. Director Earl Weaver said this would be fine as long
as it would be easy for the actor to deal with, and would hide the cord.
February 22, 2007
5 Weeks Until Opening: I had five usher’s come in for fittings. Most garments fit well,
but I wanted to get more fittings in before the weekend, so I added some times for fittings the
following day.
February 23, 2007
Two more ushers came in for fittings. The actor playing Rocky, Steven Gatewood, had a
hairstylist who could build his wig. I arranged to have one of our fake mic packs available for
the stylist so she could reference it while working to make accommodations for a pack to fit
under the wig comfortably and invisibly.
February 24, 2007
Since it was Saturday, I could spend time working in the costume shop without having to
worry about teaching or attending classes. The usher hats had been sitting in the shop for a week
needing to be covered with black fabric and trimmed with bias binding. One of the students who
was doing costume shop lab hours needed to make up some time, so she came in to help cover
hats. With so many hats I decided it would be better to glue the bias trim to the hats instead of
stitching it on. Normally I would stitch the trim so it would be removable for future use, but they
were $5, lightweight pillbox hats and would likely only be good for one production anyway.
Even though we had several sizes of plackets, some still needed to have length added or
subtracted from the closest fitting base pattern to make them properly fit some of the ushers’
bodies. I worked on performing those alterations, and added seam allowances to the patterns to
avoid mistakes and confusion.
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I was going to pull lab coats for Magenta and Columbia, when I thought it might be
funny to put them in naughty nurse outfits. I sent an e-mail to Director Earl Weaver with links to
some examples of naughty nurse costumes available for purchase to ask him what he thought of
the idea, and he replied that he approved.
February 25, 2007
As a student, I did not have a university purchasing card. When I went shopping I either
spent my own money and turned in receipts for reimbursement, or I had to take up a faculty
member’s time and have them go shopping with me. To help save me from having to spend my
own money, Professor Kristina Tollefson went shopping with me. We were out from 9 a.m. until
5 p.m. We went to Wal-Mart first and found many of the things I needed for even less than I had
budgeted. At the mall, we found a set of black corsets with silver sequins at Lane Bryant on
clearance for $30 each. They were all size 19 and 20 in women’s, but we thought they could be
taken in to use them for the floor show corsets.
February 26, 2007
I had agreed to be an undergraduate student’s design advisor for a show that would open
next fall, thinking that the meetings for the show would not start until the fall semester. I
received an e-mail that the meetings would be starting in early March of this semester. I was
already feeling overwhelmed with everything I had to do this semester, so this was unwelcome
news.
ASM Zac Alfson was assigned to be my main point of contact to The Rocky Horror Show
stage management team. Zac was my student in a class I taught the previous semester, so I
already had a good relationship with him. I sent him my current dressing list in response to his
request from February 21st. I also e-mailed him a list of the thirteen actors I needed to see for
fittings this week and the times I had available.
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My assistant, Markisha Cobourne, showed me her research for the different makeup
looks. I sent her a copy of my budget so she could see how much we had allotted for each
character’s hair and makeup.
February 27, 2007
The floorshow shoes arrived, and I brought them to rehearsal. Frank’s size 15 shoes were
too big, but one of the extra size 14 pairs I ordered fit him; I gave him those to work in and
exchanged the larger ones.
February 28, 2007
Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones and I went to K & G Men’s Warehouse to search for
black pants with wide white pinstripes for two of the actors. They did not have a stripe that was
wide enough or pants that came in a big enough size. We also stopped at a party store, and found
some big, flashy, inexpensive chokers that would be perfect for Frank and the floorshow looks.
The chokers were black velveteen with a large gem in the center and small chain swags attached
to the bottom edge. I also found a long, black wig for the narrator and an orange wig that could
work for Columbia.
I fit the actors playing Dr. Scott, Brad, and Janet. To fill Janet’s bra out into the 1950’s
bullet bra shape, we stitched in a thin shoulder pad. It worked both to create the required shape
and to make her feel a little more covered. I had two options for underwear pulled for each of
the characters. I sent photos to Director Earl Weaver asking him to approve the options he liked
best. He requested the shorter, tighter versions for both characters.
Sound Designer Martin Wooten gave me a mic pack to work with in fittings. The latest
rehearsal report said that Frank’s shoes were still too big. I had a spare pair of size 13 shoes that
I pulled for him to try.
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March 1, 2007
4 Weeks Until Opening: I fit four ushers in their basic blacks. The rehearsal report said
that Frank’s size 13 shoes were working better, but they needed some extra notches on the ankle
strap so he could tighten them more. The only costumes that the shop had started working on so
far were the usher hats.
March 2, 2007
The final four ushers came in for their fittings. Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones met
with me to discuss the costumes that needed to be built and plan who would be responsible for
building them. Riff Raff’s costume had the silhouette of a man’s suit made out of lycra and
mesh with buckled lycra straps at various points, and a combination textured shirt/lace vest. I
knew this costume would be challenging and time consuming to create due to the number of
elements and unusual fabrics, so we assigned it to former Costume Shop Assistant Wendy
Maxwell to work on from home.
Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones took on the construction of Frank’s corset, Frank’s
finale gown, Frank’s lab coat, and Rocky’s Mummy look. One of the more advanced
undergraduate students was assigned to create Magenta’s basic look by combining elements from
different patterns the shop had on hand. The other pieces to be built that were either more basic
or were built from a pre-existing pattern were assigned to other undergraduate students and
supervised by Dan Jones.
I took on the build for the Columbia’s obi/belt, Riff Raff and Magenta’s alien looks, and
Rocky’s shorts. I had made a waist cincher similar to what I planned for Columbia in a previous
semester so I knew I could construct that fairly quickly. I felt that Riff Raff and Magenta’s very
geometric alien looks would be relatively easy to pattern and construct, although I was somewhat
concerned about the application of the EL wire. Rocky’s shorts were small and fairly simple as
well.
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March 3, 2007
I had fittings with Usher Chantry and the narrator.
March 4, 2007
Stage management requested that I get together with ASM Zac Alfson to discuss costume
changes. Zac and I set up an appointment for Friday, March 9th.
March 5, 2007
I never received a response on my second quote request so I ordered all of the EL wire I
required from the first company who sent me a quote. I found pinstripe pants for Usher Donovan
and Eddie at an online store that sold baseball clothing. Baseball pants had the wide pinstripe
and larger waist sizes I needed.
March 6, 2007
I asked stage management if they could arrange to have the actor playing Rocky come in
for a fitting over spring break. I also asked if stage management could use a stopwatch to time
some changes for me. Normally, I would attend another rehearsal so I could assess how the
show was shaping up and time the changes myself, but I needed to be in the costume shop to
help with the build as much as possible.
March 7, 2007
I went to Wal-Mart with Professor Kristina Tollefson. We found garter belts, panties,
shoes, and a belt for Eddie.
I fit Magenta in both her basic look and her alien look. I also fit Riff Raff in both of his
looks. I informed actor Justin Sergeant (Riff Raff) that he would have to shave his chest during
the show because of the plunging neckline of the alien look. Justin agreed to allow Costume
Shop Manager Dan Jones dye his hair black and put purple highlights in it. I expressed my
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concern about how we would take Riff Raff’s hair from its voluminous basic look to the sleek
style of his alien look during his quick change. Dan offered to show Riff Raff a technique to
backcomb his hair to solve the issue.
March 8, 2007
3 Weeks Until Opening: The amount of work left to finish before show opening was
immense. Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones has been extremely generous with his time by
joining me on shopping outings after classes and on weekends. Even with the extra hours both
he and I had put in we were still running behind schedule due to the loss of the other full-time
Costume Shop Assistant. I had been asking everyone I could think of if they would come into
the shop and help sew. Many people responded to my requests and came in to help. We
discussed the need for more help in our weekly costume meeting, and Professor Kristina
Tollefson gave us the contact information of a skilled seamstress, Yumi Takahashi, who might
be able to come in and help us with the build.
March 9, 2007
I spent all day in the shop working on Columbia’s obi/corset for her fitting as well as
other show projects. The seamstress recommended by Professor Kristina Tollefson, responded
to our request and came in to work in the shop. We found that what she lacked in speed she
compensated for in skill and accuracy, so we gave her the alterations that required more finesse.
I discovered during Columbia’s fitting that the fishnets I pulled from stock were too small for her
and some of the other actors I had pulled them for. I should have anticipated this since they were
made for size 8 girls, not voluptuous women and full-grown men. I made a note to shop for
them in larger sizes.
In the evening a few people came in on their own time to help construct usher plackets.
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March 10, 2007
I went in and updated my budget and lists in the costume shop for a few hours so I could
make a list of what else still needed to be purchased and worked on.
An undergraduate friend with a focus on costume design came in on his own time and
took over the complete build of Usher Matt’s costume.
ASM Zac Alfson and I met to talk about scheduling spring break fittings for Rocky and
Frank. There seemed to be some confusion on fitting times. Zac had started setting up fittings at
times during which I was unavailable. After this was brought to his attention, Zac adjusted the
schedule so the fittings fell within the times I had requested.
March 11, 2007
I had searched the internet off and on for a couple weeks trying to find a pair of gold
wrestling shoes for Rocky. I did not want to buy a pair that I had to paint because they would be
difficult to maintain. I knew I had seen gold sneakers in town so I determined I would purchase
a pair of gold sneakers locally and cover a pair of shinguards in the same fabric used to make
Rocky’s shorts to mimic the height that would have been provided by boots.
Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones and I went out shopping with the big list I made the
day before . We went to several stores, the whole time looking for gold athletic shoes for Rocky.
We went to Fairvilla Megastore, a local adult store, to find a riding crop for the narrator, but their
selection was far too expensive for my budget. We did find some plus-size ladies fishnets that
would work well for Columbia and the men in the floorshow. As we looked through the store’s
sizeable selection of costumes and lingerie we came across a mint green vinyl lab coat with
multiple zippers. I had designed a white vinyl lab coat for Frank that we had purchased fabric
for, but it had not been patterned or built yet. I liked the design of the store’s coat even better
than the one I had drawn, and buying it would save us the time of building a coat. It cost
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$136.50 so I decided to double check my budget to see if I could afford it. I had planned on
building Frank’s floorshow necklace myself, but the store had an elegance black aurora borealis
bead lace necklace that was almost exactly what I designed for him. It was priced affordably, so
I purchased it. After Dan and I parted ways I stopped at a small shoe store in a strip mall and
found a pair of eleven-dollar gold sneakers with black piping detail for Rocky.
March 12, 2007
Today was the start of spring break week. It was nice to be able to work on the show
without having to worry about other responsibilities. The majority of my energy had been taken
up by teaching my Costume Construction class and working on the show. I had been spending
every moment that I was not shopping for the show, in a fitting for the show, or in a class in the
costume shop working on the build.
Some students working in the costume shop had taken to working on the entire costume
of a particular usher which gave them a sense of ownership and ensured that they continued to
come in to help. Undergraduate Heidi Fleming was scheduled to work in the costume shop over
spring break. She worked on pulling apart a pair of athletic shin guards to re-cover them with
the same gold fabric that I was using to make Rocky’s shorts. Since Rocky’s gold shoes had
some black detailing, I decided to include black piping into the seams of his gold shorts to keep
his costume looking cohesive. Since I was already hinting at a surfer look with his blonde
dreadlocks, I used the black piping to create side sections of a contrasting matte gold fabric
similar to the men’s board shorts. I used the wrong side of Rocky’s holographic gold lycra for
the contrast fabric. I wanted to see if Rocky’s shorts looked flashy enough under stage lighting.
I took them out onto the stage, where Lighting Designer George Jackson was working
programming cues. He was kind enough to turn on some of the different light looks for me to
observe the sparkle of the shorts and they caught the light just as I had hoped.
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March 13, 2007
My father came into town this week, as he normally does in March, to visit relatives and
friends. I had been telling him for weeks when we spoke on the phone that I would be so busy
that I could only meet with him for half a day. I left the costume shop to visit with him for a few
hours. As I prepared to return to the costume shop, I realized how overwhelmed I felt.
I had been playing phone tag with my assistant for the last couple of weeks, and she had
not spent much time in the shop working on the show. I had not been very insistent in asking for
her help because I knew she was busy with course work. I called her to tell her that I really
needed to have her help in the shop as much as possible this coming week. She said she would
be able to help out a lot more during coming weekend and following week.
March 14, 2007
I spent much of the day tracking down my EL wire. My tracking number showed that it
was delivered and signed for by a name I did not recognize. I had to search the UCF directory to
track down this person’s department. I called the department’s secretary, and they confirmed
that the package had been delivered, but they had given it back to UPS. By the end of the day,
the package was brought back to the theatre and delivered to me. When illuminated the wire was
pretty impressive. Unfortunately the red wire I purchased to add to the alien looks appeared
more orange than even the orange wire I purchased, so I decided to use it for Columbia’s
costume and only use the pink and purple wire for the alien looks.
I realized that I had not found long black vinyl gloves locally like I thought I would, and I
needed to order them online for the alien looks. After much searching, I found some online for
$25 apiece. With shipping, it ended up being $51 for the pair of them. I also ordered 14 pairs of
anti-fog swim goggles for the ushers to wear during the lab scene.
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March 15, 2007
2 Weeks Until Opening: I found peacock feather trim online and ordered a few yards of
it to put on Frank’s Fay Wray gown.
March 16, 2007
After designing a few shows at UCF I had learned that dressers can be unreliable.
Dressers are assigned to shows as part of a class requirement, and the costume shop does not
have their contact information; Technical Director Zak Stribling had all of their contact
information. It had been my experience that no one ever seemed to contact the dressers until the
week before they were supposed to start working on a production, at which point we would
realize that one of them had dropped the class. I wanted to ensure that I did not have dress this
show for a weekend as I did when Anna in the Tropics opened, so I emailed Zak to get the
dressers’ contact info. I planned to call them myself to confirm they would be working on The
Rocky Horror Show.
March 17, 2007
I decided that the corsets that I had bought for the floor show just were not working.
Once I fit them I found they were all too long, awkward, or difficult to fit. Cutting them shorter
was made difficult by the panels of sequined fabric that unraveled and the panels of stretch fabric
that required the support of a wire at the bottom edge, which was difficult to replace. As much
as I hated to accept it this late in the build, I had to find an alternative. I did not have time to
order something online, hope that it would arrive on time, and fit it. I had a pattern that I used
during my undergraduate program to build tutu bodices. It can be made to fit almost anyone. I
thought that my best option was to just cut out five of those bodices and request short fittings for
actors who would wear them.
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My assistant, Markisha Cobourne, went to the fabric store to pick out some fabric options
for the floorshow corsets. She brought back a swatch of black sheer with multicolor glitter on it
that we put over some black fabric that we had at the shop already. We asked Lighting Designer
George Jackson if he could shine the floorshow lighting on it. It sparkled beautifully, so we
returned to the fabric store to purchase the fabric then returned to the shop and started to cut out
corsets.
March 18, 2007
I chatted with ASM Zac Alfson online about the film shoot scheduled for the next day.
The script called for footage of some of the characters in bed together to be shown on a monitor
onstage. We needed to film Frank, Brad, Rocky, and Janet. We set up a time and place to film
the scenes, but we had not fit Frank in his costume yet. Another concern was that Rocky’s wig
was not back from the wig maker. I pulled a short blonde wig for Rocky, the best option
available from stock, and we discussed scheduling Frank for a fitting early the next morning to
give Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones enough time to finish his costume before the filming
started in the evening. My assistant Markisha Cobourne offered to go to the filming to help the
actors get into their costumes so I could continue to work on the costumes I was building.
Zac was able to arrange for me to see Riff Raff and Magenta after rehearsal to perform a
quick final fit in their alien looks so I could proceed with attaching the EL wire. I asked Zac to
schedule a time when we could color Riff Raff’s and Magenta’s hair.
I ordered the EL wire sunglasses for Riff Raff and Magenta, flashing spike bracelets for
the slave boys to wear during the finale, and, after a suggestion by Professor Kristina Tollefson,
sock garters for Brad.
Markisha and I spent all day at the theatre. We had the corsets far enough along that they
would be ready for fittings starting the following day, but there would still be a significant
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amount of finishing to do after the fitting. I left the theatre at 10:30 p.m., but took the corsets
home and continued to work on them past midnight. I continued to communicate with ASM Zac
Alfson via online chat once I was home. I asked if he could remind the actors to bring their
makeup for the filming the next day. He said he would call them in the morning.
March 19, 2007
I received a fitting schedule from ASM Zac Alfson at 8:11 a.m. I was surprised to see I
had fittings for Brad and Janet scheduled to start at 9 a.m., not even an hour from the time the
notice was sent. I called Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones, figuring that he probably had not
seen the e-mail yet, and asked him if he could meet me at the theatre. We made it to the fittings,
but just barely.
Technical Director Zak Stribling replied to me about my request for contact info for the
production’s dressers. He directed me to contact Theatre Department Secretary Sam Waters.
Dan and I went to Fairvilla Megastore to buy Frank’s wig, and since I had enough money
left in my budget, I bought the mint green vinyl lab coat that I had seen on my last trip there. I
returned to the shop and continued working until midnight.
March 20, 2007
I woke up at 5:30 a.m. to continue working on the show. We had a production meeting
yesterday that Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones and I were unable to attend because we were
working on the costumes for the film shoot. We had to continue working right up until the time
the costumes had to go out for filming in the evening. We thought we had told stage
management on Sunday that we would not be attending, but we heard that people were confused
as to why we were not at the meeting. I sent stage management an e-mail explaining our absence
and apologizing for the confusion.
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I ordered patterns for my Costume Construction class’s final project. I was a little
nervous about fifteen people cutting and sewing pajamas at the same time that we are building
The Rocky Horror Show in our small costume shop.
I had been searching for large black rubber gloves for Frank to wear during the lab scene.
Professor Kristina Tollefson found some to bring in for the show.
I e-mailed Theatre Department Secretary Sam Waters to ask for the contact information
for the production’s dressers. He sent me the phone numbers, and ASM Zac Alfson said he
could call them for me to make sure they were all still planning on working the show.
Director Earl Weaver requested that Riff Raff and Magenta be able to get into costume
and pass out flyers on campus this coming Friday, March 23rd. Magenta’s costume was ready,
but Wendy Maxwell was still working on Riff Raff’s costume from her home. I e-mailed Wendy
to ask if she could have Riff Raff’s costume ready by Thursday. She responded that she could.
I asked Sound Designer Martin Wootten if he could send me information on his source
for batteries. I calculated that I would need fourteen AA batteries and two 9-volts to open the
show that would probably need to be replaced five times during the run of the show.
Riff Raff and Magenta asked me if they could work in their shoes for rehearsal. I had
ordered their shoes March 14th, so I emailed the vender to ask for a tracking number. They
replied back that the shoes arrive to me on March 22nd.
I passed Props Master Beth DeCarlo in the hall of the theatre, and she asked me if I had a
good recipe for stage blood that would wash out of clothes easily. I sent an e-mail to Costume
Shop Manager Dan Jones asking if he could send her a recipe he had. Following is the recipe
that Dan sent:
4 parts Cheer Dark Formula Liquid Detergent
1 part Chocolate Syrup
Add Red Food coloring to reach desired intensity of color.
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I told Beth that I would give her Frank’s lab coat so she could test the recipe on the inside to
make sure it would come clean. I was not worried about the coat, as it was vinyl, but I made a
mental note to warn the other actors to be careful not to get the fake blood on their costumes
when they interacted with Frank on stage.
I still needed more people to come in and help do alterations. I was pleased with the
progress that my Costume Construction students had been making, so I offered them the
opportunity to earn extra credit if they came in to work on alterations for The Rocky Horror
Show.
I realized how difficult it would be to switch Magenta from her first hairstyle to her alien
look hairstyle without the seven minutes that Zak clocked for her change. In that seven minutes
she would have to change her costume, makeup, and walk from the dressing room through the
lobby to enter the theatre from behind the audience—all in high-heel vinyl boots. I decided that
she would have to be wigged, so I canceled her appointment for hair coloring and started
searching for some appropriate wigs in our stock.
I found a red wig and two identical reddish, curly hair ponytail clips. I took the wig,
parted it in the center back and pulled it into side buns. Then I took the curly ponytails off of the
claw clips they were attached to and stitched them over the buns. Since the base wig and buns
were just slightly different colors of red, I used a burgundy red hair color spray over the entire
wig to unify the color.
While I worked on the wig, my assistant, Markisha Cobourne, worked on coloring her
makeup schematics. We finished working at 3 a.m.
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March 21, 2007
Riff Raff came in to have his hair dyed black. The purple dye we used to color his white
highlights was not strong enough. We decided to add the purple highlights by using a purple
color spray for each performance.
Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones and I went to Ritzy Rags to buy Magenta’s alien look
wig and colorful hair wefts for the ushers. While we were there, we saw a wig that was two
tones of tangerine orange. Dan said, “That looks exactly like your rendering of Columbia,” and
it did. We purchased this wig too since I was not completely happy with the inexpensive orange
wig I purchased for Columbia earlier in the semester when I thought it might be my only option.
We stopped by a costume store on our way back to the shop to buy a couple of nurse hats for the
naughty nurses.
Two students came into the shop in the evening, on their own time, and cut out all of the
underlining for the floorshow corsets. Heidi Fleming also came in and stayed late to cut and
construct Magenta’s apron.
March 22, 2007
1 Week Until Opening: After I taught my Costume Construction classes, some students
stayed to work on The Rocky Horror Show for extra credit. I found out that I needed to make
holsters for the aliens’ guns, after I spoke with Props Master Beth DeCarlo while trying out the
fake blood recipe. The fake blood washed off the lab coat easily even after it was allowed to sit
for a while.
ASM Zac Alfson had called dressers to be sure they were still coming in to work the
show. With such a large cast to dress, multiple quick changes, lots of laundry, and wig
maintenance, I felt that the show needed four dressers. Zac came into the costume shop to tell
me that we were only able to get three. I hardly had time to process my concern at hearing this
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when one of my Costume Construction students, Laura Johnson, volunteered to dress the show.
I was very relieved and grateful not just to have a fourth dresser but to have Laura in particular
as I had found her to be both reliable and detail oriented.
I gave ASM Zac Alfson a schedule for Saturday’s quick change rehearsal, and I was able
to meet the rest of my dressers as they came in for the crew view of the show.
I dyed the feathers for Frank’s Fay Wray gown and worked on Magenta’s alien look.
Heidi Fleming cut out hip drapes for the floorshow looks. All the usher plackets were completed.
Many other people came in to help with alterations. I was amazed at how generous
people were with their time. Everyone seemed really excited about the show, and I had never
seen so many people in the costume shop at once. While I was very grateful for all the help, I
was unable to work on the costumes that I was supposed to be building or on the dressing lists
and laundry lists because I was busy giving out direction and answering questions.
March 23, 2007
I had a few last-minute items I need to purchase. I spent some time in the morning
updating my budget so I could see what I had left to spend. I had too many things left to finish
to be able to leave the shop, so I gave the list to Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones who was
gone shopping for most of the day. I ran the costume shop in Dan’s absence directing the
workflow of the students and working on some of my show projects between answering
questions.
My assistant, Markisha Cobourne, worked on putting together the makeup and hair pieces
for each actor. The dressers had been called in for dry tech, but since they were not needed at the
stage, I assigned them with labeling shoes and aiding Markisha as she prepped hair and makeup.
Markisha put special crème colors, face jewels, and false eyelashes together into small plastic
containers labeled for each character. She labeled Styrofoam heads to hold each usher’s colored
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hair wefts. She was able to use some hair wefts as purchased with no modification. Other hair
wefts she curled or waved to create interesting textures. Some hair colors were not available for
purchase in small wefts, so Markisha cut pieces from larger wigs and sewed them to clips. I was
very pleased with Markisha’s finished hairpieces and makeup schematics.
Technical Rehearsals
March 24, 2007
I was concerned that I would be so exhausted that I might not wake up for today’s quick
change rehearsal, which was to start at 10:00 a.m. Scenic Designer Gary Alexander offered to
give me a wake-up call at 8:00 a.m. One of the important quick changes we needed to run today
was the change into floorshow looks, but the separating zippers were not set in the floorshow
corsets yet. Despite going to bed at 2:00a.m, I made it to the theatre by 7:30 a.m. to start setting
zippers into corsets.
ASM Zac Alfson called me to check in and then brought me some coffee. By 9:00 a.m.
cast members began to arrive to get into their starting looks for the quick change rehearsal.
Wendy Maxwell and Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones came in and took over inserting the
zippers as I went to help the cast.
It took from 9:00–10:30 to get just Frank, Rocky, Riff Raff, Magenta, and Columbia
dressed and ready. We ran Magenta’s and Columbia’s change into their naughty nurse looks and
then back into their basic looks. We tried the changes into the floorshow costumes, complete
with hair and makeup. This was the first time the cast had been in their full costume and makeup
and the first chance the dressers had to work with the costumes.
The quick change rehearsal was rough, as I expected. We decided to run the changes
again the next day to see if we could smooth them out before official dress rehearsals started.
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March 25, 2007
We ran the quick changes again. They went somewhat better, but Columbia’s quick
change into her floorshow costume stopped the rehearsal. Our next option was to have her try
putting on her floorshow corset under her basic look after intermission so she could just take off
her shirt and belt to be ready for the floorshow.
March 26, 2007
This was the day of the first official dress rehearsal. At the start of the day only three of
the fifteen usher’s costumes were finished. Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones and I typed up all
of our remaining notes, and we had a total of seven pages of work to do. Several usher costumes
had not had any alterations done since they were fit.
Director Earl Weaver had injured his back, so Choreographer Tim Ellis was filling in for
him. I informed Tim that the costumes would still be a work in progress when he saw them at
the rehearsal. I did not want the ushers to worry about their costumes, either, so I composed the
following note and put it on their call board before they arrived for dress rehearsal.
Dearest Rocky Actors! Notes from the Costume Shop: Ushers: Hey Darlings, we
are behind in the shop, so don’t be freaked out if your costume looks the same as
it did when you first tried it on. We will be finishing them up over the next
couple of days, so bear with us and wear what you have available behind your
name. Your dressers will be pinning on your elastic for your hats. When you take
off your hat, please leave both sides of the elastic pinned so we can stitch it for
you. If your usher look is red, orange, or yellow—Kelli, Andrew, Erika, Khristy,
Donovan, Madison, Lacey, and Taylor—the dressers will be talking to you about
your makeup and maybe having you try it out so you can do it on your own
tomorrow while the other ushers learn theirs. (McChesney)
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The first dress rehearsal went well because we had started running the quick changes the
two days prior. I finished my dressing lists and handed them to the dressers so they could
perform costume check-in and check-out. The makeup alley was very hectic as there were more
actors than places to sit. The actors and dressers worked together to figure out where the best
place to set up their things would be to make the changes work better for them. We moved Riff
Raff and Magenta’s changing areas from backstage into the dressing room. The brighter lighting
and bigger space helped them to more quickly complete their hair, makeup, and costume change
into their alien looks.
Wardrobe Head Nicole Ora was experienced in the application and design of theatrical
makeup, and she was excited to work on The Rocky Horror Show’s interesting makeup looks.
She did a fantastic job applying multiple makeup looks, but her application for Frank did not
look quite right. I could not pinpoint what in the application was off, but Frank did not look
beautiful. Nicole said she could try something different for the next night.
In my renderings I gave Frank straight, shoulder-length hair, but as I watched the
rehearsal I noticed the straight wig obscured too much of his face as it swung forward and was
not very flattering to his features. I remembered that I really liked the swept-back hairstyle worn
by Hedwig in Hedwig and the Angry Inch, so I decided to style Frank’s wig like that before the
next rehearsal.
I was also not happy with Columbia’s costume. Somehow when her shirt was being
hemmed and trimmed with bias it was cut too short. The shirt hem was disappearing under her
obi instead of peaking out four inches below. Also, her skirt looked too short and was hitting her
in an unflattering location. Scenic and Lighting Design Professor Vandy Wood suggested
adding bead fringe to the bottom of Columbia’s skirt, and after the rehearsal ended she came to
the shop to work on this alteration herself.
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Costume Design Professor Tan Huaxiang also came to the shop to help work on notes.
Heidi Fleming came back to the shop after rehearsal to add length back to Columbia’s shirt by
inserting an extension at the waistline. This made the shirt the right length without us having to
re-cut the whole thing. The inserted piece hid nicely underneath Columbia’s wide obi belt.
First Dress Rehearsal
March 27, 2007
My Costume Construction class had several ten-point pop quizzes to take over the course
of the semester. In place of their usual quiz over their reading, I gave them a note to finish from
The Rocky Horror Show to-do list. I assigned them each a note that they could complete in the
class time. As long as they finished the note, they got full points for this pop quiz. The class
seemed to enjoy the change of pace, and they amazed me with how much work they got done in
such short time. I was very proud that they had learned enough by this point in the semester to
be able to perform the various tasks I gave them. It was concrete proof to me and to them that
they had learned skills that were actually useful in mounting a show. With their help we finished
four pages of notes in one class period.
The costume shop was full of people working on the show. My husband, Joshua, took a
personal day off of work to come in and help. Costume Construction student Bianca Noble and
her friend Brent Walker have been in on three different occasions over this past weekend to help,
and were back again. Brent did not even receive credit for working in the shop. He just
volunteered to help because he was a fan of the show.
The makeup alley was ridiculously crowded during the prior dress rehearsal. It was
impossible for everyone to put on their makeup at the same time in the amount of space we had.
My assistant, Markisha Cobourne, and I numbered the seats in the makeup alley and made up a
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time schedule so the performers would each have a set time and place to get ready. I printed this
and put it on the call board before the cast arrived and also e-mailed it to ASM Zac Alfson.
A few actors had brought some personal items to me that they thought would be cool
additions to their costume. If I liked what they wanted to add and thought it enhanced their
costume, I allowed them wear it. Usher Andrew asked me if he could wear a yellow-and-black
striped glove he had brought from home. I thought it looked great with his costume, so I let him
wear it.
My mother and grandmother flew into town and arrived to the theatre at 3:00 p.m. My
mother hand sews, and my grandmother is an accomplished seamstress. I promptly put them to
work doing notes as well. They stayed to watch the evening’s dress rehearsal. I warned them in
advance about the sexual content in the show, so they would be prepared. I was not sure what
they would think of the show. After the lights came up at the end of rehearsal I saw that they
were both crying. They were amazed by how good the show was and very proud of the work I
had done. Their reaction was a surprise and relief to me, especially considering my own initial
struggle in accepting this show.
The style adjustment to Frank’s wig looked great. I was still not happy with the way that
Frank’s makeup looked, and there was only one more evening to get it right before the show
opened. Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones had experience teaching the application of drag
queen makeup. I asked if he could instruct dresser Nicole Ora how to apply Frank’s makeup. He
assured me he knew how to make Frank look great.
The alterations that we did to Columbia’s costume last night were exactly what her
costume needed. She looked amazing when she came out wearing with the extended skirt and
shirt. The playful swing of the bead fringe on her skirt made a fantastic punctuation to all her
movements.
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Choreographer Tim Ellis was giving notes after the show, and he asked if we could make
all the ushers’ gloves fingerless. I looked at Professor Kristina Tollefson and said I would not be
opposed to it, but I would have to check with the shop, because most of my gloves were from
stock. Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones said he did not want to cut them because we needed to
use those gloves again for other productions.
Final Dress Rehearsal
March 28, 2007
As we prepared for the final dress rehearsal, Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones read
through what remained of our notes list aloud, and I gave him a yea or nay as to whether we
needed to complete the note. Many usher spats and decorative trims had to go by the wayside,
because we simply did not have time to finish them before rehearsal. I did not have all the detail
that I wanted, but I had seen from the last two rehearsals that I actually did not need the amount
of detail that I had drawn for the costumes to have a strong visual impact. It was disappointing
for me to let some of these ideas go, but I had to focus on what absolutely had to be worked on,
like the costumes for Usher Kelli and Usher Lacey that had barely been touched.
Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones applied Frank’s drag makeup, and Frank finally
looked beautiful and glamorous. We still had notes to finish, but the quick changes were all
working and overall rehearsal went well.
Opening Night
March 29, 2007
I was grateful to have seamstress Yumi Takahashi working in the shop as we finished
notes in preparation for the show’s opening. Yumi trimmed Usherette Kelli's stretch velour top
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with cotton bias and then made Usherette Samantha's zipper spats. I finished Usherette Lacey’s
costume, but it was a struggle to complete it while answering questions and handing out direction.
Samantha came in before her call time to try on her jacket with all of the trim added and
the spats. She brought in an aqua undershirt for me to look at that she wanted to wear instead of
the black shirt I had pulled for her. I did not like her undershirt’s loose fit, but the color and
sequins complimented the rest of her costume, and it made her feel more confident; so I told her
she could wear it. Her new spats were too big, and as Yumi had already left for the day, I took
them in, finishing just before the show started.
I attend the opening night performance and took notes as I watched. I gave the dressers
their notes backstage after the show and e-mailed my other notes to Costume Shop Manager Dan
Jones. We decided that dresser Laura Johnson would be responsible for communicating any
notes that needed to be addressed by the costume shop during the run of the show by e-mailing
them nightly to Dan and me.
Due to the differences in size and method of attachment, the usher plackets did not all
fold down on the top right corner as I had envisioned. Some plackets folded down perfectly,
while others came down too low or not at all. I decided that we should have put a snap on the
outside of each placket to hold the flap down. Even with that added, though, it seemed that more
review and adjustment would have been required to ensure they all looked correct. I told
Choreographer Tim Ellis that we would need to cut the folding down of the placket corners as
there was no more time to work out adjustments. I felt a little shocked that the show had finally
opened. I did not get to complete every costume to the degree I wanted, but I think only Dan
Jones and I would ever know it, because the show looked spectacular.
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CHAPTER 5: DESIGN EVALUATION
Financial Analysis
The costume budget for The Rocky Horror Show was $4,500, which needed to cover the
cost of all costumes, fabrics, trims, dyes, accessories, wigs, specialty make-up, and shoes. The
total amount spent on the show was $4,241.24.
I saved a lot of money by having the ushers wear their own black jazz and character
shoes (shoes the department requires a student be able to provide themselves) in my design.
Even if I could have purchased each of the 15 ushers shoes for $20—which is not enough to buy
a good dance shoe—it would have cost $300. I knew that I would need specialty makeup for
most characters, so I included that in my budget from the start but did not have to buy basic
makeup kits as the actors are required to provide those themselves. Most of my cost savings
came from a committed use of stock costumes, fabrics, trims, and accessories.
My commitment to second-hand and discount stores allowed me to find items for less
than I originally budgeted, giving me the freedom to spend more where necessary and to include
additional pieces I had not originally designed.
In the last couple weeks of mounting the show I had to make many quick trips to the store
to purchase items for the production. Time was so short that I was not able to update my budget
daily to determine if I was on track, but I was familiar enough with my budget and the savings I
had found that I was able to make those last minute purchases without stress or worry. I believe
that if I had originally structured my budget to group items together in a more logical way, rather
than breaking each item out by character, that it would have less time consuming to update my
budget.
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Labor Analysis
I may have saved money by pulling items to be altered or embellished, but those changes
were very time-consuming in terms of labor hours. Labor costs did not come out of my show
budget. Most labor for the show came from students working in the costume shop. In addition to
those students, though, the shop hired Yumi Takahashi to come in and work one day a week for a
few weeks during the build. Many friends, family, and faculty volunteered their time doing
alterations for the show as well. In many theatres these costs have to be a part a show’s costume
budget, and I do not doubt that if actual labor costs were included into my total I would have
been over my budget by a significant amount. Even items pulled from stock have a cost
associated with them in terms of time and labor spent on alterations. I now believe that just as I
always incorporate a contingency in my budget to create a cushion for unexpected costs I should
include a contingency in my design to account for unexpected loss of labor, or any of the other
problems that could be encountered during the build. It is all too easy to lose a skilled laborer
that was being counted on to build certain costumes. Had I planned from the beginning to build
less than I believed we had the labor for, I would have been better prepared for problems
encountered during the build.
Evaluation of the Relationship with the Directing Team
Director Earl Weaver
Earl was well prepared for the show from our very first meeting. It seemed as if he knew
the show inside and out and had seen it in many incarnations already. Normally we would
discuss characters and motivations, but it seemed as if these were assumed to be self evident; we
quickly moved into discussing specifics of design. I feel our production turned out well, but I
wonder what opportunities or ideas we may have missed by skipping this step.
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Earl had very specific ideas already developed but was open to my ideas and suggestions.
He told me that The Rocky Horror Show was really a “designer’s show.” I took this to mean it
was a great show for designers to have freedom to try out different ideas as they liked, an
assertion that I felt freed me to explore possibilities and incorporate design elements that I was
drawn to, such as Japanese street fashion and battery powered illumination.
Earl had a childlike sense of fun and exhibited lots of joy and enthusiasm throughout the
weeks of our design process. I was surprised to see him be very strict with the cast at our first
read-through because I had only seen him interacting with the design team up to that point. He
let the cast know that they had to be on time to rehearsals and fittings. If any cast member
missed two rehearsals they would be out of the show without exception. I admired his firm
stance, and I believe it to be the reason that the cast was as a whole was one of the most
respectful I have worked with.
I also credit Earl with helping to create what I consider the strongest part of my design
for the show. He selected the Japanese inspiration image for the ushers from my pile of images
when I was hesitant about fully embracing it.
Earl lived up to the name director. He gave direction and guidance but let me work to
generate ideas. He did not micro manage. Sadly, he injured his back partway through the
rehearsal period and had to be out on medical leave until the show opened, but I felt he had set us
on a solid trajectory

What Tim Curry said about original The Rocky Horror Show director Jim

Sharman in a 1973 interview with Michael Leech sums up my feelings about working with Earl:
“He holds a hoop in front of you and says, ‘Here it is. How are you going to get through
it?’…You have the feeling that what you’ve done you’ve created yourself, but really it’s a
mutual creation. I think that is really good direction” (Thompson).
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Music Director Kip Taisey
When I first heard of Music Director Kip Taisey’s idea to bring a gospel spin to The
Rocky Horror Show’s music I couldn’t imagine how it would work, but after I heard a bit of it in
rehearsal, I was sold. I was not all that touched by the music in the film version. Kip’s
arrangements surprised and delighted me when I heard them. I did not often get to personally
interact with Kip throughout the process of mounting the show, but I greatly appreciated his kind
disposition and amazing work.
Choreographer Tim Ellis
Until a few weeks before the show opened, most of my interactions with Choreographer
Tim Ellis revolved around the cast’s shoes which was understandable because a poor decision on
my part could inhibit or endanger the performers as they danced. I appreciated that Tim and
Director Earl Weaver communicated this to me early in the process. Because of this, I was able
to save time and money by having all of the ushers wear their own jazz and character shoes.
This allowed the actors to perform their choreography in rehearsal as easily as if they were in the
actual performance, and to have the shoe most appropriate to their foot. Had I purchased the
shoes, they would have had to have been inexpensive to fit within the budget and might not have
been comfortable or appropriate for the choreography. It was a very natural transition when Tim
stepped in for Director Earl Weaver after Earl had to go out on medical leave. I found that Tim
was every bit as accessible as Earl when I had questions or challenges that required his input.
Tim’s work was at such a high level that it encouraged me make ensure my work was as good.
Stage Manager Hannah Kugelmann
Hannah was both my student and my classmate at the time we were working on The
Rocky Horror Show. I knew her personally as a very kind, hardworking person. I could see she
was struggling just as I was with all of her competing responsibilities. I may have let that
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understanding interfere somewhat with my role as a designer. I had difficulty getting my
requests for performers to come in for measurements and fittings fulfilled in a timely manner.
These delays caused setbacks in the build process. I waited until there had been more than one
incident of this nature before I addressed the issue with her in an official manner.
ASM Zac Alfson was eventually assigned to be the main contact between the costume
team and stage management as per my request. This ended up being a good move that freed up
Hannah, allowed me prompt replies to my requests, and enabled the build to move along more
smoothly. In hindsight, I should have spoken up and requested a dedicated ASM before the
second issue we ran into, but once we got past the initial bumps in communication, Hannah and I
had a very easy working relationship.
Assistant Stage Manager Zac Alfson
Zac was one of two ASMs assigned to The Rocky Horror Show, and in addition to his
other duties, he was charged with being the point-person for communications between the
costume team and stage management/cast. He checked in with me fairly regularly throughout
the build which helped me quickly transmit information to the cast. He had some difficulty
setting up fittings within the time frames I requested at a couple of points during the build, but
they were mostly minor problems, far outweighed by the times that he came in to help sew or
timed quick changes for me when I could not get out of the costume shop long enough to watch a
rehearsal. Zac was my student the semester before The Rocky Horror Show mounted, so we
already had a good relationship and easy communication. We were both frequently awake and
on our computers at the same late hours, so we could chat online and ask each other questions as
we thought of them. Being able to stay in touch so easily helped us stay on the same page and
head off problems as they arose.
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Evaluation of Relationship with the Design and Production Team
Assistant Designer Markisha Cobourne
I specifically requested Markisha Cobourne to be my Assistant Designer for The Rocky
Horror Show because I knew she had a strong work ethic, solid skills, and we already had an
easy rapport. I assumed at the time that I asked Markisha to assist me on The Rocky Horror
Show that she would have as much time to dedicate to it as she had spent on our previous
collaboration. It was a mistake on my part not to ask more questions about her upcoming
schedule. I felt my frustration mounting as it became clear that she would be unable to assist me
as much as I had hoped.
I waited a too long to let her know that I needed more assistance from her than I was
getting. After I more clearly communicated my expectations to Markisha, she dedicated more
time to helping with the show, working every free minute during the 2 weeks leading up to the
show’s opening and freeing up my time by attending the film shoot and fleshing out hair and
makeup elements Markisha’s contribution to hair and makeup eased a significant burden from
me. She was able to use my renderings to further develop the hair and makeup designs beyond
what I had first envisioned. Without her assistance I doubt I would have been able to accomplish
those tasks. This taught me an important lesson in delegation and collaboration. Looking back
on the process, I believe I was expecting more than I should have from Markisha. I really
appreciated all of her hard work and support.
Scenic Designer Gary Alexander
Gary and I were the only two design graduate students in our class. We had practically
every class together throughout our time at UCF and worked on both theoretical and realized
designs. Gary counted his work on a production of The Rocky Horror Show at his
undergraduate school as one of his best experiences working in the theatre. His enthusiasm and
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membership on the design team were two of the main reasons I was glad to be working on this
production. Once Gary and I started to bring images to design meetings, I felt that our visions of
the world might not coalesce, as he seemed to be moving toward a raw, grungy, urban, punk
aesthetic, while I saw the world in a more gothic, glamorous, J-pop aesthetic; but our previous
projects had always yielded good results, so I trusted that we would end up with a dynamic and
cohesive design.
At times I felt Gary was trying to nudge me toward design ideas that he had seen used in
his undergraduate institution’s production. I did not want to automatically adopt or discount any
ideas just because they had been used before. I listened to Gary’s suggestions and analyzed them
to see if they would fit into the direction and budget that I had already established. I felt that
Gary’s input improved my final design.
Lighting Designer George Jackson
I had never met George before working on The Rocky Horror Show. George exhibited a
quiet, gentle demeanor in design meetings and hardworking enthusiasm at the light board and
I felt very comfortable asking him for assistance.
On a few occasions George helped me test how the lights would look on the costumes. I
found George’s assistance in testing fabrics and costumes under stage lighting invaluable. I will
take this aspect of our work together into future productions. While I know this kind of
collaboration can be invaluable it is often overlooked in the midst of all of the other production
requirements during a build.
Another illustration of our successful collaboration is the lighting cues he designed to
help the EL wire on the floorshow costumes stand out. Based on a discussion we had early on in
the process, George created dim but dramatic lighting for the floorshow which allowed the EL
wire to be seen. When Riff-Raff and Magenta blasted off in the finale, George originally had
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them dramatically back lit, which obscured the amazing sparkle inherit in the fabric used for
their costumes. George worked with me to make the moment more spectacular by adding a little
front light the following evening, making the costumes reflect light like disco balls, and
enhancing the drama of the moment in a way that pleased both of us.
Sound Designer Martin Wootton
I had worked with Martin before The Rocky Horror Show, but not very closely. In my
previous experience the collaboration between sound design and costume design normally
revolved around mic packs. Martin able to assist me with mic packs for this production, but I
also appreciated his support in sourcing other elements necessary to costuming for the show.
Martin’s aid in finding and purchasing batteries for the illuminated and low cost pop concert
style microphone saved me time and money.
Props Designers William Boles and Beth DeCarlo
I knew William and Beth from classes we had together prior to working on The Rocky
Horror Show. After initial discussions to decide which items would fall officially to props or to
costuming, we did not have much interaction until the build period. I appreciated that Beth
asked me for a recipe for fake blood before she began to work on her “bloody” props for the
scene in which Frank kills Eddie. I gave Beth the formula for the blood, and she tested it on
Frank’s jacket before it was ever used on stage.
Beth, William, and I also quickly collaborated on a design for gun holsters for Riff Raff
and Magenta when we realized that they would have no place to store their guns when they were
not holding them in their alien costumes. If I had spent a little more time with Beth and William
earlier in the process, we might not have been making holsters at the last minute, but overall I
think we worked well together.
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Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones
I had only worked with Dan for one semester prior to The Rocky Horror Show, but we
worked together well and had a close relationship. We had a bit of a slow start on the build of
the show due to delays in getting measurements and initial fittings. I felt I could have
communicated better with Dan during this initial period of the build. The usher’s hats had been
in the shop for a week before anyone started to work on them because I thought that Dan knew
they were there and ready for alterations when he actually did not.
After we realized we would not be getting a replacement to the full time Costume Shop
Assistant role, Dan and I were able to work together to divide up the workload between
ourselves and the students in a way that best used our strengths and available labor force. It was
easy to collaborate with Dan on hair treatments and makeup application because his past
experience and skill level set me at ease when I needed his help with Frank’s drag makeup or
styling Columbia’s wig.
More than any of the creative or administrative work he did to get the show open, Dan’s
calm, supportive nature helped me not to give up when I was exhausted from weeks of long
hours working on the show. He helped keep me focused on the big picture so I could distinguish
between what had to be accomplished and what was nonessential, allowing the highest priority
tasks to be completed.
Evaluation of the Design Process
I felt as if I started the design process at a disadvantage to Director Earl Weaver and
Scenic Designer Gary Alexander by not having worked on or seen another stage production of
The Rocky Horror Show. I was a little intimidated by everyone else’s knowledge of the show,
and it made me afraid to speak up. I felt that I might say something that would make me appear
ignorant. I realize now that I should have just asked questions as I needed to without fear.
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Early on in the process, I became enamored with the idea of using a Japanese street
fashion aesthetic as an influence on the costumes for this production. I was worried about how it
would interact with the aesthetic displayed by Scenic Designer Gary Alexander’s main
inspiration, but I think Magenta’s look exemplifies the combination of our two visions. My
aesthetic manifested in her bright colors and Lolita silhouette, while Gary’s aesthetic influenced
the texture of her eye makeup and the graffiti and derogatory terms on her apron. Magenta was
one of the first characters that I designed, and once I created her look, I knew I had a template for
the rest of show.
I cannot say how invaluable to my design process I found looking through and
photographing stock costumes. Being able to sit at home and choose from stock items as I drew
helped me save money by using things I already had, and draw things that could actually be
achieved without locking me into shopping for hard-to-find items.
Evaluation of the Build Process
At the beginning of the semester I thought that we would have another full-time staff
member in the costume shop. When that failed to materialize it put a lot of pressure on Costume
Shop Manager Dan Jones and me. Since we only had Dan and some part-time undergraduate
students working in the shop, I had to take on some of the build. I was so busy shopping, dying,
fitting, and passing out directions it was challenging for me to find quiet time to work on the
costumes I had assigned to myself.
As a student I did not have access to a university purchasing card to use to buy items for
the show. Not having a P-card was a hardship, not only for me, the student designer, but also for
the busy faculty or staff member who had to accompany me to make a purchase. There were
occasions when I had time to go shopping, but Costume Shop Manager Dan Jones or Professor
Kristina Tollefson were not available for another couple of days. Not having a P-card also meant
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that if Dan was taking me shopping, both of us would be out of the shop for that time when one
of us could have been cutting, sewing, or directing others. I could go ahead and hold items the
day before, but not every store would do that, especially the thrift stores. Many stores refused to
hold items overnight. I did try to find ways to alleviate these problems. For example, I was able
to go to JoAnn’s earlier on one day and pull items together in my basket, get fabrics cut, and then
have Kristina come and meet me when I was ready to check out.
Going forward, I would suggest the university look into getting prepaid Visa cards in
certain amounts for the designers. If the receipts the designer turns in do not equal the money
spent on the card, then the designer could pay the school that amount, the school could take it out
of the designer’s stipend, or it could be added to the following semester’s tuition.
Something that I regret during the build is that I did not check with the directing team on
some changes that I made on the fly. I was in such a hurry in the end that I did not check on
things such as changes to Frank’s lab coat or hairstyle. When time ran short, I just started
making the calls on my own; whereas if it had happened earlier in the process I would have
asked Earl’s opinion, much as I did on the placket change or on adding naughty nurse costumes.
I do not believe I made any changes that were detrimental to the production or that Earl or Tim
would not have agreed with, but I believe that checking in on these kinds of things to be the most
correct and respectful procedure.
Evaluation of the Costume Design
Negative Outcomes
Rendering Proportions
Rendering actors in their correct proportions is critical once the rendering becomes
translated into an actual costume if all of the details are to fit as intended. I drew a couple of
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renderings with awkwardly long proportions. One of them was for Usherette Erika. While
designing, I kept adding more and more divisions to her costume to make it look correct on the
long body I had drawn, but when I put the costume on Erika, who had a small frame, all of the
divisions broke her silhouette up too much and made her look short. I had to change the design I
had already presented in a meeting so it would look correct on her body. I should have noticed
earlier that the figure I had drawn was too elongated. Stretching a figure may look great for a
drawing, but the costume will never look as good on a regular person. The additional time
required to resolve this rendering error and the money wasted purchasing fabric that turned out to
be unnecessary reinforced the importance of correct proportions.
Shopping Trips
If I had compiled more complete lists of what I needed, it would not have been necessary
to make so many trips to the store. Some of the trips came about from my not being able to find
things online as I thought I might or from things not working as I hoped they would in fittings.
For the future I intend to streamline my shopping process, allowing me more time to focus on my
other responsibilities.
Online Tracking
As The Rocky Horror Show was the biggest show I had ever designed, and required a
several items that I could not source locally, I ordered more items online than I ever had before.
For past shows I could count my online orders on one hand, so it was simple to remember what
was supposed to arrive and at what time. For this production, there were too many different
orders and delivery dates for me to keep track of by memory, so I did not notice when some
items were missing. I should have created a spreadsheet linked to my budget and calendar with
the date I ordered items, when they were estimated to come in, and tracking numbers. With this
information, if things were not received by a certain date I would have noticed earlier and been
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able to locate them. My failure to track items properly cost me money, and altered my design
when two pair of long vinyl gloves that I ordered for Riff Raff and Magenta’s alien looks never
came in. I did not notice until a couple of days before the show that they had not arrived, at
which point it was too late for me to be able to track them down.
Last Minute Ordering
I ordered a number of items later in the build than I should have, the gloves mentioned
above being one example. Director Earl Weaver emphasized that he wanted to have shoes for
rehearsal as early as possible. I spent so much time searching in town and on the Internet for
drag shoes with a certain look that I did not get them ordered until February 18. They should
have been the first thing ordered after final designs were turned in so that the actors had as much
time as possible to get used to performing in them.
EL Wire Research
Using the EL wire required a significant amount of research into available colors, lengths,
battery life; how it was sold; how it could be cut; and how much length I would need for each
different performer’s corset to avoid cutting it. I had to send out numerous requests for
information from vendors on the above topics. Had I started the process of finding out all of this
information earlier in the design process, I would have been ready to order immediately
following final design presentation.
Frank’s Wig/Makeup
Riff-Raff, Magenta, and Columbia were all able to try out their hair and makeup before
dress week because we had to get them ready for a publicity film shoot, which I found to be a
helpful preview of their looks. I should have made an appointment to try Frank’s wig and
makeup on him before dress week as well, since those elements were so vital to his role as Frank.
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I assumed all would be fine, but I found during first dress rehearsal that the straight hairstyle I
had purchased did not compliment the performer’s face. The makeup also required some
finessing before it was exactly as I wanted it to look. It was frightening to be scrambling to
correct the wig and makeup the week of the finale dress rehearsal. In the future I think it would
be wise install hair and makeup tests into my build schedule when I know I am making a
performer over in a drastic way.
Dressers
I had learned from my previous productions to be proactive about securing dressers. I
sent out initial e-mails to find out who the dressers would be and assure they would still be
working the show, but then I turned the responsibility over to ASM Zac Alfson. I neglected to
check back with him on his progress until the day the dressers were supposed to come in for
crew view. It was then that Zac informed me we would be short a person. We were fortunate
that another student was standing by and volunteered to fill the vacant spot, but my lack of
follow through on this item could really have hurt the production and put strain on the other
members of the costume crew as they attempted to pick up the slack.
Tranny Trio
As early as February 21st I heard mention of something called “the Tranny Trio” in a
meeting, but I neglected to investigate it. If I had asked about what the title referred to I would
have realized three girls were chosen to sing together as a group during the show, frequently
backing up Frank. If I had understood this earlier I would have tweaked their costumes to make
them look a little more like a unit. If I had even just thought to ask who would stand in the
center of the group I could have made her usher color purple. As it ended up, the three stood
together in a color order of pink, pink, purple. At the time, I also assumed that the directing team
looked at their copies of the renderings when grouping people. I realize now that they are
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concerned with things other than the way specific costumes look together and that it is my job to
notice any costume issues and bring them to their attention.
Usher Plackets
A great deal of time and effort went into choosing fabrics for the backside of each usher’s
placket and then into stitching the plackets in such a way that allowed them to fold down and
reveal the fabric on the underside. I should have anticipated that there would be some difficulty
getting them to fold down in a uniform manner, as each placket was stitched to a different kind
of garment, and fit over very different body types. Many plackets were stitched everywhere
except the corner that folded down, but some, if they were stitched to a jacket front or buttondown shirt, had the entire right side closed with snaps. Since many of the usher costumes were
not worked on until dress week, there was no time to test the folding mechanics. As a result,
when all the plackets were folded down for the first time at final dress, some looked as they
should, some did not stay folded down at all, and others came unsnapped past the top snap or all
along the right side. There was no time at that point to troubleshoot them all, so the folding was
cut.
I wish I had anticipated this difficulty from the beginning. We could have skipped
finding fabric for the backs of each placket, and the construction could have been much easier
and faster without having to be mindful of what the reverse side looked like. This would have
saved a significant amount of time, taken some pressure off the build, and allowed us more time
to spend on the other details of the usher costumes that we did not have time to finish.
Over Designing
After seeing the show, I found that I actually did not need all of the detail I had drawn
onto the usher costumes to have a successful look, but I regret not being able to produce the
design fully as drawn. I did try to avoid this problem by listing out items to be built for the show,
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estimating the hours involved, and discussing the list at a costume area meeting before the build
began to see if the hours of work required seemed unreasonable (Table 17). The balance
between designing great costumes and not overloading the shop with work that they have neither
the time nor labor to produce is something I will continue to strive for, but I feel this
responsibility is shared with the costume shop manager who should always be able to say what
the shop is and is not capable of doing for a production I believe this countercheck was missing
for our production because final designs were already turned in and approve before we realized
we would be lacking the aid of a skilled full-time Costume Shop Assistant. Looking back now,
I should have realized at the point I began scheduling myself to build multiple costumes for my
own show, that we either needed to find someone to fill the position or come up with some
creative ways to scale back the design and present it to the director.
Over-scheduling
I knew before the build started that my semester was overbooked. With remounting a
show to go to KC/ACTF, teaching two sections of my class, building The Rocky Horror Show,
designing a dance concert piece, and taking on demanding course work, I worried about how I
would accomplish everything, but I forged ahead and hoped I would be able to work harder than
ever before and somehow be able to succeed. This was a mistake that pushed me to the edge of
misery. Even with working longer and sleeping less than ever before I was unable to juggle
everything. I have learned from the experience that I have to be careful to take on only what I
know I can handle in order to keep both my work and health from suffering.
Cast Ideas
I enjoyed working with the cast and taking their ideas into consideration when doing
fittings. My one regret on this is that I allowed Usherette Samantha wear her personal teal
sequin tank top. I had some reservations about it when I approved it, but when I saw it on her in
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a performance I noticed that it had wrinkling at the bottom edge, making it look sloppy. By the
time I saw it out on stage I had no time or energy to find something else and decided to live with
it. I wish I had been able to take the time to identify a replacement piece with a sleeker look.
Paperwork
I normally prepare notes on laundry, dressing, quick change times and locations, and
check-in sheets the week before a show opens. I was working so much in the shop the week
before the show I had no time to sit down and write these lists out or even think through where
quick changes should happen. As a result the dressers had to work without these items for a
couple of days, which made things more confusing for them and the actors. When I was moving
between dressing rooms and the makeup alley during the first rehearsal answering questions, the
dressers and actors got together on their own and figured out where to pre-set their items and
how to track them. I was amazed that it was somehow happening without my orchestrating it. I
felt bad for not having it all together for them in advance, but I was very grateful to the actors
and dressers for adapting to the situation and creating their own solution.
Contingency
I am glad I planned the usher’s looks around the lead they understudied. It would have
been extremely helpful if a lead had gone out sick, and it gave me some peace of mind. I also
saved some of the extra items I pulled for Brad and Janet in case their understudies had to go on
and did not fit into the lead’s costumes. I would have experienced even greater difficulties if
either Riff-Raff or Magenta had gone out sick. The alien looks were close fitting and worn with
specialized boots. If we had not been so far behind on the build, I would have liked to have fit
more understudies in the leads’ looks to see if they would work for them, or at least to have made
a comparison of measurements in order to develop a more thorough contingency plan for
understudies.
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Narrator’s Change
I originally rendered the narrator’s stripped down finale look as black lingerie with white
bias trim and white frog closures to relate to her basic look. As I ran short on time, I neglected to
add either the white bias or frog closures to the lingerie. The narrator and Dr. Scott stripped
down simultaneously onstage, and Dr. Scott’s change always pulled focus. I was concerned that,
if the audience missed seeing the narrator change they might have difficulty recognizing that the
sexy Betty Page-esque woman singing and dancing amongst the other actors was the narrator. I
think it became clear that she was the narrator by her voice and that the slave boys were still with
her, but I regret not finding a minute to at least attach the white frog closures to make her more
instantly recognizable.
Usherette Lacey
While watching dress rehearsal I thought something seemed awry about Usherette
Lacey’s costume. I could not identify the problem until my advisor pointed out her shirt had
more texture with its pronounced floral print than anything the other ushers wore. Its color was
also slightly muted, as I had dyed the shirt myself, and it never took on as bold a color as the
other usher colors. If I was less behind in the build when I noticed this I would have replaced the
shirt.
Magenta’s Cap
Magenta never got her tiny maid cap because we simply ran out of time to make it.
Looking back, I do wish she had had it to complete her look. It is easy to say now that just
another hour of missed sleep could have gotten me that cap, but at the time of the build we were
struggling to fix things that were larger problems than one missing accessory.
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Positive Outcomes
Budgeting
I feel that I did a good job budgeting for the show. In many cases I came in under what I
had budgeted for certain items. With that and the contingency I planned in, I was covered later
on in the process when I had to do a lot of last-minute shopping as we found out there were other
things that we needed.
Stock Utilization
It took a significant amount of time over the course of a few days to thoroughly search
our stock for items I could use for the show, but I found things that sparked my imagination and
saved me money. For previous shows I had just drawn costumes based on my research, and
found later that the item I had drawn was no longer available for purchase forcing me to either
change an approved design or add something unplanned to the build. Working from the photos
of stock items ensured I would be able use exactly what I drew.
Lighting Test
By taking the time to check the usher’s black costume pieces under stage lights before we
had any fittings I avoided the disappointment finding out that they didn’t work during dress week.
It would have been unfortunate if I had neglected this step and found out after modifications
were made that some of the usher’s “blacks” turned red in certain scenes. I feel this was a
successful idea that I intend to put to practice for future design opportunities.
Quick-Change Rehearsal
I had learned from previous shows that I needed to speak up and make sure appropriate
time was scheduled for quick-change rehearsal. Because I knew this show would have some
challenging changes, I requested a quick-change rehearsal two days before first dress started.
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This helped us significantly, and we were able to work out a lot of the issues with changes by the
time we started the first dress rehearsal.
Wig Maintenance
Wigs can be challenging for any production’s costuming staff. They require rigorous
care and maintenance to ensure that they look good for every performance. I was very careful to
instruct the dressers and performers in the proper handling of the wigs. I gave Wardrobe Head
Nicole Oro the responsibility of making sure the wigs were touched up every day and gave her
instructions for storing and restyling them as well. I feel that my attention to detail and trust in
Nicole paid off, as the wigs continued to look good through the run of the show.
EL Wire Batteries
We started using the EL wire corsets a couple of days before the first dress rehearsal. We
noticed during a couple rehearsals that one corset or another would not light up. After speaking
with dressers I found that they were not being thoroughly checked before each show to ensure
that the lights were working. I made testing and regular changing of the batteries part of the
check-in sheet to ensure that we would not have any lights out during the run of the show.
Additional Labor
I had never done a show as large as The Rocky Horror Show before, and I needed a great
deal of help getting everything finished. In my need, I became very bold in asking others for
assistance. I tend to be timid in expressing my needs, but for the sake of getting the show up and
running I had to let that go. That is a mindset I have maintained since working on this
production, and it continues to serve me well.
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Table 1: Cast List
Role

Actor

The Narrator

Amanda Wansa

Frank-n-Furter

Spencer Morrow

Brad

Robert Stack

Janet

Andrea Dunn

Rocky

Steven Gatewood

Riff Raff

Justin Sargent

Magenta

Emily Mara

Columbia

Melissa Nay

Eddie

Chantry Banks

Dr. Scott

Sara Barnes

Lead Usherette ("Science Fiction")

Samantha Friestat

Go-Go Boy #1

Michael Navarro

Go-Go Boy #2

Dane Wagner

Usher (Frank-N-Furter Understudy)

Matt James

Usher (Brad Understudy)

Javier Ortega

Usherette (Janet Understudy)

Rachel Patterson

Usher (Rocky Understudy)

Andrew Slane

Usher (Riff Raff Understudy)

Terry Alfaro

Usherette (Magenta Understudy)

Erika Lyon

Usherette (Columbia Understudy)

Khristy Chamberlain

Usher (Eddie Understudy)

Donovan Carey

Usherette (Dr. Scott Understudy)

Madison Stratton

Usherette (Lead Usherette Understudy)

Brittany Dobbs

Usherette

Lacey Angerosa

Usher

Taylor Jeffers
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Table 2: Page Breakdown Page 1
Rocky
Horror
Page #
Narrator
Frank
Brad
Janet
Rocky
Riff Raff
Magenta
Columbia
Eddie
Dr. Scott
Ushers

E=Entrance
X=Exit
1
2

Rocky
Horror
Page #
Narrator
Frank
Brad
Janet
Rocky
Riff Raff
Magenta
Columbia
Eddie
Dr. Scott
Ushers

“There’s a
Light”
18
19
O
O

O=
Onstage
3

5

6

7

8

9

“Science
Fiction”
11
12

10

E

20
O
X
O
O

“Sweet
Transvestite”
21
22
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
O

“Time Warp”
23
O

24
O

O
O

“Dammit Janet”

O

“Sword of Damocles”

O
O

25
O
E
O
O

26
O
O
O
O

O
O

O
O

E

X

E
E
E

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

X
X
X

E
E
E

27
O
O
O
O
E
O
O
O

O

X

E

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
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28
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

29
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O

O

13

14

15

16
E

17
O

E
E

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O

O

O

O

O

“Charles
Atlas”
30
31
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
E

“Saturday
Night”
32
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X

O

X

O

33
X
XE
X
XE
X
X
X
X

Table 3: Page Breakdown Page 2
Rocky
Horror
Page #
Narrator
Frank
Brad
Janet
Rocky
Riff Raff
Magenta
Columbia
Eddie
Dr. Scott
Ushers

Rocky
Horror
Page #
Narrator
Frank
Brad
Janet
Rocky
Riff Raff
Magenta
Columbia
Eddie
Dr. Scott
Ushers

“Touch Me”
34

35

O
E
X

XE
XE
E
E

36
E
X
X
O
O

37
O

E
E

X
X

O
O

“Once in a
While”
38
39
O
O
E
O
E
O
X
X
E
X

E

50
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

51
O
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

52
O

53
X

E
E

X
X

O

X

E

X

40
O
O
O
E
E
E
E
E

“Eddie’s
Teddy”
41
42
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O

O
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O

43
O
O
O
O
O
O
XE
O

“Wise
Up”
44
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

“Rose Tint”
45
O
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

O

O

X

46
O

E

47
O
E
E
E
O

E

O

“Wild and
Untamed”
48
49
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
E
E
O
O
E

O
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Table 4: Budget Worksheet Page 1
Budget:
Estimated Spending:
Actual Spending:
Remaining Amount:

Rocky Horror Budget

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Character
contingency
EL wire + shipping
all floorshow shoes
usher hats
corset fabric
usher goggles
brad sock garters
fabric dye
Frank
bustier
panties
fishnets
main shoes
arm band
hair wig
fishnet shirt
necklace
lab coat
lab gloves
goggles
cape
pink nighty
pink eyecover
fluffy slippers
hip drape

Budget
200
250
150

Budget
30
6
20
30
5
35
20
15
40
5
12

8
25

Actual
314.82
417.87
95.2
23.36
53.95
17.9
60.56
Actual
4
20.68
11.07
23.99
20
10.81
136.5
17.97

6
28

Difference
200
-64.82
-267.87
-95.2
-23.36
-53.95
-17.9
-60.56
Difference
30
2
-0.68
30
-6.07
11.01
0
4.19
-96.5
5
-5.97
0
0
2
-3
0

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:
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$4,500.00
$4,213.00
$4,241.24
$258.76

Table 5: Budget Worksheet Page 2

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Frank
floorshow gown
floorshow necklace
floorshow corset
floor show net glove
floor show green glove
makeup
garterbelt
Rocky
gold shorts
gold shoes/shinguards
hair
special makeup
mummy wrap
black heels
floorshow corset
garterbelt
drape
necklace
net arm band
fishnets
black panties
sparkle arm band
Riff Raff
black jacket
lace vest
black pants
purple shirt
stockings
shoes

Budget
84
30
30
3
1
20
5
Budget
30
45
80
15
35
30
30
5

Actual
66.75
53.5
29.99
5

22.4
3.5
Actual
7.47
22.98
90
22.38
16.32

3.5

20
3
10
6

10.78
5
10.34
4

Budget
35
0
20
30
10
60

Actual
18
5
12
16
12
56.3

Difference
17.25
-23.5
0.01
-2
1
-2.4
1.5
Difference
22.53
22.02
-10
-7.38
18.68
30
30
1.5
0
9.22
-2
-0.34
2
0
Difference
17
-5
8
14
-2
3.7

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:
feathers
beaded lace and a necklace

might have to buy more
elastic

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

http://www.drag-queen.com

we have this fabric I think
necklace combo claires

Pull
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Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Table 6: Budget Worksheet Page 3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Riff Raff
lace spats
hair
special makeup
black tie
gloves
alien shirt
panties
garterbelt
fishnets
black boots
black gloves
sunglasses
lab coat
Magenta
dress
buckle belt
long white gloves
apron
1 black lace glove
wrist band
stockings
knee garters
shoes
makeup
hair
alien shirt
panties
garterbelt
fishnets
black boots

Budget
8
30
8
13
15
6
5
10
48
20
9.5
5
Budget
30
15

Actual
30
22.38

12
4
3.5
10.34
45
28.35
10
Actual
25
20.94

Difference
8
0
-14.38
13
3
2
1.5
-0.34
3
-8.35
-0.5
5
Difference
5

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:
buy product for style/dye

Icing Altamont mall
we have the fabric

heelsforyou.com

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

0

12
45
8
60
15
6
5
10
48

12
15.98
56.3
22.38
8.5
12
4
3.5
10.34
45

0
0
-11.3
51.5
3
2
1.5
-0.34
3

buy product for style/dye
we have the fabric
flirtylingerie.com
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Table 7: Budget Worksheet Page 4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Magenta
black gloves
sunglasses
finale hair
naughty nurse
nurse hat
Columbia
kimono top
obi
black striped skirt
necktie
gold gloves
kanzashi
gold spats
fishnets
wig
makeup
black heels
floorshow corset
drape
necklace
net arm band
orange armband
naughty nurse
nurse hat
panties
garterbelt
Brad
sweater
shirt
pants

Budget
20
9.5
20
40
8
Budget
40
20
25

Actual
28.3
10
80.57
50
7.99
Actual
22
12
13

Difference
-8.3
-0.5
-60.57
-10
0.01
Difference
18
8
12

10
30
10
30
30

10.34
69.99
22.38
29.99

20
3

10.78
5

40
8
6
5
Budget

50
7.99
4
3.5
Actual

-0.34
-39.99
-12.38
30
0.01
0
9.22
-2
0
-10
0.01
2

20

12.84

Difference
0
0
7.16

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

buy white hair inserts

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

http://www.drag-queen.com
we have this fabric

Pull
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Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Table 8: Budget Worksheet Page 5

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Brad
pink flower
navy tie
jacket
undershirt
underwear
shoes
hair
makeup
socks
lab coat
black heels
floorshow corset
drape
fishnets
necklace
glasses
net arm band
blue armband
panties
garter belt
Janet
sweater
dress
shoes
wedding ring
hose
bra
underwear
slip
lab coat

Budget

12
10
6
50
30
30
15

Actual

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

0
0
0
12
22.38
6

29.99

3

10.34
10.78
11.99
5

6
5
Budget

4
3.5
Actual

15

14.92

5
15
6
15
50

4
10
5

20

Difference

0
50
30
0.01
15
9.22
-11.99
-2
0

Difference
0
0
0
1
5
1
15
50
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Table 9: Budget Worksheet Page 6

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Janet
black heels
floorshow corset
drape
fishnets
necklace
net arm band
teal armband
makeup
black panties
garter belt
Narrator
shoes
pant suit
lingerie top
lingerie bottom
garter belt
fishnets
wig
makeup
Slave boy 1
shorts
hose
shoes
dog collar
makeup
shirt
hat
Slave boy 2
shorts
hose

Budget
30
30

Actual

10
20
3

10.34
10.78
5

10
6
5
Budget
39
40

22.38
4
3.5
Actual
44.97
29.99

5

4
3.5

6
30
10
Budget
22

13
8
20
25
Budget
22

89.99
22.38
Actual
20
10.34
19.5
22.38
21
25
Actual
20
10.34

Difference
30
30
0

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

we have this fabric

9.22
-2
0

Difference
-5.97
10.01
0
1
-3.5
6
-59.99

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Difference
2
-10.34
0
-6.5
-14.38
-1
0
Difference
2
-10.34

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

hot topic

Pull
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Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Table 10: Budget Worksheet Page 7

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Slave boy 2
shoes
dog collar
makeup
shirt
hat
Dr. Scott
glasses
bra
panties
skirt
jacket
blouse
fishnets
point shoes
makeup
Eddie
s/s shirt
tie
pants
sneakers
wristband
makeup
hair weft
socks
usher placket
hat
usher arm bands
usher leg bands
vest

Budget

Actual

13
8
20
25
Budget
15
10

19.5
22.38
21
25
Actual
11.99
12
8

10

10.38

Budget
40
15
30
18
10
15
4
5
8
6
6
6
6

22.38
Actual
15
15
36
15
6
22.38
2.99
3.5

11.5

Difference
0
-6.5
-14.38
-1
0
Difference
-11.99
3
2
0
0
0
-0.38
0

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Difference
25
0
-6
3
4
-7.38
1.01
1.5
8
6
6
6
-5.5

Pull

provided by actress
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Build

Buy

Online

Notes:
sears

Table 11: Budget Worksheet Page 8

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Usher Donovan
usher placket
shirt
pants
black gloves
legwarmers
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
belts
Usherette Samantha
usher placket
jacket
pants
purple gloves
black and teal spats
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
Usherette Rachel
usher placket
dress
leggings
purple arm bands
purple waist wrap
socks
hat

Budget
8
40
30

Actual

6

6.3
2.5

6
6
10
15
5
Budget
8
15
10

15
36.15

12.58
9.59
15.96
8.12
Actual
18
9

6

4.5

6
6
10
15
Budget
8

12.58
9.59
15.96
Actual

6

Difference
8
25
-6.15
0
-0.3
-2.5
6
-6.58
0.41
-0.96
-3.12
Difference
8
-3
1
0
1.5
0
6
-6.58
0.41
-0.96
Difference
8
0
0
0
0
0
6

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:
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Table 12: Budget Worksheet Page 9

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Usherette Rachel
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
Usher Terry
usher placket
black/purple shirt
pants
black fl glove
lavender fl glove
tulle spats
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
black stud bracelet
fabric for trim
belts
Usherette Brittany
usher placket
black lace dress
capris
long black glove
1 black lace glove
green gloves
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
green spike collar

Budget
6
10
6
Budget
8
10
10

Actual
12.58
9.59
15.96
Actual
5
6.5

3
6
6
10
6
6
Budget
8

12.58
9.59
15.96
5
Actual

5
6
10
6
6
6
10
6

12.58
9.59
15.96

Difference
-6.58
0.41
-9.96
Difference
8
5
3.5

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

0
0
-3
6
-6.58
0.41
-9.96
1
Difference
8
0
5
6
10
6
6
-6.58
0.41
-9.96
0
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Table 13: Budget Worksheet Page 10

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Usher Matt
usher placket
net shirt
shorts
black gloves
black tank
fur leg warmer
fur arm warmers
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
2 belts
green necklace
2 green bracelets
green lace spat
Usherette Kelli
usher placket
black dress
pants
black/red armband
red chocker
white stud bracelet
black lace glove
red glove
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim

Budget
8
15
10

Actual
10
8.5

Difference
8
5
1.5
0

6

6

6
6
10
6
6

0
6
-6.58
0.41
-9.96
6

Budget
8
10
15
2.5

12.58
9.59
15.96

Actual

6.35
3

0
Difference
8
10
8.65
-0.5
0

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

16.99
6
6
10
6

12.58
9.59
15.96

0
6
-6.58
0.41
-9.96
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Table 14: Budget Worksheet Page 11

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Usher Taylor
usher placket
shirt
pants
black/red armband
triple tie
studded belt
spats
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
Usherette Khristy
usher placket
black/orange dress
black tights
yellow gloves
orange ring
2 necklaces
yellow glasses
scarf
orange bracelet
orange legwarmers
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
Usher Javier
usher placket

Budget
8
7
10
2.5
10

6
6
10
6
Budget
8
15

Actual
7.25
8
3
13
8

16.58
9.59
15.96
Actual
28.48

10

1.84

6
6
10
6
Budget
8

16.58
9.59
15.96
Actual

Difference
8
-0.25
2
-0.5

0
0
6
-10.58
0.41
-9.96
Difference
8
-13.48
0
0

8.16
0
6
-10.58
0.41
-9.96
Difference
8

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:
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Table 15: Budget Worksheet Page 12

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Usher Javier
trimmed jacket
black breeches
arm bands
black bracelet
socks
belt
shoe fobs
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
blue glasses
Usherette Madison
usher placket
dress
collar w/flower
arm bands
spats w/flounce
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
Usher Andrew
usher placket
shirt
breeches
yellow sash belt
yellow sunglasses
black gloves

Budget
10

Actual

5

3

7
5

4

6
6
10
6
5
Budget
8
3
6
3
6
6
6
10
6
Budget
8
15
10

16.58
9.59
15.96
Actual

13.58
9.59
15.96
Actual

Difference
10
0
2
0
7
1
6
-10.58
0.41
-9.96
5
Difference
8
0
3
6
3
6
6
-7.58
0.41
-9.96
Difference
8
15
10

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

10
10.99

-10.99
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Table 16: Budget Worksheet Page 13

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Usher Andrew
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
Usherette Erika
usher placket
shirt
dress
arm bands
legwarmers
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim
Usherette Lacey
shirt
skirt
arm bands
legwarmers
socks
hat
hair weft
makeup
fabric for trim

Budget
6
6
10
6
Budget
8
10
15
6
6
8
6
6
10
6
Budget
10
10
6
6
8
6
6
10
6

Actual
9.59
9.59
15.96
Actual

12
6

9.59
9.59
15.96
Actual

3

9.62
9.62
15.96

Difference
6
-3.59
0.41
-9.96
Difference
8
10
3
0
6
8
6
-3.59
0.41
-9.96
Difference
10
10
3
6
8
6
-3.62
0.38
-9.96

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:

Pull

Build

Buy

Online

Notes:
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APPENDIX D: TIME ESTIMATE

150

Table 17: Initial Estimate of Shop Build Time
Rocky Time Estimates
Time

Hours

Costume

Alteration

Estimate

Total

Janet dress and sweater

take in/let out /hems

1.5

214

Brad suit and pants

take in/let out /hems

2

Usher slaves

make cuffs add belt

3.5

Narrator

alter suit

2.5

Columbia basic

build all

8

alter existing/build armbands,
15 Ushers (6 hours apiece)

hats and plackets

90

Magenta maid

build all

8

Riff Raff butler

build all

12

Frank basic

build corset/alter shirt

6.5

Eddie

build pants?

5

Frank lab coat

build coat

7

5 Floorshow corsets w/lights

Build

25

Dr. Scott

alterations/hems/quick rigging

4

Rocky mummy

wrap and stitch/Velcro

7

Frank gown

Build

5

Narrator finale

add frogs

1

Riff and Magenta aliens

build with lights

15

Floorshow drapes

drape and stitch

5

Necklaces

attach beads to strip of fabric

6
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APPENDIX E: DRESSING LIST

152

Table 18: Dressing List Page 1
Rocky Horror Dressing List
Frank
Scene 1.6
green corset
garter belt
black panties
fishnets
black patent shoes
fishnet arm band
fishnet shirt
black choker
black cape
(Cape is removed on stage and not used again.)
Scene 1.8
Add these pieces to 1.6 look:
lab coat
black lab gloves
goggles
Scene 1.15
Remove lab coat, lab gloves, and goggles.
Add these pieces to 1.6 look:
sheer pink robe
pink eye cover
fluffy pink slippers
Scene 1.20
Add these pieces to the 1.6 look:
floorshow gown
elaborate necklace
(Exchange the 1.6 choker for this necklace.)
floorshow corset
(Exchange the 1.6 corset for this corset.)
floor show green armband
green drape

Rocky
Scene 1.8
mummy shirt
mummy pants
gold shorts
gold spats
gold sneakers
blonde wig
Scene 1.2
black high heels
floorshow corset
garter
gold drape
black choker necklace
fishnets
fishnet armband
black panties
gold arm band
Riff Raff
Scene 1.4
black lycra jacket
lace vest/shirt
black lycra pants
fishnet stockings
black buckle boots
black tie
fingerless gloves
black panties
Scene 1.8
lab coat
Scene 1.20
garter belt
fishnets
black boots
EL wire sunglasses
Smooth down hair/change makeup to alien look.
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Table 19: Dressing List Page 2
Rocky Horror Dressing List
Brad
Scene 1.2
cream sweater vest
white dress shirt
navy pants
pink corsage
navy tie
belt
undershirt
underwear
brown shoes
argyle socks
Scene 1.7
He strips onstage to his boxers and socks.
lab coat (Added on stage.)
Scene 1.20
black heels
floorshow corset
blue drape
black choker
net arm band
blue armband
fishnets
garter belt
black panties

Eddie
usher hat
usher arm bands
usher leg bands
usher placket vest
goggles
pink checkered tie
black s/s shirt
pinstripe pants
Scene 1.9
When he is Eddie add these pieces to base shirt &
pants.
sneakers
wristband
scar
socks
hello kitty key chain plushie
white checkered tie
Usher Donovan
usher placket
shirt
pants/skirt
black gloves
legwarmers
socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles
belts

Slave boy 1 & 2
Scene 1.1
shorts
hose
combat boots
dog collar
Scene 1.20
Add these pieces to what he is already wearing:
vinyl police hat
fishnet shirt
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Table 20: Dressing List Page 3
Rocky Horror Dressing List
Usher Terry
usher placket black shirt
black/purple pants
black fl glove
lavender fl glove
tulle spats
socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
black stud bracelet
goggles

Usher Taylor
usher placket red/blk shirt
tie pants
black/red armband
triple tie
studded belt
spats
socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles

Usher Matt
usher placket tank top
net shirt
blk/green shorts
black gloves
fur leg warmer
fur arm warmers
socks
floorshow shoes
shoes
hat
hairpiece
makeup
goggles
2 belts
green necklace
2 green bracelets
green lace spat

Usher Javier
usher placket jacket
black breeches
arm bands
black bracelet
socks
shoe fobs
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles
blue glasses
Usher Andrew
usher placket shirt
corduroy breeches
yellow sash belt
yellow sunglasses
black gloves
black/yellow tights
socks
boots
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles
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Table 21: Dressing List Page 4
Rocky Horror Dressing List
Magenta
Scene 1.6
pink dress
buckle belt
long white gloves
black apron
1 black lace glove
black wrist band
fishnets
pink stockings
knee garters
gothic mary jane shoes
black panties
garter belt

Columbia
Scene 1.6
kimono top
orange obi
black striped skirt
necktie
gold gloves
hair jewel
gold spats
fishnets
tap shoes
character shoes
wig
black panties
garter belt

Scene 1.8
naughty nurse dress
nurse hat
Same hose, shoes, and gloves as 1.6.

Scene 1.8
naughty nurse dress
naughty nurse hat
Same hose, shoes, and gloves as 1.6.

Scene 1.9
Change back into 1.6 look.

Scene 1.20
black heels
floorshow corset
drape
black choker
net arm band
orange armband
Same hose, garter belt, and panties as 1.6.

Scene 1.20
long red wig
alien shirt
black boots
sunglasses
Same fishnets, garter belt, and panties as 1.6.
Wig change and makeup change to alien look.

Narrator
Scene 1.1
black peep toe heels
pinstripe suit
rhinestone earrings
lingerie top
lingerie bottom
garter belt
fishnets
wig
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Table 22: Dressing List Page 5
Rocky Horror Dressing List
Janet
Scene 1.2
cream sweater
blue dress
wedding ring
hose
bullet bra
white underwear
slip

Dr. Scott
Scene 1.16
wig
glasses
granny panties
granny bra
skirt
jacket
dickie
fishnets
ballet slippers

Scene 1.7
She strips onstage to her bra, slip, and panties.
lab coat (Added on stage.)

Scene 1.20
She strips down to her underwear onstage.

Scene 1.20
black heels
floorshow corset
teal drape
black choker
net arm band
teal armband
black fishnets
black panties

Usher Samantha
usher placket jacket
purple trimmed pants
purple gloves
black and teal spats
socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles

Usher Lacey
usher placket pattern shirt
black tube dress
black skirt
arm bands
legwarmers
socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles

Usher Rachel
usher placket dress
purple arm bands
purple waist wrap
socks
shoes
hat
long black wig
makeup
goggles
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Table 23: Dressing List Page 6
Rocky Horror Dressing List
Usher Brittany
usher placket blk/green dress
green/blk capris
long black glove
1 black lace glove
green gloves
green socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles
green spike collar

Usher Khristy
usher placket orange top
black/orange dress
black tights
yellow gloves
orange ring
2 necklaces
yellow glasses
head scarf
orange bracelet
orange legwarmers
socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles

Usher Kelli
usher placket blk/red dress
black/red pants
black/red armband
red chocker
black stud bracelet
2 belts
black lace glove
red glove
socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles

Usher Erika
usher placket black shirt
pink dress
pink tight
black fishnets
arm bands
legwarmers
socks
shoes
hat
black bob wig
makeup
goggles

Usher Madison
usher placket dress
collar w/flower
arm bands
spats w/flounce
socks
shoes
hat
hair piece
makeup
goggles
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APPENDIX F: PRELIMINARY SKETCHS

159

Figure 1: First Thumbnail Sketch of Usher Concept

160

Figure 2: First Thumbnail Sketch of Frank in a Negligee

161

Figure 3: Quick Digital Color of New Usher Sketch

162

Figure 4: Slave Boy Finale

163

Figure 5: Dr. Scott in Ballet Shoes

164

Figure 6: S and M Hair Sketch

165

APPENDIX G: PRELIMINARY MOCKUP AND PULLING FOR USHERS

166

Figure 7: Placket Closed

167

Figure 8: Placket Open

168

Figure 9: Accessories Pulled from Stock

169

Figure 10: Stock Dress Used for Usherette Brittany

170

APPENDIX H: FINAL RENDERINGS

171

Figure 11: Narrator

172

Figure 12: Slave Boy

173

Figure 13: Usher Taylor

174

Figure 14: Usherette Kelli

175

Figure 15: Usher Donovan

176

Figure 16: Usherette Khristy

177

Figure 17: Usher Andrew

178

Figure 18: Usherette Madison

179

Figure 19: Usher Matt

180

Figure 20: Usherette Brittany

181

Figure 21: Usher Javier

182

Figure 22: Usherette Samantha

183

Figure 23: Usher Terry

184

Figure 24: Usherette Rachel

185

Figure 25: Usherette Erika

186

Figure 26: Usher Chantry

187

Figure 27: Usherette Lacey

188

Figure 28: Brad

189

Figure 29: Janet

190

Figure 30: Riff Raff

191

Figure 31: Magenta

192

Figure 32: Columbia

193

Figure 33: Frank-N-Furter

194

Figure 34: Frank's Lab Coat

195

Figure 35: Brad Underwear

196

Figure 36: Janet Underwear

197

Figure 37: Rocky

198

Figure 38: Eddie

199

Figure 39: Frank Negligee

200

Figure 40: Dr. Scott

201

Figure 41: Columbia Floorshow

202

Figure 42: Rocky Floorshow

203

Figure 43: Brad Floorshow

204

Figure 44: Janet Floorshow

205

Figure 45: Frank Fay Wray

206

Figure 46: Frank Floorshow

207

Figure 47: Narrator Finale

208

Figure 48: Dr. Scott Finale

209

Figure 49: Magenta Finale

210

Figure 50: Riff Raff Finale

211

APPENDIX I: SAMPLE CONSTRUCTION SKETCHES

212

Figure 51: Construction Sketch of Frank's Corset

213

Figure 52: Construction Sketch for Magenta's Costume

214

Figure 53: Construction Sketch of Columbia's Costume

215

APPENDIX J: PUBLICITY PHOTO

216

Figure 54: Publicity Photo Using Costumes Pulled from Stock

217

APPENDIX K: USHER CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHS

218

Figure 55: Usher Taylor Close-up

219

Figure 56: Usherette Kelli Close-up

220

Figure 57: Usherette Khristy Close-up

221

Figure 58: Usherette Madison Close-up

222

Figure 59: Usher Matt Close-up

223

Figure 60: Usherette Brittany Close-up

224

Figure 61: Usherette Samantha Close-up

225

Figure 62: Usher Terry Close-up

226

Figure 63: Usherette Rachel Close-up

227

APPENDIX L: PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS

228

Figure 64: Narrator in Opening Scene

Figure 65: Ushers Gathering

229

Figure 66: Ushers Donovan and Kelly

230

Figure 67: Ushers Javier and Rachel

231

Figure 68: Janet and Brad Sing "There's a Light"

232

Figure 69: Riff Raff

233

Figure 70: Magenta

234

Figure 71: Magenta and Riff Raff Do the "Time Warp"

Figure 72: Columbia, Magenta, Frank, Riff-Raff and Rocky
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Figure 73: Brad and Janet Meet Frank-N-Furter
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Figure 74: Brad and Janet at the Lab
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Figure 75: Magenta as a Nurse
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Figure 76: Riff Raff Helps Frank
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Figure 77: Rocky and Frank Sing “Charles Atlas”
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Figure 78: Eddie Emerges

Figure 79: Frank and Columbia Sing "Eddie's Teddy" with Dr. Scott
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Figure 80: Frank Descends in his "Fay Wray" Gown

Figure 81: Frank Sings "I'm Going Home"
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Figure 82: Magenta and Riff Raff Blast Off
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Figure 83: Slave Boys Dancing
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Figure 84: Ushers Comfort Janet Singing “Super Heroes”
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Figure 85: Narrator and Her Boys Watch Brad and Janet at the Finale
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